
















































































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE HOME AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

TUESDAY 5 NOVEMBER 2002

Members present:

Mr Chris Mullin, in the Chair

Mr David Cameron Bob Russell
Mrs Janet Dean Mr Marsha Singh
Bridget Prentice David Winnick
Mr Gwyn Prosser

Examination of Witnesses

Mr Ian Blair, Deputy Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, and Mr John Burbeck, Chief Constable
of Warwickshire Police, and lead for Association of Chief Police OYcers on Criminal Justice, examined.

(Mr Burbeck) Yes, I very much support what IanChairman
Blair said and would wish to add that the police

1. Good morning, gentlemen, and apologies for service sees a deterioration in confidence in the
keeping you waiting. As you know, we are criminal justice system, and that is across all parts of
attempting a little pre-legislative scrutiny of the the community. The impact of that is that witnesses
Criminal Justice and Sentencing Bill, which is still and victims will not come forward. As a result of that
only a gleam in the Home Secretary’s eye. One of the we have a downward spiral of performance of the
diYculties is that the window between publication whole system. It is with a desire to improve the
and second reading is a very narrow one, and confidence in the criminal justice system and
therefore we are having to proceed on the basis that probably in order to achieve that, as we see it, the
we have an idea of what some of the main issues are, only way is to alter the balance slightly. The police
but we have not actually seen the Bill. We appreciate service has no wish to reduce the rights of the
it is as diYcult for you as it is for us. In an ideal defendants, but there is a desire to improve the rights
world—which I hope to live long enough to see— and conditions and support for victims and
bills will be published well in advance and then we witnesses.
could take evidence from interested parties before 3. Most of our constituents are not concerned
they are set in stone. Who knows, the quality of about the fact that complex fraud trials sometimes go
legislation both from the Government’s point of view belly up, but about the amounts of low level
and everybody else’s will be better, but we are not in criminality and robbery that plague their lives. To
an ideal world at the moment and that is why we have what extent will this Bill address that?
to move slightly in the dark. Can I just ask you a (Mr Burbeck) In order to address low level
general question, first of all, about this Bill: what is criminality—what I call bullying in communities,
the problem that needs fixing? Mr Blair? that is the reality—we have to achieve two things.

(Mr Blair) We think it is about inclusivity of The first thing is that you need to apply suYcient
evidence. A number of the provisions that are being controls to the oVender—the defendant—and give
discussed are around what I would describe as plenty of support and encouragement to victims and
treating the juror as adults, giving them the witnesses to come forward. There is a great
maximum amount of information and then allowing reluctance in communities for them to come forward
them to choose and put weight as they see properly and first of all report, and secondly give evidence
on that. Obviously, the classic issue here is about against these individuals who intimidate them and
previous convictions. We feel that if the jury is the who make their lives hell in local communities.
light by which freedom shines, we had better make 4. How will this Bill address that, as yousure it has got all the light available to it. That, I understand it?
think, will be our major issue. I think it is also fair to (Mr Burbeck) The first thing we would want to see
say, in terms of the whole Home AVairs Select are extra pre-charge conditions where we can take
Committee, the position both of the Met and of oVenders and, before we have the evidence for a
ACPO is that criminal justice reform is only partially charge, we can arrest them; then proposals to be able
legislative. There is a huge amount of work to do to put bail conditions on them not to intimidate or
which is already well under way about modernising approach victims or witnesses, perhaps not to go to
the way in which diVerent agencies work together. particular parts of communities, would help to create
Certainly the Street Crime Initiative has shown us a a situation where we could obtain evidence and
holistic picture of criminal justice and a lot of this is witnesses from victims and prepare a full case before
possible to fix, I think, without legislation; but some we charge.
of the legislation is very important to it.

5. Any other examples? Can we just touch on them
generally, at the moment.2. Mr Burbeck, do you want to add to that?
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(Mr Burbeck) Rules of evidence. We want greater (Mr Burbeck) Yes.

inclusivity of rules of evidence.
9. Then you mentioned judicial review. Do you see

judicial review as being like judicial oversight?
(Mr Burbeck) Sorry, no, I have accidentally

Mr Singh slipped into a legal term. I will stay with the term
judicial oversight6. I really cannot understand—I am going to talk

about bail conditions pre-charge—why the police 10. So you would be happy for an appeal system.
should have the power to impose bail and conditions (Mr Burbeck) We think it is essential.
when they do not have suYcient evidence to charge a (MrBlair) Can I just add that this seems to me that
suspect. I cannot understand the logic there. this is part of trying to make the justice system more

(Mr Burbeck) Under the Human Rights Article logical. One of the things that we have got with the
5.1c (as I understand it) there is authority to detain. current PACE codes of practice is these time limits
In other words, it is perceived to be compatible with and constantly—whether it is our own cases or thehuman rights to detain a person while investigations cases you read about in the press—you will see theare taking place. It is the police case that bail is less police going right to the edge of that 36 hours orrestrictive than detention and therefore if detention is whatever, and then charging the person. There arecompatible with human rights, so should bail be. two bits to that. One is that this would be anotherWhy would we want bail prior to charge? At the way of doing it so people are not held in custodymoment, if we have an oVender perhaps for violence while that process goes on; the second one—that wein the local community or perhaps a suspect for a will be pressing for in the Codes of Practice—is aboutvery serious oVence—such as terrorism or a child looking at the clock and saying “Is this clock real?”abduction—we may well have suYcient evidence to

And if the person cannot be questioned should thatarrest but we might be in a position where there is
be excluded from the period, so periods of sleep orinsuYcient evidence to charge or, particularly,
periods when a legal representative is not available,insuYcient evidence to prefer an appropriate charge.
is that part of the period? I think this is all aboutWe may be waiting. We may be waiting for forensic
asking what is a logical approach to this. I would seeevidence; we may be waiting for an unconscious
that pre-charge bail with certain constraints and, asvictim to recover. At the moment the police service
we say, legal oversight and so on, is an appropriatehas two choices: we do nothing, we allow the oVender
way and it will stop people being held for that 36 hourto continue as a free individual until we get this extra
period and then charged at that point. The otherevidence so that within a reasonable time of arrest (ie
issue that is important is a connective issue which is24 or 36 hours) we are fairly confident we can prefer
the idea of bringing the CPS into the charginga charge. So we allow this individual—he may be a
process. As you know, there are a number ofviolent person or maybe a terrorist or likely to
experiments and evaluations of that going on. If thatabscond—to go free. The other choice is that we
is going to work in practice across the whole country,arrest because we are concerned about leaving that
then the idea of pre-charge bail I think is almostindividual free and uncontrolled, but we know that at
inevitable otherwise you are going to have a lawyerthat stage we are unlikely to have suYcient evidence
in every police station and that is going to be diYcult.to prefer the correct charge. What we do is either we

have to release them or we prefer usually a much 11. Does pre-charge bail exist anywhere else in
more minor charge which we know we can defer. All the world?
the moves towards charging people with an (Mr Blair) I do not know the answer to that.
appropriate oVence in order that justice can progress (Mr Burbeck) I cannot help either, I am afraid.properly in a correct way are completely overturned
by the two options that are available to police at 12. If we do not know that, do you not accept that
present. Therefore, we believe there is a need for us this measure—if it comes forward—will be labelled
to have the opportunity to put bail conditions on as a gross violation of human rights?
defendants prior to charge and, of course, we accept (Mr Burbeck) I think, as I opened, the police
that these conditions have to be constrained in position is that bail before charge is less intrusive
certain ways and we also accept they will be subject than detention, and detention is compatible—that
to judicial oversight and appeal. has been held on many occasions—and therefore

pre-charge bail would also be compatible. That is the7. Leaving terrorism aside, with detention it is
police position.strictly limited on how long you can hold a person

before you charge them. There is no such provision 13. Would you use this power for the whole range
here. How long do you envisage imposing bail of oVences or would you limit it to a certain category?
conditions for? Would you be happy for a time limit If so, which?
or do you think it should be ad infinitum? (Mr Burbeck) We would like it for the whole range

(Mr Burbeck) No, not ad infinitum. That would be of oVences because even minor oVences can causecompletely inappropriate. We do accept there need enormous disruption in communities and we do notto be reasonable time limits. Perhaps a reasonable want individuals in custody unnecessarily. As Iantime limit and if we want an extension then we should Blair has said, a by-product of this is that we will bego to judicial review and we would leave that time able to release some oVenders earlier than welimit open to those who are concerned to constrain currently do. That is an important aspect. There areus. But we would be looking certainly at a few weeks. some benefits to the defendant as well as significant
benefits to the investigative process and, very8. You are saying you do not mind judicial

oversight. importantly, to victims and witnesses.
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14. Post-charge bail, there are a whole range of bail David Winnick

conditions. Would you want access to that full range
20. The strengthening of bail conditions and theof bail conditions for pre-charge bail?

answers which both of you gave to my colleague Mr(Mr Burbeck) We had anticipated that the
Singh, do you feel that the number of criminal casesconditions would be more limited. In particular, we
which are abandoned will be much less?are interested in those that ensure the oVender does

(Mr Blair) If I can start from another position andnot go near victims and witnesses, that the oVender
then come back to that answer. The reason why I saiddoes not go near particular places in the community,
a lot of what needs to be done and reformed aroundand that there is some means of preventing them
criminal justice is about modernisation is because itfrom absconding, so appropriate conditions to keep
is that issue that you just raised that we wouldthem in this country.
describe as attrition which seems to us to be the key

15. What problems do the police encounter for performance indicator across the whole system. It is
people who breach bail conditions currently, post- the number of cases that fail, that are either cracked
charge? What diYculties do you encounter? Do you or ineVective. I only recently understood that these
have to commit resources to catching them and were diVerent things. A cracked case is where a plea
taking them to court? of guilty occurs at the last moment and so the court

case does not happen but something does; a judicial(Mr Burbeck) We do. The problems are associated
disposal of some sort happens. An ineVective trial iswith tracking some of the oVenders down,
where the trial does not occur at all and the case isparticularly when the bail conditions have not been
lost. I do not think it is lost after a jury or asuYciently tight. Then the other is that there has been
magistrate; it is lost before that point. In some of oursome misunderstanding about whether individuals
magistrates’ courts in London that is running at overneed to appear at the front door when it is alleged
50 per cent of the time. Of the key components tothey are inside a building when they are subject to
this, the key one is prosecution witnesses notcurfew. That is being sorted out. There are problems
attending.with the existing bail conditions, but they do largely

control oVenders who are waiting to appear before a 21. I would like to ask you about that because itcourt. They are largely successful. was reported in the Standard last night that more
than 30,000 criminal cases a year—not confined to16. Do you envisage the need for extra resources if
London obviously—are abandoned, and I quote:pre-charge bail conditions were made available to
“because witnesses and victims refuse to giveyou? In terms of people who breach them, because
evidence in court or fail to turn up”. The emphasis inpresumably a lot more people will be out on bail.
this story is simply that there is so much intimidation(Mr Burbeck) No, because we believe it will make
and thuggery that these cases are abandoned and,the criminal justice system more eVective, we believe
indeed, if it is true that 30,000 cases are abandonedwe can manage this within the existing resources. We
largely because of the reason that I have given, it is aare not asking for extra resources associated with this
very serious matter indeed, is it not?particular initiative.

(Mr Blair) We have had a lot of scurrying around
this morning. We do not know where the 30,000
comes from.

Chairman
22. Talking about the country as a whole.

17. You mentioned that you would accept a time (Mr Blair) Yes, and one’s assumption is that that
limit. What would be a reasonable time limit? is probably somebody saying that there are this many

(Mr Burbeck) A month, four weeks. cases and this proportion of them are ineVective, ergo
that equals 30,000. But I would not want to be stuck18. How does that compare with what happens at on that figure.the moment?

(Mr Burbeck) At the moment we either keep them 23. Whether you are stuck on that figure or not, it
in custody or we release them. is a very large number, is it not?

(Mr Blair) It is a very, very large number of cases.
19. Do you keep them in custody for that length

of time? 24. Abandoned because of intimidation.
(Mr Blair) Abandoned because of two things, I(Mr Burbeck) No, we keep them in custody for up

to 36 hours. If it is a very diYcult and very complex would say, if I might. There is some intimidation—
we know about some intimidation—and it starts veryenquiry—and there have been a few high profile cases

recently in the press involving children, children who early. It starts early enough, for instance, that one of
our problems around street crime last year washave been abducted and other serious crimes—we

have to use every single hour that is available to us. victims’ parents saying, “No, no, he is not going to
make a statement”. It starts right back at that. But IWhat we would imagine in this arrangement is that

we would release the individual earlier for them to re- think it is also not just about intimidation, but about
victims and witnesses being mucked about. That isappear at the police station a month later. That is for

those who we keep in for a long time. The others, we this bit about ineVective trials. If a witness is called to
court three or four times, and on none of thoseallow them to remain completely free until we have

suYcient evidence to charge. Not only is there a risk occasions does he or she give evidence, then the
chances are they are not going to turn up for numberto the community, in that these are often persistent

oVenders who carry on oVending, but secondly they five. We have all the statistics that say the view of the
customers of criminal justice is of a very poor service.remain in communities intimidating their

neighbours. There is a figure—which I can find in a moment—of
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the proportion of people who actually give evidence therefore it is often diYcult to immediately prefer the

correct charge. In many cases that can be done byon the day they are called to court; this figure is
actually quite low. People just feel that there is no having immediate access to the CPS lawyer; on other

occasions it cannot be. On those occasions—oncitizen focus in the court system. One of the things we
are in discussion about with the Lord Chancellor’s many occasions—the police would be happy to bail

unconditionally because of the particular oVender’sDepartment is what is their performance indicator?
Their performance indicator is how full the courts background circumstances. But there are other

cases—which we have already had a discussion on—are. The way they do that is by double and treble and
quadruple booking of the courts. where the police would like the opportunity to put

conditions on the bail. The major benefits that come25. That is administration, serious as it is, but out of this particular change to CPS charging aresurely the responsibility of the police—not an easy that, whilst more time is taken up in the early stagesone, far from it, I am not trying to say otherwise—is of the investigation—in other words, time beforeto prevent a situation where cases are not brought to charge—the whole process post-charge seems to runcourt not because of administration failures and the much more smoothly. And all the indicators go therest which you have mentioned, but downright right way; there are more guilty pleas entered early,intimidation and thuggery. That is where justice is there is greater satisfaction from the witnesses, andbeing undermined. there seems to be an agreement that the sentencing is
(Mr Blair) It is certainly being undermined by improving as well. All in all, from the pilot sites, this

that process. is a move that we would support with some of the
other changes in conjunction, ie the changes to the26. What are you going to do about it?
bail conditions pre-charge, providing it is(Mr Blair) I think that is where we have to work
implemented in a manageable way. Those are thewith the Crown Prosecution Service and decide who
lessons we have learned from the pilot sites. If it isis really responsible for witnesses. It is an area of the
rushed into, it takes a while to settle down before youcriminal justice system that is everybody’s interest
get the benefits. So the implementation is morebut nobody’s particular responsibility. There are a
critical than the actual concept.number of experiments going on. We have one

running at Haringey in north London; I know there 28. Going from the evidence of the pilots, are thereis another one running in the West Midlands, where are any additional changes you would like to see towe are looking—if I can describe it this way—at a make this new system work?cradle to grave witness service run by the police.
(Mr Burbeck) No, just the implementation. MyThere are other experiments where the CPS are

sense is that the Crown Prosecution Service will betaking that responsibility. The issue is that with
asking for additional resources. It is much morevulnerable victims and witnesses we have to be in a
resource intensive for them even if only they have toposition where we get them to court, we actually
provide extended hours coverage; it may not be 24bring them to court. All the work that is being done
hour coverage, but it is going to be extended hours inround court buildings and separate entrances is no
a way that they do not provide currently.use if the tube station and the bus station are the

places where the intimidation takes place. With so 29. Do you want to add to that, Mr Blair?
many of the young oVenders, the oVenders and the (Mr Blair) No, I think Mr Burbeck has dealt with
victims are known to each other. That is the key everything, thank you.
point. One of our big initiatives is around schools.

30. Do you share the concerns expressed by someWe have put 60 Met oYcers into schools full time.
other police authorities about the proposals for aPart of that is actually supporting victims—who are
presumption against bail for those suspects whoschool children—of oVences by other school
tested positive for Class A drugs and refused to takechildren.
treatment?

(MrBlair) I feel very strongly about this issue. The
statistics are quite unnerving. In the Hackney pilot ofMr Prosser compulsory drugs testing for everybody brought into
the police station and charged, it is 62 per cent testing27. I want to return to the issue of charging. If the

responsibility for charging is transferred to the CPS, positive for opiates. Yet only seven per cent of those
people agree voluntarily to any form of drugs referraldo you see a danger of the provision of unconditional

bail just becoming a routine while the police wait for scheme after arrest. Our view is that this may mean—
because drugs arrest referral teams are quitea decision coming back from the CPS?
expensive items—we are putting the money in the(Mr Burbeck) The pilots to date have shown that
wrong place. The money ought to be around anthere are significant benefits when the police and CPS
extension of the testing scheme across areas wherework closely together, not only to prefer the correct
that would be expected to be a high result—possiblycharge, but also in the investigation and the post-
nationally, but certainly in London and a number ofcharge case management. The latest report was
other major cities. Then we ought to be in a positionpublished about three weeks ago on the pilot sites.
where somebody who tests positive for cocaine whoThere are about six pilot sites across the country. In
is a prolific oVender is refused police bail so it goes toorder to be eVective what we need is the contribution
court. Then court bail should be round an agreementof the investigative skills of the police together with
to enter and continue with—which will be the keythe legal skills of the Crown Prosecution Service.
point—a drugs treatment process as a condition ofYou are absolutely right, in order to achieve that
bail. There is just no point in bailing a prolificthere needs to be suYcient time for dialogue,

suYcient time for consideration of the evidence and oVender with a major drugs habit because if we do
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that then they are back tomorrow. Some very good making treatment something that you could insist on

as part of police bail, right at the early stage. If theywork has been done in Blackpool, the Blackpool
Tower Project, which is showing exactly this eVect, come across a drug oVender, they can put treatment

into the police bail. Is that going too far? Would thatthat if we intervene—even in the lives of these chaotic
drugs users—then that is appropriate. Talking to the not work? What do you think about that?
National Treatment Agency and DPAS (the Drugs (Mr Blair) I can scarcely comment on Oxford, but
Prevention Advisory Service) they are not opposed that does seem to me to be perhaps pushing it.
to the concept of a compulsory entry to this process. 36. Assume the treatment was available, would itA lot of the drugs users say that they need to be told then be a good thing? You cut out another delay, youto do this. The diYculty is—and I think this is a key do not have to wait until court.diYculty—you cannot make bail conditional on (Mr Blair) My colleague tells me he knowsundergoing treatment which does not exist. The something about it. He used to be the Areatreatment service has to be available before you can Commander at Oxford so he clearly has someget to that point. If we are looking for a clue as to how options there.you reduce oVending, that clue will be in the lives of (Mr Burbeck) This is to do with the developmentchaotic drug users. of restorative justice, moving that into the area of

31. ACPO have resolutions in terms of the need to trying to improve the position for the defendant and
increase the number of arresting oYcers and on more minor cases, considering putting an oVender
manpower, et cetera. Can we put those aside and say through a treatment programme rather than going to
the result will be worth it? court, as we do for some drivers now. Some drivers

(MrBlair) I think the result would be worth it, yes. go through an education programme rather than
I certainly cannot see myself asking for any extra appearing at court. There is a lot of sense in that. If
oYcers for the Met for that purpose. We need a bit we go back to our earlier arguments about trying to
of training on drugs testing. It is a relatively simple reduce the acquisitive crime of drug abusers, but the
process; it is not intrusive (it is swabbing). I think the condition would be that if they did not complete the
CPS will need more lawyers, the drugs treatment treatment programme they would then go to court.
agencies will need more people. One thing we cannot 37. Just one more question on this bail point.have is that the only people who can get access to Listening to your evidence earlier, I had a slightdrugs treatment are criminals; that would not be a concern. At the moment, because you can only holdvery appropriate end. someone for 36 hours, and because police bail is

32. But overall the level of crime should decrease restricted, there are pressures on the police to get the
significantly from the figures you have given. evidence and to be ready to charge the person when

(Mr Blair) I would think so, yes. you bring them into the station. My worry is that in
(Mr Burbeck) It is the only way we are going to future you know you are going to be able to have this

stop the revolving door justice for these persistent police bail, so you could arrest them a bit earlier
oVenders who are involved in acquisitive crime to before you have really got the case together, and it
feed their habit. Of course, a spin-oV also is that it could in a way become a sort of help for sloppy police
will help to achieve the health of the nation work. Is that unfair?
objectives. (Mr Blair) I think that would be unfair. If it were
Mr Prosser: So ACPO support it as well. just that, that would be awful.

38. But the pressure is on at the moment. You have
to get the evidence before you arrest them becauseChairman
you know you can only hold them for 36 hours.

33. But the pre-condition has to be a big increase (Mr Blair) That would assume that many serious
in the availability of treatment, does it not? oVences are well pre-planned. They are not. They

(Mr Blair) Or perhaps, Chairman, a targeting of arise at 3 am in Stoke Newington High Street and
that in that sense. If you do try to spread drug suddenly you have this. I know, from having been a
treatment for active criminals across the entire detective during the PACE period that the pressure
country, then we are going to take a very long time of that clock is obviously helpful in some ways to be
before we get there. But we already know the more eYcient, but it is also damaging to the quality
boroughs which are under most pressure; maybe we of the investigation. In big cases you literally have an
just start there and see whether this works. oYcer whose job it is to keep telling you you have

only got 59 minutes left. That is not a very good way34. But you agree that this could not be brought in
of operating.unless treatment was available.

(Mr Blair) You cannot remand somebody in
custody for not going to treatment that does not

Chairmanexist. That is Kafkaesque, is it not?
Chairman: It is, yes. Thank you. 39. Although you can apply for an extension.

(Mr Blair) There comes to a point where that
extension is the end. Of course, if you knew that you

Mr Cameron could bail them for 48 hours that would be an awful
lot better, I think, for everybody in the heat of the35. I was going to ask you about the transferring
moment than the present system.of responsibility of charging to the CPS. But just one

more question on this treatment being a condition of (Mr Burbeck) Can I add to that that some forensic
evidence takes time to obtain. The DNA processbail. Police in Oxford—near my constituency, which

I am sure you are familiar with—even talk about takes days, not hours. If you have an unconscious or
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seriously traumatised victim, it takes a day or two (Mr Blair) I just do not think one would want to

get involved in lengthy discussions about thatbefore you can get any realistic story from them. So,
we come across a case, perhaps a rape, you have process. There is a phrase in the pilot about routine.

We need to have a definition of what routine means.arrested the rapist, the victim is too seriously
traumatised to give evidence and needs medical For all serious and complex cases most of this

happens already. We are constantly in contact withtreatment; the PACE clock has started. What choices
do the investigating oYcers have? They release the the central police work division of the CPS, the

Treasury Council, and so on, before charges areoVender without any conditions or they hang on
hoping they will get suYcient evidence to be able to preferred. That is fairly normal.
prefer a charge within the PACE clock. I am in the
same position as Ian Blair. I have been senior
investigating oYcer in serious cases, and it is 44. Those answers address the point about whether
extremely diYcult and stressful and justice is it will lead to deteriorating morale in the police. You
compromised. are saying that from the pilot studies absolutely not;

they are going to be working together. What about
the worries about delays and overcrowding in police
cells. We already have 500 prisoners in police cells atMr Cameron
the moment. You have your man, you are waiting for

40. You have some good examples, but the point the CPS to turn up but they are busy because they are
remains that it must not be—we would all agree, I am under resourced, so you have people hanging around
sure—an excuse for sloppiness. Just moving to this in the cells. There is a bureaucracy element to it, is
point about transferring responsibility for charging there not?
to the CPS, I think most people would agree that the

(Mr Burbeck) You are right. In the pilot sites theregood thing about setting up the CPS was that you
has been a longer time between the start of thehad an independent prosecutor. The bad thing, from
investigation and charge when the CPS are involvedmany people’s perspective was that you took the
than previously. The time is then saved post-charge.police out of that process of actually feeling they
That is why the police are so strongly in favour of thisreally had an on-going role in preparing the case and
change for pre-charge bail, because we want thosein solving the crime and getting to the end of the
people out of the police station but with some sort ofroad. Is this not, in a way, going to make that worse?
constraints in order that it gives the CPS chance toYou are taking the police out of yet another quite
consider properly the proposals for charge and inimportant stage of the process.
order to prefer the charge properly. Indeed, the(Mr Burbeck) In fact, the pilot sites are showing
police have an idea that perhaps charges could bethe exact opposite. The spin-oV, which no-one really
preferred by post, so there would be no need for theexpected, is that there is a dramatic increase in team
oVender or the defendant to come back. If theywork. There has been a lot of innovation as well.
received them from the CPS in the post and theirInnovation in making the processes and the
counsel were content with that, that would savejudgments better than was originally intended. What
another attendance at a police station. That is in thewas intended was to bring in a lawyer’s mind to
defendant’s interest.ensure that the charges that were preferred were the

right ones and therefore would not subsequently be
changed. The advantage to the process was that it
shortens the number of appearances before court. 45. Is this not then introducing new delays? I do
The advantage to the defendant, of course, was that not know whether you still live in Oxfordshire, but
the defendant knew what the allegation was at the our postal service is dreadful, particularly in my
earliest stage. The reality is that this joint working constituency, so we could have the idea of people
and this concept of a prosecution team has developed saying “The charge never arrived so I missed my
out of the pilot sites in a way that most people could court appearance”. Are we not aiming through this
not have anticipated. whole paper to try to get the charge right, to get it

delivered early, to shorten delays in the justice41. It will actually make the police and the CPS
system? Yet what you are talking about is eVectivelywork together better, because that is one of the
stringing out the police bail, stringing out thecriticisms at the moment.
charging process, the charge is then delivered in the(Mr Burbeck) That is what is happening. It is
post. Is that not going to make things longer andsignificantly better.
create more delays?(Mr Blair) The phrase is that you bring the CPS in

earlier and you keep the police in later so that they (Mr Burbeck) No, we are not proposing to string
actually cross over and divide and hand over. anything out; quite the reverse. What we are trying to

(Mr Burbeck) It is less of a relay race of handing do is bring some changes in which dramatically
over the baton which is what used to happen; more shorten the whole judicial process. It is too long.
of a team. However, what we do know is that in order to get

significant savings down the road, a little more time42. Are there certain categories of oVences where
needs to be put into the planning end. That is what weyou would like to retain responsibility for charging
are talking about. We are talking about putting morewithin the police?
thought, more legal expertise into the pre-charge(Mr Blair) There is going to be a whole issue
phase in order that the correct charge is preferredaround routine cases, shoplifting and so on.
because we know if that is what happens, what
happens after that is much quicker.43. If it is obvious.
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46. Is the evidence really there that it is wrong were not similar it was either no eVect or it was

charges that lead to discontinued prosecutions? Is almost the opposite eVect. In a way that might
not really that actually the evidence is not there and undermine my own argument in that case. What I am
the CPS look at it and say, “Sorry, there is no trying to say here is that the jury will concentrate on
evidence”; it is not that the charge is wrong. what is relevant to it. I think that is the key piece. If

(Mr Burbeck) No, the evidence from this report the jury is so important—and I believe it is—then we
which I have here shows that— should be giving them all the relevant evidence. One

phrase that I have never fully understood in the47. Which report is that?
criminal process is the phrase that that evidence(Mr Burbeck) This is the Home OYce Charging
cannot be admitted because it is more prejudicialSuspects, Early Involvement with the CPS Pilot Stage
than probative. That always tends to me to be oddTwo Evaluation published, as I say, last month. It
because presumably the evidence that is mostshows that the conviction rates are going up. The
damning is likely to be the most prejudicial to thenumber of cases discontinued is reducing. In the past
defendant. That is something that we ought to bepolice would charge which inconvenienced the
putting to the jury. It seems to me that previousdefendant, the papers would then go to the CPS who
convictions for similar oVences are part of thatwould discontinue. How are the human rights of the
process.defendant being addressed in that process? We have

reduced the proportion of discontinued cases. That (Mr Burbeck) I very much support that. The
means it is a better deal for those defendants who examples I give are that there is an individual with
were wrongly charged. five convictions for shoplifting. It is reasonable, the

police believe—or it is right—that the jury should be48. Surely we must all support that. The main thing
aware of that if he or she faces another case ofwe want, surely, is more cases going to trial. That is
shoplifting. If, on the other hand, they havethe problem. What we are talking about here is a tiny
convictions for violence or stealing a car we wouldproportion of the crimes that ever get committed. If
say that is not relevant. It is similar convictions for awe take a hundred crimes committed, there are very
similar oVence that are important. The earlyfew detected, even fewer get to the charging stage,
discussions we have had with those who wereeven fewer get to court. The real aim here surely is to
considering the drafting of this section, indicate thatget more cases successfully to court.
if there are any proposals to introduce this sort of(Mr Burbeck) IneVective trials are down; or, if you
evidence they would be wrapped up in a number oflike, eVective trials are up. The proportion of guilty
very complicated tests. The police service would bepleas and pleas at first hearing are up. The quality of
very keen to ensure that this did not occur. We dofiles is up. This is what has happened so far in these
that for the simple reason that in a section under thepilots. That is a Home OYce study, not a police or
Theft Act (I cannot remember the section) forCPS study. We are confident that these changes bring
dishonest handling there has been the possibility toa better process. It means the right oVenders come

into the process with the right charges and then they admit similar fact evidence into that piece of
get through right to the end to get an appropriate legislation since 1968. It is never used. It is never used
sentence because it is a better quality process. because, for all sorts of legal interpretations, it is felt
Mr Cameron: Thank you. We will study that to be too prejudicial. We are concerned that if the

report carefully. rules for including this evidence are complex, the
Chairman: Can we now turn to what I think is practice will be that they will never be admitted.

possibly the most controversial aspect of the Bill and Therefore we want a simple test, which is that
that is the suggestion that past criminal records evidence of similar convictions will be automatically
should be disclosable. Mrs Dean? admitted unless the human rights test of unfair trial

would be breached. We want a very simple rule of
inclusivity.

Mrs Dean
50. Do you then support the Law Commission

49. If past criminal records are more readily where they would require that previous convictions
accessible to the jury, the prosecution will have more must have substantial value in the determination of
chance of convicting defendants with previous the case?records. Will this not put pressure on the police to

(Mr Blair) I think what we are saying is that theround up the “usual suspects”?
Law Commission’s tests appear to be pretty(MrBlair) I wondered how long it would be before
convoluted to us. I think here there is somethingthat phrase turned up. Let us be clear about what the
relatively simple. It seems pretty unfair to ask twelvepolice service is pressing for. It is not pressing for all
men and women to make some choices about thingsprevious convictions to be revealed to a jury or
when one significant piece of information ismagistrates as a matter of course. It is pressing for
deliberately and permanently withheld from them.similar previous convictions to be revealed. In that
There have been many cases where acquittals havewe rely very heavily on what is called the Oxford
occurred on major charges and then the jury havestudy of mock juries that were shown a series of cases
heard what the defendant’s previous record was.with diVerent information being provided. What it
That has been particularly acute in rape cases andshowed was that there was an increase in the
with dreadful eVects on the jurors.likelihood, as it were, of conviction where similar

oVences were revealed to the jury. Interestingly, just
51. So you would keep it very simple?to show again my argument that we need to treat

juries as adults, when the oVences were revealed that (Mr Blair) Very simple.
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52. Do you accept there might be grounds for with all their faculties who are verbally and orally

skilled. It is currently diYcult to admit evidence fromcreating special safeguards against the admission of
prejudicial evidence in some cases, for example cases a wide range of disabled people. We want the

criminal justice system to be all-inclusive andof historical child abuse? You may have read the
Committee’s recent report. therefore we believe that the rules of evidence and,

indeed, the hearsay rules of evidence, need to be(Mr Blair) I think we would want to consider and
changed. Then there is another area of evidence thatsee what is being suggested. There is again a worrying
concerns us, and that is to do with internationalindication that allegation of abuse against children
crime. International crime knows no boundaries, asweigh very heavily with jurors. I can understand that
they say. We are increasingly having to deal withsomething of that nature would be something we
investigative agencies from other parts of the worldwould have to consider. You cannot rule out judicial
who work to diVerent rules of evidence from ourdiscretion in this approach, but what we are looking
own. There is nothing in the current proposals whichfor, I think, is a limit to that discretion. One of my
moves towards integrating the diVerent rules ofareas of expertise in the past was about rape
evidence. Ours are more exclusive than most. Theinvestigations. When we first got the piece of
hearsay evidence issue is one example. In France, iflegislation that meant that a woman’s previous
they are executing a search warrant, a team of agentssexual history could not be revealed in court, most
or oYcers will execute the warrant and only the teamjudges still continued to allow it on the defence
leader submits a report about what is found. That issubmission. I think we have to be very careful here
not admissible in this country because unless theand say it will be restricted to very, very peculiar
team leader actually found the items, the teamcases.
leader’s report, although it has judicial value in(Mr Burbeck) I think as well as the constraint on
France, has none here. It is hearsay evidence. Wesimilar evidence, the police would be saying that it
would have to go to the actual individual who foundshould be current similar case. We are not looking to
the piece of property in order to get that piece ofinclude very old material. Take the child abuse
evidence admitted. That is a simple example, butissue—which I think is the most sensitive and the
there are many of these where our rules of evidencemost diYcult—if an oVender had two or three
work against eVective international co-operation.convictions which were current or very recent for

child abuse, then we would say that serious
consideration ought to be given to the jury having
that and this is where we would be expecting the Chairman
judge to make this decision using the human rights

54. Taking that simple example, is it not desirabletest.
to have the person who actually handled the evidence

53. I think we felt there were particular concerns in the witness box rather than his superior who says
with historic child abuse in the collection of evidence, that everything is fine. There is a long history of
and it may be that there is not the quantity of superiors saying that everything is fine when the man
evidence proving that the abuse actually happened in on the ground floor knows it is not.
the first place. So there are particular problems in the (Mr Burbeck) We are just giving an example of
historic child abuse. You want to see all evidence that where there is a great diVerence. The French judicial
is relevant to the case brought forward. Is there any system has operated on that basis for many years.
relevant evidence that should be excluded, that you There is a very high level of integrity in their law
think might be prejudicial to the person who has been enforcement oYcers. What we are suggesting is that
charged? Can you think of any examples where if there is a judicial process abroad which has a very
evidence should be excluded? high level of integrity, then we should consider

(Mr Blair) I think, other than in very occasional importing it into our rules of evidence.
cases, the evidence of previous acquittals ought to be

55. Yes, but what is the problem about getting theprobably excluded in that sense. We had that very
person who actually found the piece of evidence insignificant rape case where there were a series of
the witness box so that we can test his or her veracityacquittals on the same modus operandi and that, I
instead of their superior who, as you say, has no firstthink, was a very rare one. I cannot see that as being
hand knowledge?anything I would want to bring forward. I think this

(Mr Burbeck) It is the complexities of theis about normal cases and previous convictions. Not
investigation. It may be that this piece of informationanything else. I think hearsay evidence, with all the
is merely background information to progress thesafeguards, is something that we need to be
tracking of a piece of evidence from point A to pointexamining. Again, it is this issue of saying to the jury,
B and we have to evidence each step. It is a lot of“Here is all the evidence, please choose”.
additional work which is not currently logged abroad(Mr Burbeck) If I could take the hearsay evidence
in order to fill a gap in what is purely an evidenceissue, we would wish to increase the occasions on
trail. I am not talking about major pieces of evidence.which hearsay evidence can be admitted. A good This is just an evidence trail for an item which weexample is when the elderly make a statement and currently have to prove—and correctly so—that wethen, for all sorts of reasons, cannot remember a have identified: that the item found there is this piecewhile later at the time of the trial. We would like their which we are talking about in the trial process. Everyoriginal statements to be admissible. We also have time it changes hands it has to be evidenced.problems with hearsay evidence in connection with

people who are perhaps less able—disabled in some 56. Just going back to another simple example you
way—because we are conscious at the moment that gave, someone who has five convictions for shop

lifting, presumably if they have carried out a sixththe rules of evidence are really aimed at the people
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oVence there might be evidence on a store video, (MrBlair) Yes, you do want some consistency, but
there might be the store detective who saw them, the you also want perhaps diVerentiation between
buzzer may have sounded as they tried to walk out of diVerent types of oVence. A GBH with intent maybe
the shop with it. Why do you need to disclose that something that somebody does not do very often, but
they have five previous convictions? the fact that the person already has a conviction for

(Mr Burbeck) If they are appearing before a jury that, albeit ten years ago, it is significant. Whereas for
then there is a challenge to the evidence. Presumably, more minor oVences you would be looking for a
if there is a challenge to the evidence, then the currency. I am sorry, I do not have the answer to that,
evidence will not be quite as clear cut as you suggest. but I can see it is a point which would need to be clear.
We are asking the jury to determine the facts. That is

61. Moving to rounding up the “usual suspects”,what the country is doing. We are saying that if they
obviously when a big serious crime occurs you areare suYciently skilled and trusted to determine the
going to look for those with a similar modus operandifacts, then they should be suYciently skilled to
and perhaps pay them a visit or work out where theydetermine some of the evidence. They should be able

to weigh evidence. We do not accept the fact that you were and whether they were in the vicinity at the time.
can trust them on facts but there is a perception that That is quite natural and reasonable. That all
they are too ignorant to weigh evidence. We believe assumes good will on the part of those doing the
that they can perform both roles. investigation. The greater the crime, the greater the

pressure will be on them to get a result. Assume for a57. Nobody would accuse them necessarily of moment bad will. You have heard of the Westbeing ignorant. It is just that, with the best will in the Midland Serious Crime Squad?world, once you know someone has got a past track
(Mr Blair) Indeed I have.record in this case, you can come to the facts with a

prejudice in the back of your mind. Mr Blair has just 62. Theirmodus operandiwas precisely to round up
conceded that on the case of child abuse. Why should people with previous convictions and then put them
it not apply to just about every other category of down for something else. The object of the exercise,
oVence? obviously, was to increase your score. Plus, once they

(Mr Burbeck) But we say that the research shows had an armed robber in they would do virtually
that this is not the case. If it is dissimilar evidence they anything to extract a result up to and includingare able to make the judgment that it does not aVect holding plastic bags over their heads. I do not suggesttheir decisions in any way. We believe that juries are that is all that common—although it was in that timemade up of people who are much more mature than for a considerable period of time, a period of years—the legal system gives them credit for.

is that not a danger with a rogue squad, which we
occasionally get?58. I think that Mr Blair will concede that in the

case of child sex abuse or something it did. (Mr Blair) Yes. That is something that we cannot
rule out, but I have spoken to you before, Chairman,(Mr Blair) If we are going to rely on the research,

you have to rely on the research. And that is one of about the Met’s anti-corruption activity which is
the things the research actually said. But I think this pretty significant. I think we are operating in a
is going to be around “What is the defence being put diVerent era of events and a diVerent police culture.
forward?” If it is a simple issue of shoplifting, that I do not think we can legislate round deliberate
this item is in the bag, we found it, the alarms have misfeasance in that way. I can give you an example
gone oV, his or her defence is that it must have got in which has happened recently (and I will not name
there by accident and he or she had put it there and any more than this). A particular piece of police
forgotten to pay for it, that is an argument that can misbehaviour occurred recently in London and was
be put forward very easily, but it is much more immediately reported by two other oYcers. That is
diYcult to put it forward if you have five previous happening all the time, and I do not think that we
convictions for shoplifting. You would expect should be operating on that basis. One of the things
somebody to be pretty careful about what they did I was disappointed about—without being too critical
with the items. This will be a piece of evidence that from their position—were some of the arguments in
they will weigh in the generality. We have to accept the Bar Council’s submission around this that were
that the way evidence is presented changes criminal specifically about rounding up the usual suspects,
defences. For instance, as in the case of rape where, police laziness, police this, police that. Of course that
in the past, a lot of the defence was “It wasn’t me”, is possible, in the same way as there are some bad
the “It wasn’t me” defence has disappeared because barristers and some bad solicitors, but I think we
the DNA says “It was you”. Therefore, the only have to be asking what is the whole picture here. The
defence is another defence. I think this is part of that whole picture is that rogue squads are a pretty rare
process of getting the best possible evidence. event now. Previous convictions is not a piece of

evidence in itself.59. You said a moment ago that oVences that were
disclosable would have to be current or recent. How 63. If I had had a chief constable in front of us tenwould you define those? years ago and outlined what I thought the West(Mr Blair) Again, I think there would be a Midlands Serious Crime Squad were up to, he wouldreasonable test. I do not think I would stick on to it have told me it was complete fantasy, would he not?that it has to be within five years or whatever else. It

(Mr Blair) Yes, he probably would, but you mightis just a reasonable test.
recall that I was the head of Police Complaints and
Anti-Corruption exactly ten years ago in London60. But you want some consistency across the

country. and I have no illusions.
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(Mr Burbeck) Could I just support what Ian Blair Mr Singh

has said. The world has changed dramatically in that 68. Going back to hearsay evidence, I was glad to
there are many more checks and balances in the hear about the checks and balances you mentioned.
process than there ever were, coupled with a dramatic Do you not think that the admission of hearsay
change in culture. Police forces have pro-active teams evidence could become a licence for malice and a
who go out to dig out corruption within the forces. temptation for oYcers to trawl for malicious hearsay
We do not just wait to hear about reports and evidence?
complaints, if we suspect anything ourselves we pro- (Mr Burbeck) We are asking for an increase in the
actively go searching for any potential wrong-doing. circumstances under which it can be admitted, not a
The whole of the custody process is much more free for all. In none of these changes are the police
objective and independent than it ever was before asking for unfettered, uncontrolled increase in our
and in the early stages of PACE. The involvement, as ability to put all evidence in before the magistrates or
we have heard, of the Crown Prosecution Service in the jury. We are asking for increases in opportunity.
the investigations from a much earlier stage has been We are asking for relevant evidence to be admitted,
going on for some time, but now, of course, they will not for a whole range of partially relevant and
be involved before charges are preferred. I will go unrelated issues. We are not asking for that. We are
even further than Ian Blair. I think it is unusual for a asking for relevant hearsay evidence. I talked about
small group of oYcers to behave outside the law. I one where it involves the elderly who, for whatever
think it is impossible for a squad, and for a small reason, lose their memories. I have talked about
group it is extremely diYcult. If we get wrong-doing international aspects. I have talked about where we
it is generally one or at the most a couple of oYcers have vulnerable witnesses, disabled witnesses. The
and we crack down on it very, very quickly. There are other area that causes concern is when there are
many checks and balances in the system. What we are several defendants and if a large number of them
now asking for is some checks and balances on the plead guilty then a lot of evidence associated with
other side as well. them disappears from the prosecution case and you

can often end up with perhaps only the ringleader
64. I readily concede things have changed for the pleading not guilty and the prosecution loses the

better, mainly in the way you have just described, opportunity to bring in all the evidence associated
although I do think that practice varies from one with the accomplices because it is hearsay evidence.
force to another. Some forces have been better at That is the sort of circumstance where we want to be
clearing up than others. You would concede that able to admit all the relevant evidence. It is a complex
point, would you not? world. The rules of evidence in this country are

(Mr Blair) I certainly would, although led by the extremely complex. They have become more and
Met it has now become a major ACPO national more complex over time. We want the whole thing
activity. There are annual anti-corruption simplified. We want relevant evidence; we want clear
conferences; there is a lot of spread of best practice. rules; and we want to be able to increase it in some of
And if you or any of the Committee wish it, I am very these areas. We want the country to trust juries and
happy to give a presentation at some stage around magistrates to be able to balance and weigh evidence.
our anti-corruption work; I think you might find it We want it to become very diYcult to exclude a lot of
quite interesting. evidence on these technical rules which have built up

over time.
65. I am perfectly happy, for the purposes of

argument, to assume good will, but still suggest to
you that there is a serious danger with the best will in Bridget Prentice
the world of going first for the “usual suspects”.

69. Mr Burbeck, you have just used the word(Mr Blair) In terms of intelligence that is what we
balanced again. It does strike me that disclosure ofdo. We have a list of the prominent nominals as we
previous convictions earlier on might switch thedescribe them; other people describe them as
balance of the trial to the balance of probabilitiespersistent young oVenders or whatever else it is. That
rather than beyond reasonable doubt. Is that not agroup exists and it exists inside our intelligence
possibility?systems. The presence of previous convictions is not

(Mr Burbeck) I accept that the inclusion of theevidence. It is only part of a bigger picture.
previous convictions such as we have outlined would

66. That is precisely the point, it is not evidence. shift the balance slightly away from the defendant
towards the state, yes, I do. But most of the changes(Mr Blair) No, but this person was walking across
are merely strengthening the position of the state anda square a hundred yards away from WHSmith’s
strengthening the positions of the victims andwhere the shoplifting took place, does not mean that
witnesses and will have no impact directly on thewe arrest them for that shoplifting.
defendant, although I do accept that this is one that

67. No, but that is evidence; that puts him in the actually does adversely aVect the defendant.
vicinity of the crime. (Mr Blair) Whether it moves it to the balance of

(Mr Blair) Yes, but it does not actually make them probabilities is a question to which I do not think
the criminal; there has got to be a lot more. When anybody can say. There is no determined test on this.
that criminal, who has then been arrested and It is not going to be part of this Bill, but we—and I
charged, stands in front of the magistrate or the jury am sure many of you—wonder about the continuing
without mentioning that he or she has got this string relevance or appropriateness of our inability to do
of previous convictions for previous oVences, then any research about how juries actually behave. At

some stage somebody needs to come back and saywe say that is unfair to the prosecution.
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why does the Contempt of Court Act rule out plea and directions hearings, you have the disclosure
research about juries because in a way we are all of both sides and eventually the trial in the civil court
operating in the dark here. Even the Oxford Study, is about the issues. I think one of the things that we
because it could not be real juries. That does not seem have to understand is that there is a whole range of
appropriate at this stage. kinds of events going on here. I spoke some time ago

to the Criminal Law Solicitors’ Association and I
acknowledged that for most of their clients the only

Chairman way their solicitors could mount a defence was if the
prosecution gave all their disclosure because that was70. Would that require changing the law?
the only way that in the bulk market there was going(Mr Blair) It is the Contempt of Court Act 1981
to be any understanding of what the case was aboutthat actually says you cannot do research on a jury.
at all, because their clients would be diYcult people
with whom to interact. But at the very top end of the
market there are people whose whole approach toBridget Prentice
this is to attack the prosecution evidence in a way

71. We have had evidence put to us that the which nobody knows what this defence is, where it is
ambush defence is very rare. Do you agree that it is coming from. We have had cases with weeks of legal
rare and, if so, what are your concerns about defence argument without ever reaching a point aboutdisclosure? whether or not these people did this. I think we just(Mr Burbeck) We have significant concerns about need to go back and say, “Right, let’s have robustdisclosure and pre-trial management. I may well judicial case management so that when we come towrap the two up together as I respond to the

trial we know what the trial is about”. That seems toquestions that you ask. Article 6.3.d.—I am going to
be very important to us. Mr Winnick was talkingquote again from the Convention of Human
earlier on about attrition. The key to getting rid ofRights—says that: “a defendant should have the
this attrition rate—as it is so high—is to manage theright to examine or have examined witnesses against
case through the courts. We are looking for thehim or her”—we accept that—“and obtain the
judges to do that. I think the proposals in the Whiteattendance and examination of witnesses on his or
Paper—if they are the ones that are replicated in theher behalf under the same conditions as for the
Bill—are extremely sensible. We would be verywitnesses against him or her”. It is “under the same
strongly supporting those proposals.conditions” that we think is pertinent to this

particular debate. Under the disclosure regime,
72. I think you have both given very thoroughassuming it is properly carried out, and we do accept

replies, but can I just ask first of all about the Auldthat both the police and the CPS have not been as
Report which actually looked at this and decidedprofessional as they need to be under the CPIA and
against it and I wondered if there was a reason whywe need to do more about it and we are doing more
that might be the case. Also, again looking at thisabout it; both agencies are working harder to make
system that we have—and we have great faith in oursure that our side of disclosure is properly carried

out. But if we disclose what our evidence is, we want justice system, or at least we say we have—is this not
an appropriate level of disclosure from the defence. now making it diYcult for the defence in that they are
We want to know who their witnesses are in advance having to disclose a defence when really their job is
so that we can check two things. One is find out who responding to the prosecution.
they are so that if there is any issue of challenge to the (MrBlair) If I could deal with that bit first and then
prosecution witnesses about character and we will go back to Auld. This is an iterative process;
background, there can be an equivalent—same it is not at the same moment process. The prosecution
conditions—challenge of the defence witnesses. must clearly provide first its evidence, what it
Secondly—and we think this is quite an important understands to be relevant to the case, then the
aspect—when we know what the defence story is, we defence has an obligation to say “These are the lines
would wish to do some investigation to find out of defence that we are taking”. And then the
whether what is being alleged is correct. Indeed, prosecution will release any material that appears to
sometimes if it is correct we may actually be able to be relevant to that. That does seem to me to be logical
end the trial—or trial process—at that stage. We and appropriate. Going back to Auld, one of mybelieve there are significant benefits in proper defence colleagues described him as being like the Duke ofdisclosure. So, as a totality, we want a defence York: he took us up the hill in defence disclosure andstatement; we want proper judicial pre-trial scrutiny

then he came back down again. I feel very stronglyof both the prosecution and the defence; we want the
that we need to spend more time—as in most of ourcase and issues summary that should go before the
evidence this morning—preparing for the trial thanfact-finders; then we want the prosecution right of
concentrating on what the trial actually is.appeal against judicial decisions pre-trial, that is

judicial decisions on process and on the admission of
73. This would make a big diVerence to theevidence. This whole pre-trial and disclosure issue is

preparation of your case.a big one for us and I hope I have outlined there what
(Mr Burbeck) Yes.it is we are looking for.
(Mr Blair) It would and it would also, I think,(Mr Blair) I am in complete agreement with John.

reduce the amount of time going on in Crown CourtsIt seems to me that if we are going to attempt to
of long delays and the jury being sent away day aftermodernise the system we should look across at
day whilst all this is being discussed and so on. Again,parallel systems and the impact of the Wolfe reforms

in civil justice was very, very strong. You have the it is about focussing on what is the issue here.
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74. What about the temptation to lean on defence Chairman

witnesses? You do not think that might creep into 77. The prosecution already has to do that, dothis system? they?
(Mr Blair) We talked earlier on about (Mr Blair) Exactly, yes.

intimidation. One of the things we have to make sure 78. And they would never dream of suppressing it,of is that none of our behaviours could be described would they?as that. I accept that. That is what the Bar Council
(Mr Blair) We go back to this whole issue, do wehas put forward. They have said these are likely to be

not.diYcult witnesses, hostile to the authorities and so
on, and if they reveal that they feel that they are 79. We do.
intimidated by the local police, then we would have (Mr Blair) What are the rules? It seems to me that
to deal with it, but we would probably be in a much if the rules are that a previous prosecution witness, an
better position to deal with it than the opposite way expert, would be disclosable; must be disclosable. It
round as it is at the moment. seems to be logical that if the defence has gone to six

people before they can find one that says no, that was
caused by this kind of weapon and the other five
agree with the prosecution, then that seems to me to75. What about the provision of allowing juries to
be a pretty significant piece of information.draw adverse inferences from discrepancies in the

(Mr Burbeck) Can I just expand on that. The maindefence case, the pre-trial statement and then what
argument is the disclosure of confidentialactually happens on the day?
information between the defendant and the expert in

(Mr Blair) Again, this seems to us to be part of the some areas. We believe that disclosure of the details
logic. If the defence being put forward was obvious of the expert does not necessarily mean disclosure of
at the time—it goes back to this same issue—if you the confidential communication between the two.
are asked for an explanation and you do not give one, But if the prosecution have access to the details of the
then when you give it, if it is a long time later on, then expert we can, for example, establish just how expert
people are entitled to say, “Why didn’t you tell us they are compared to the other experts. I have a case
that in the first place?” Again, it seems to be a logical in mind, a murder, where the sixth expert—whose
approach to this, a piece that the jury can weigh. evidence was admitted—was significantly the least

well qualified of the experts who was approached.
We only found out by chance that the other five were

76. Just a final point on that. Would you be taking much better qualified, much more experienced in
into account a case where someone—perhaps a these sorts of consideration.
younger person, perhaps someone with some

80. Is the proper way of dealing with that not fordisabilities—may make a statement early on in fear
the prosecution to put up its own experts and for the(either of the police or other people involved in the
credentials of the defence expert to be probed at thecrime) and then it is diVerent. How do you weigh that
time and allow the jury to choose between the twoin putting all this in front of the jury? And would that
sets.be the job for the police, the prosecution service, or

(MrBurbeck) How do you explain to a jury that anwho?
expert of this level of qualification is significantly

(Mr Blair) Going back to this idea that we move more able than an expert of this level of qualification?
away from these two units of the Crown Prosecution Indeed, in this particular case the first the
Service and investigators being some sort of separate prosecution knew about it was when the expert
beast, I think team work piece. That is one that you turned up at the trial.
would have to think very hard about. If any witness

81. So you had no notice of who their expert wasstatement is put forward as a result of duress it is of
going to be?course lamentably questionable. We need to take

(Mr Burbeck) No.that into account.
82. Surely, under the present arrangements, they(Mr Burbeck) Bear in mind that our proposals

are obliged to tell you really, are they not?would highlight that earlier in the process. If there
(Mr Burbeck) No.was a proper disclosure regime and proper pre-trial

case management then you would hope that that 83. In advance.
would come out then. That is one chance for it to (Mr Burbeck) No.
come out. There is a second chance for it to come out

84. None at all? Not until he turns up in court?actually at the trial itself. Having a proper disciplined
(Mr Blair) They are obliged to tell us who theirprocess pre-trial, as Ian says, is part of the planning

expert is, but they are not obliged to give us the otherto ensure that the trial runs smoothly, eVectively and
five they approached first.comes to a decision that is just. It is important to have

(MrBurbeck) And even then they can still producethis pre-trial process properly disciplined, we believe,
witnesses at very short notice, often too short a noticein place.
for us to be able to do the necessary checks. We make

(MrBlair) Can I just add a particular piece around applications for remands while we make extra
that that we want to emphasise, which is the expert enquiries, which is what we did in this particular case.
witness, the defence disclose of the number of other We are trying to say that that disjoints the trial
expert witnesses they went to before they found one process: a witness appears, we ask for a recess while
that agreed with their point of view. I do think that we check the witness out, check the background of
is significant. the witness out, then the trial can recommence.
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Proper disclosure minimises the number of occasions 90. Going back to this objection from the Bar

Council that once you know who the defenceon which that will happen. We accept there will
always be the exceptional case where, as the trial witnesses are the temptation is to concentrate on

discrediting them personally rather than discreditingunfolds, the defence say, “If that is what has come
out, we want to call the actual witness”. We say that their evidence. That is a danger, is it not?
should be very much the exception rather than the (Mr Blair) Yes, it is.
rule, and it is the rule at the present, particularly in a 91. It does happen, does it not?
magistrates’ court. (Mr Blair) It could happen.

85. Yes, but we can all think of cases, can we not, 92. It does happen.
where the apparently least qualified expert would be (Mr Blair) We cannot sit here and say that none of
discredited at trial and some years down the line this has any danger. We all know that whatever you
turned out to be right. Think of Dr Black and the do somebody somewhere will find a way of making it
Birmingham pub bombing case, for example, who worse and less eVective. But there are many ways in
was comprehensively destroyed by the judge, never which we can stop that happening. That would be a
mind the prosecution, and all those years later he much more serious matter than just mucking about
turned out to be right. We should, on the whole, stick with some witness. You have an interference through
to comparing the quality of their evidence, should we the courts of justice, criminal possibilities.
not, rather than destroying them on the basis of their

93. I was not thinking of that necessarily. Asqualifications.
recently as two weeks ago I had in my oYce a(Mr Burbeck) We should consider the evidence in constituent who was charged with child abuse and hethe whole. That is the police case. We do not want has one witness who will speak up for him, the headrelevant evidence excluded. The juries or the bench of the school where he taught, whose character wasshould consider evidence in the whole. unblemished. The next thing he knows, she is
suddenly charged with some sort of expenses fiddle.86. Have the provisions in the 1996 Criminal
As soon as his case is out of the way, her case comesProcedures in Investigation Act helped you? The
to court and is chucked out instantly by the judge. Itpolice lobbied very hard for that; I thought that was
is too late by that time. It took so long that he hadsupposed to solve the problems of disclosure.
already served his sentence before her case was dealt(Mr Burbeck) There is no means of requiring the
with. This happens, does it not? Now, not five or tendefence to conform at present.
years ago?(Mr Blair) There are no sanctions. It is certainly

(Mr Blair) I obviously have no knowledge of thatfair to state, Chairman, that there are a number of
case. All I can say is that I hope it is a pretty rare eventCrown Court areas where defence disclosure is
and I also think you have to be careful not to legislateactually quite eVective because it is well managed by
round that point of view.a particular judge or a set of judges. But in many

cases that is not the case. What we are looking for is 94. It is the most natural thing in the world—it
to rationalise this so that a rational person looking at happens in politics—if someone says—
it would say that this is the best evidence and we now (Mr Blair) That is a completely diVerent set of
know what the issues at stake are. rules.

95. You have to go for the man and not the ball, so87. If the present Act is not enforceable, how
to speak. Does the same danger not apply in this case,would you enforce what you are now proposing?
with rather more serious consequences.(Mr Blair) By making a system where the trial

(Mr Blair) If, for instance, what you have justcannot proceed until the following events have taken
described, could be shown to be a deliberate act, thenplace. It is as straight forward as that.
it is a criminal oVence that has just occurred.

88. And that does not happen under the 1996 Act? 96. But it could not be shown to be a deliberate act.(Mr Blair) No. It is all very murky, is it not? It is just that this crucial
(MrBurbeck) No, this is about the judicial pre-trial defence witness is incapacitated for the time it takes

scrutiny and the production of these documents. We to get a conviction in the other case.
say that if that process is followed we believe that (Mr Burbeck) I would not say they are
there will be similar conditions for the prosecution incapacitated.
and defence witnesses.

97. Discredited.
89. The reason Auld thought about this and then (Mr Burbeck) They are capable of being

concluded it was not a good idea was because he said discredited if that becomes an issue under cross-
it would be diYcult to enforce. Do you disagree examination. It may not be. What we are asking for
with him? is for the same conditions for the defence witnesses as

(Mr Blair) I began by making the comment that a the prosecution witnesses. Are you saying that if that
lot of this was about culture. In the end it is saying to witness was the prosecution witness and, say,
the judiciary that their first job is case management someone on the defence side had engineered it for the
and they need that skill. The way the White Paper prosecution witness to have an allegation of fiddling
sets it out, by saying that you have to get to this point expenses made against them before the trial, that is
before you can get to that point, that has a huge logic. wrong? We are saying it is equally wrong. At the
Some of the defence disclosures now are as little as we moment we are not suggesting that is a significant
can test the prosecution evidence; it is not very problem in the criminal justice system for
helpful as an approach. This is, I think, a much prosecution witnesses. If that is the situation, why

should it be any diVerent for defence witnesses in thebetter system.
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future? All we want is the same, nothing more. At the 104. How do you get the court to assess that before

the trial has started?moment the conditions are not the same. The
prosecution witnesses can be cross-examined to a (Mr Blair) We would provide, in a closed hearing
significant extent about their background because we with the judge, the information that we had.
have disclosed to the defence everything about their

105. Do you have any views about the proposalsbackground. We do not know about who the defence
for trial by judge alone in cases which do not involvewitnesses are, particularly in the magistrates’ courts.
jury tampering?We do not know who they are and therefore they

(MrBlair) There are two circumstances. I think thecannot be-cross-examined in the same way as the
police in general have always been slightly puzzledprosecution witnesses are.
about the complex fraud case, not just because of the
complexity of what goes on but also the length. One
thing I want to do before I close, if I may, is to talkBob Russell
about juries in general and jury service. As it

98. Mr Blair, are instances of jury tampering quite currently runs people have to be prepared to sit on a
rare, or is this a major problem? big fraud trial for months. You are only going to be

(Mr Blair) It is a major problem in terms of how drawing from a small group of people who could
much it costs to actually protect a jury. In the last two possibly do that. I also think—and this comes back
years it has cost the Metropolitan Police £9 million to to something that Mrs Dean was talking about—that
protect juries. One of the oddities about jury a defendant may wish trial by judge alone. Again, to
protection is that you do not know if it works. You go back to these child abuse cases which are very
have no idea whether this actual system works, and diYcult cases for the defendants, I think there is
it can only happen on the say so of the court judge something there around saying that a defendant
who has obviously had to have evidence provided to should be able to elect a trial by judge alone.
him to that end. I can assure you that the
Metropolitan Police is immensely reluctant to carry
this through, but it does happen and it is a concern.

David Winnick
99. You mentioned £9 million in London over the

106. As far as double jeopardy is concerned, thelast two years. Are you able to say how many trials
feeling—and perhaps both of you will give yourthat has involved?
views—is that a person is acquitted, the police are not(Mr Blair) No, but I can certainly find that out1. I
satisfied and, lo and behold, before we know wheredo not know how many trials. Most of the time there
we are, if the law is changed that person will bewill be a protected jury going on somewhere in
charged again. What would be your comment onLondon, usually at the Bailey.
that?

100. Mr Burbeck, what about outside London? (Mr Blair) I think the White Paper sets out a very
(MrBurbeck) I do not have the figures on cost, but clear set of safeguards that can prevent the kind of

it is an increasing problem. In all the big abuse you are describing: the idea that we did not get
metropolitan areas they have a proportionate figure him this time, so let us do it again. Let me put it
to the Metropolitan Police. Indeed, even in the more another way, a failure to do this means that scientific
provincial areas—such as my force area—I have had advances have no eVect. If scientific evidence
to carry out such a service. becomes available that was not available at the time

of the first trial, then is it really rational that we101. So it is not just a London or a big city
should not put that back in front of another court.problem? Is this a growing problem or has it levelled
The fact is that it has to be that the evidence was notoV, or is it going down?
reasonably available. It cannot be about police(MrBlair) I would say it is a growing problem, but
incompetence in general. It has to be the fact that theit is not growing very fast. In a sense, we have had this
witness was not known about and could notproblem for a number of years. It is usually
reasonably have been known about. It has to beconnected with the organised crime level because
about scientific evidence in a diVerent way. You thenthey have, not only if you like, the willingness to
have to get it through the DPP himself. We have thentamper with a jury or attempt to interfere with a
got to go to the appeal court to quash the acquittaljuror, but also the ability to do it.
and the appeal court can only do it if they believe102. What diYculties do you have in trying to there is compelling new evidence. That is quite a longprotect the jury in such cases, or is each one diVerent? way on and the idea that some disgruntled detective(Mr Blair) They are all diVerent. I have a slight would start immediately plotting to bring this back,diYculty here about how I would describe the is unrealistic, I think. I think we are strongly inprotection system, but let me put it this way: it is very favour of that possibility. I think it would be prettydiYcult to protect those whose opinions might rare.influence the juror. All you can do is protect the

juror. He or she and their family are not as protected. 107. So before a new prosecution can be brought it
would be necessary not only to get the consent of the103. As a general rule, do these attempts on jury
Director of Public Prosecutions but also the courttampering come to your notice after the trial has
itself?started or sometimes do you get wind of it before and

(Mr Blair) Absolutely, the court of appeal.how do you react?
(Mr Blair) It is both. Both of those options arise. 108. You believe that should reassure people who

feel, to say the least, uneasy.
1 See Ev 18. (Mr Blair) Yes.
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109. A law which has existed for centuries—do not and indeed the subsequent trial jury to reconsider

that case. We think on those few cases justice is moreask me how many centuries, but certainly five or six
hundred years at least—should go by the board? important than finality at the first trial.

(MrBlair) Exactly. But the fact that something has 114. When we had a debate in Westminster Hall in
existed for five or six hundred years does not mean the last Parliament arising from our Committee’s
that in new circumstances it cannot be examined report on double jeopardy, the then Minister of
again. It also has to be a significant and grave case, State, Paul Boateng quoted a case of someone who
so we are talking about a pretty small number. But had been acquitted of murder and had since
the fact that somebody out there knows that they admitted, confessed. Are you aware of that
committed a grave case can think they are completely particular case?
free forever seems to me to be a miscarriage of justice (Mr Blair) I am not aware, but I am aware of that
as well. circumstance in other cases, yes.

110. Mr Blair, you will not know this, there is no 115. If that person was in fact telling the truth and
reason why you should, I am very much an advocate did so on the basis that he could not be charged
of the change in law, but I am being the devil’s again, the eVect on the family of the person who was
advocate and will continue to be for the next few murdered must have been devastating
minutes. What do you say to the argument that any (Mr Blair) I think it must. All we have to do herechange in the law will simply mean, in some cases at is to think around cases of which we have knownleast, the police will be somewhat sloppy with their where in recent years we have reinvestigated casesinvestigation because they will say to themselves, from 20, 30 years ago. I am thinking of one in Surrey,“Even if it does not go as we would wish and the the murder of a school boy, a man was convicted andperson is acquitted, we’ll have another bite at the sentenced to life imprisonment for the murder in thecherry”. late 60’s or early 70’s, that was DNA; DNA

(Mr Blair) I thought, when I saw the diVerent produced that answer, nothing else did. If he had
submissions, that that was the weakest argument that been already tried and convicted of that murder and
I have come across really. the DNA had become available, we could have done

nothing. It was compelling enough in that case for111. I am being the devil’s advocate, remember.
the jury to convict. That is what we need to be(Mr Blair) Yes, but even the devil’s advocate
looking at. But we need to understand it is a verywould find that one particularly weak in that sense.
small number of cases with tremendous numbers ofIt is almost inconceivable to think of anybody
safeguards. I think the public would expect us to looklooking at the hurdles over which they would have to
at a new era, certainly of science, and say that it isgo, why not just get it right the first time?
wrong to hold on to this law. I think I have seen

112. Is it your view—perhaps this is somewhat of a somewhere—although I am not sure where I have
leading question, but I hope it is not—that in practice seen it—it can only be done once. We do not have a
people have been acquitted on serious charges, situation where we are going for the fifth time to do
certainly murder, when in fact they are guilty? There this. I think that would also be an important
may well be a feeling amongst the police that too safeguard.
many people are acquitted and they should not have

116. One thing for certain, is it not, that if the law isbeen. Do you really believe that over the last few
changed and someone has been acquitted of a seriousyears—and I am emphasising serious charges—
oVence—murder or some other matter like rape—people have been acquitted and they should not
that person is not going to start confessinghave been?
afterwards.(MrBlair) The trouble is we use terms here that are

(Mr Blair) Not usually, but in that case theyvery diYcult. Is it my opinion that an acquittal was
obviously did.perverse?

113. Let us put it that way.
(Mr Blair) Yes, I think that has happened. But I Mr Cameronam much more concerned about a case where it was

117. I was not on the Select Committee when itnot actually a perverse jury. On the evidence they had
came to this momentous decision about doubleavailable to them this person was rightly acquitted.
jeopardy and I do not have to play devil’s advocateMy issue is that we now have this piece of evidence
because I am not yet convinced by it. You sort ofwhich could not have been available at the time, but
laughed oV the suggestion that the police would notwhich is compelling and had the first jury heard that
get it right the first time if they know they can comethen that might have been a diVerent process.
back for more. But I wonder. Why is double jeopardy(Mr Burbeck) I am very much with Ian on that
now such a big issue? I would put it to you that issecond tier of oVences. There are a significant
partly because of the Lawrence case, and in thenumber of oVences where we know, for all sorts of
Lawrence case in many ways the investigation wasreasons, information which cannot be converted into
botched.evidence. We know that the limited evidence that was

(Mr Blair) I have responsibility for that case. It isput before a jury ended up with them making the
currently with the Director so I think we would beright decision on that evidence but if more evidence
unwise to pursue that particular argument. Perhapswas available they would have made a diVerent
my colleague can help.decision. If the rules change, if the forensic position

changes in the future, in a very very few serious cases (Mr Burbeck) I do not think that is the prime
reason. I think the prime reason is because we havewe could see a situation where there would be a

benefit to society for the DPP, the court of appeal seen how eVective DNA is in helping us to solve
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either the intractable or the very old long standing be reassured that all this decision-making will be

done in the most objective and thorough andcases. They are usually cases of murder or rape or
other serious sexual assaults. independent way.

121. So there would be quite an onus on the police118. That is my concern. If you have DNA you
to demonstrate through the court and thehave to try to get it the first time. What you said to
prosecution service to persuade those judges thatthe Committee a second ago was, and I quote:
there is a compelling case—and the emphasis is“Sometimes we have information that cannot be
obviously on the compelling—for a charge to beconverted into evidence”. So on that basis you go
brought again.forward with a trial, you are disappointed with the

(Mr Burbeck) And that is an important part. It isresult you get from the jury because you know more
the Crown Prosecution Service who would take itthan they ever did, and you start investigating
forward, not the police. The police can spend all theirstraight after the prosecution has failed and try to
time investigating, but if the Crown Prosecutionfind a bit more of that evidence. That is a perverse
Service cannot persuade the Director, it is a no-hoperincentive, is it not, to put on the police force, when
from the first stage.they really ought to be trying to get it right the first

(Mr Blair) There is one equivalent to this, which istime including getting the DNA the first time.
the Criminal Cases Review Body. My force has been(Mr Burbeck) Two things there, the first is that we
involved in some of those investigations into whatcannot aVord to keep re-investigating crime. That is
were alleged miscarriages of justice—and sometimesnot the way we are going to reduce criminality. That
were miscarriages of justice—and we have foundis not the way we are going to make this country a
people innocent long after their convictions. I thinksafe place to be. We do want to get it right first time;
this is just the other side. We know in the Hanrattywe will be striving to get it right first time. We are
case that DNA was enormously significant in thetalking here about the exception. We are talking
decision as to whether that case was properlyabout grave oVences only. We are talking about
brought or not. I think this is just the equivalent onwhere there is a substantial change in the evidence
the other side.regime. We then have to argue it through the

Director of Public Prosecutions personally, we then 122. A final question. Do you think that if the law
have to argue it through the court of appeal. No is changed there are likely to be many such cases
investigator is going to go into an investigation with occurring?
the intention of thinking “Oh well, it doesn’t matter (Mr Blair) No, I do not think there are going to be
if I do a sloppy job now; at some stage in the future— many, but there will be some.
it may be 10, 15, 20 years’ time—it is OK because one (Mr Burbeck) I have just been nudged. One of theof my successors”—because it will not be the reasons for the check and balance against anindividual concerned—“can spend a lot of time re- incompetent investigation is that before you have ainvestigating this and arguing it through all these retrial the evidence must have been unavailable at thediVerent decision- making tiers.” That is not the way time of the original trial. If it was available and thethe police service operates and is not the way in which police were incompetent, did not find it, then it isthe whole thrust of the police approach to the excluded. The evidence must have been unavailablecriminal justice change is going to be. at the time of trial; it must be new.

119. But surely the disappointment, when you lose
a case when the person you think is guilty goes free,
that disappointment is massive. If you change the law Chairman
about double jeopardy it will give an incentive—it 123. Just one or two points about omissions frommust give an incentive, you are only human—to go the White Paper, things you would like to have seenand have another look. in it but were not in it. Mr Blair, I think the(Mr Burbeck) The test is that it has to be a Metropolitan Police make some point about thesignificant change in the evidence regime. It has to be proposals for avoidance of jury service.significant. So where do you search for this (Mr Blair) Yes, it was merely reflecting in thesignificant change. We believe it provides the White Paper on the emphasis that was placed on thispotential for when the next generation of change in the executive summary and then when you get intoequivalent to DNA comes; we do not know what it the heart of the White Paper it seems to be an awfulwill be, but we have the opportunity to take lot less.advantage of that dramatic change.

124. Tell us what you would like to see.
(Mr Blair) I would like to see a situation in which

people available for jury service were obliged to do itDavid Winnick
in the sense that if the jury bailiV writes out and says

120. Should anyone be of the view that if a person “You are required at this Crown Court for this two
has been acquitted and it is decided to charge that week period” you are entitled to write back and say
person again either immediately, which is unlikely, or “I cannot do that”, in which case he will say “If you
after a period of time, that the court will easily be cannot do that, give us two weeks inside the next 18
persuaded to give its consent? months when you can do it”. And that is it. That is

the piece to me. If we do not take it down that line(Mr Burbeck) Is the court of appeal ever easily
persuaded? The police view is that they are one of the where you can refuse once or twice or whatever it is,

but you have to give a period when you will bebastions of integrity in the criminal justice system.
They have a reputation for fairness and if they are in available, then we are never going to get a

representative jury. Certainly from my perspective,the process then I would hope that the public would
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that is a much more important issue than the slightly 132. One or two rather spectacular ones.
curious point about whether lawyers or judges (Mr Blair) I do not think it is fair to see this as a
should be on juries. It is much more important to get trawl. What will have happened in that case is that
a genuine cross-section of people. one person will have come forward. At that point the

investigators are then going to ask if there is any125. And on powers to enforce bail conditions in a
corroboration of this. They will then start thatrealistic manner, right of entry, for example. Do you
process. But the idea that we send people to prisonhave any points you want to make about that?
half-charged with something and see if we can find(Mr Blair) I think that has now actually been
somebody to grass them up in jail is, I do not think,cleared in that sense. There has been some guidance
accurate.given. There was a judicial review. It has been

accepted that the police have the right to require the 133. Are you saying it does not happen?
person to appear on the doorstep. (Mr Blair) I am not saying it from that point. It

starts with somebody coming forward usually.126. Moving to things which are not admissible in
court but it might be desirable if they were 134. And the temptation is extremely
admissible, telephone taps, for example? understandable. You have an extremely serious case,

(Mr Blair) The debate goes on. I think we have it might be a child murder, and you are under
now reached a stage where most people have their tremendous pressure to get results. You have strong
own personal views. My personal view is that we circumstantial evidence but nothing that will stand
ought to be using that evidence in court, but I know up in court and you cannot get a confession out of the
there are colleagues in the country who have an individual concerned when the tape recorder is
opposite view. switched on. But blow me down, as soon as he gets

into prison he starts telling his cellmates or even other127. What is the case against?
people in the dining room about it.(Mr Blair) The case against remains, as I

(Mr Blair) I think this is arguing from theunderstand it, the ability of the other side to learn the
particular to the general. It is not a very commonsurveillance methods that are used. Secondly, it
event.opens up a wedge of disclosure which some

colleagues would find very uncomfortable because it 135. It has been a bit of a growth industry recently,will lead relatively quickly through to what was the I’ve noticed.evidence you put before the commissioners to get the (MrBurbeck) I am with Ian on this. I am not awareinterception. That then starts to head towards who that it is a growth industry. What I am conscious ofwas the informant who gave you this information. I is that in order to get all the evidence that we can putthink there are some diYculties, but again I think we before a jury on occasions, if we have become awarehave to look across diVerent parts of common law that conversations have taken place and the fellowjurisdictions and say that they do not seem to find it prisoner is willing to give evidence, then they haveso diYcult there. But I would not put that forward as been called to give evidence. But surely that is part ofa Metropolitan Police view, because I think it is such presenting all the evidence to the jury, which is thea divided question that it needs a lot of debate. debate we are having. The police believe the jury
128. Can I bounce one final thing oV you that has should hear all the evidence. There is certainly no

caused alarm to some people in recent years. That is service strategy, no service direction, no service
the growing tendency towards the cell confession. guidance to SIO’s to go into prison to find these
That is to say, you get someone often charged with people.
an extreme oVence for which you have very little

136. But it does happen.evidence and he does not confess during the many
(MrBurbeck) I suspect those few cases are the oneshours of interrogating him, but as soon as he is

that make the headlines, but they are very much theremanded into custody he unburdens himself to
exceptions.whoever happens to be sharing his cell with him.

(Mr Blair) I was lost there; I thought you were 137. Are there any other questions? Are there any
meaning the police station cell. points you would like to make that you have not had

an opportunity to put?129. No.
(Mr Burbeck) I suppose there is just the one, and(Mr Blair) I thought that was a slightly dying

that is that ACPO believe that the criminal justiceactivity.
system was developed to deal with reasonable people.130. This is the growth of a not entirely new There have been all sorts of changes, but primarily itphenomenon, but it does appear to be a growth handles reasonable people well. The problem we nowindustry. face as a community is that there are three significant(Mr Blair) I do not know that I could comment on changes in criminality that the criminal justice systemit. If that evidence comes to light through prison does not address. We want changes so that it cansources then we would be obliged to use it. It would address international crime, particularly in thebe very odd if we did not use it. traYcking of human beings and drugs. Organised

131. The problem seems to be that you go looking crime, which has a large amount of money and
for it sometimes. You trawl a prison. We can all think therefore can buy expertise and time and is willing to
of cases that have collapsed as a result of a parade of bend every rule in order to evade justice. The third is
criminals through the witness box all saying they the one we have already talked about, the local bully
heard so and so say so and so. All with a vested in the community who is frightened of no-one,
interest. including the criminal justice system, and makes sure

everyone is frightened of them. We want to ensure(Mr Blair) There have been one or two.
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that all the changes that are brought in within this 140. Thank you. Mr Blair?
particular piece of legislation are eVective against all (Mr Blair) My point was really to emphasise what
those three diVerent tiers of criminality. I think is the most important issue that I raised in

front of you, which is the issue around drugs. I138. What is missing on the international
noticed how you responded to the issue of whetherdimension.?
the treatment was available. That is an important(Mr Burbeck) It is to do with the international
point. I would not want to see the legislation delayedevidence. I have already talked about the rules of
in its consideration by the House about that point. Ifevidence and the fact that there is no integration with
we had the legislation we would, I hope, with cross-Europe, for example. We have no integration with
government support be able to deliver the resourcesthe rules of evidence in Europe. Another aspect is
to the areas of most significant strain. There is nothat, if we take human traYcking for example, we
question that that figure from Hackney, that level ofhave no means of giving people who want to give
opiate and morphine abuse among criminals is aevidence in those cases immunity from prosecution if
problem which we have to address. I would reallythey are involved in subsequent criminality.
want to be saying that if there is any part of theSomething like a grand jury system. We have no
legislation that is around that, that we say of coursefacility to oVer that sort of immunity at present.
we have to have the resources available to oVer that

139. And you think this Bill will be the appropriate piece, but we must press on with that legislation.
place to deal with this, do you?

141. You could put that condition in. You could(Mr Burbeck) This Bill puts some of those steps in
say “Subject to availability”.place. I am just asking you, in all your

(Mr Blair) Absolutely.considerations, that you bear in mind these three
Chairman: Thank you gentlemen. You have beenlevels of criminality. The danger otherwise is that the

extremely helpful. You have given us plenty to thinkproposals in the White Paper and the Bill get diluted
about. I look forward to seeing you again some timeby those who wish not to see change and it gets pulled
in the future. The session is closed.back to dealing with this reasonable criminal. We

want to be assured that it also deals, in addition, with
the unreasonable criminal.

Supplementary information from the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) following the evidence session on
5 November 2002.

Q.99—During the last two years it has cost theMetropolitan Police £9 million to protect juries. Howmany trials
has that involved?

There are two levels of protection currently oVered by the MPS. Level 1 is “full” and provides jurors with
24 hour protection. This involves 72 constables and 3 sergeants covering 24 hours per day for 7 days per week.
Level 2 is “limited” and either picks up each juror from their home address and returns them in the evening
(mini-bus) or picks them up and returns them to a specified Rendez Vous Point (RVP).

The MPS had five full (Level 1) protections in 2000 and four in 2001. The number of Level 2 protections
was so few as to be negligible and have therefore not been calculated. Over the last three years, on average,
jury protection is provided in 4 to 5 trials per year. The average length of a full jury protected trial during the
financial years 2000 and 2001 for the MPS is 12 weeks (83 days).

During the past two years, at least £9 million has been spent by the MPS on jury protection. On a yearly
basis, this is equivalent to an additional 130 oYcers on the streets of London.

The MPS is the only UK police service that provides a full jury protection service, and this probably reflects
the serious nature of trials held in London.

The majority of jury protection over the last three years has been carried out by the MPS on behalf of other
agencies such as Customs and Excise and the National Crime Squad. The MPS does not charge these other
agencies for jury protection services. Of concern is the overall funding of jury protection. There is an
assumption that the MPS will fund and resource the provision of jury protection in London, whichever
investigatory body is responsible for bringing the case to trial.

Jury protection first occurred in 1979 at the Central Criminal Court (CCC) in the case of R v Comerford,
an armed robbery trial, following a specific direction from the trial judge. Since that time the MPS have
protected in excess of one hundred and fifty juries.

November 2002
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Examination of Witnesses

Mr Peter Rook, QC, Chairman of the Criminal Bar Association, Mr Roger Smith, Director of JUSTICE,
Mr Peter Binning, Member of the Council of JUSTICE, and Mr Rodney Warren, Council Member
of the Law Society and Chairman of the Criminal Law Solicitors Association, examined.

concerns that we have in relation to this Bill are fairlyChairman
widespread, it has to be said. This is another in a142. Good morning. As you know, we are long, long line of criminal justice bills which we haveattempting a little pre-legislative scrutiny of the
had to deal with in the last decade. There are someCriminal Justice and Sentencing Bill. Our diYculty is
worrying aspects of it, particularly the focus onthat it is not published yet and, therefore, we are
disclosure, and the apparently perceived problemshaving to do it, to some extent, blind, although much
with the defence in relation to disclosure, as opposedof what is in it has been flagged up for some months
to the prosecution. The other areas, I would say, thatnow so we are not entirely in the dark. We are not
are problematic are the proposals to changeseeking four answers to every question, because that
wholesale the law of evidence in relation to hearsay,would keep us here all day. You be the judge; if you
the admission of previous convictions and, further,have something extra to add by all means do so, but
the changes in relation to double jeopardy and jurydo not feel obliged. For the record, can I ask each of
trial in particular.you to say where you practise, what you specialise in

and who you are representing, very briefly.
144. It does not sound like there is much in there(Mr Binning) I am a criminal solicitor. I specialise

that you do like. Mr Smith, how would you rankmainly in the field of financial fraud cases and
those? You have got disclosure, law of evidence andregulation. I am representing JUSTICE.
double jeopardy?(Mr Smith) My name is Roger Smith. I am a

(Mr Smith) I was actually thinking of a slightlysolicitor, but I am the Director of JUSTICE, and I
diVerent way of answering your question, but I willrepresent the members of JUSTICE and the interests
come back to that. What are we most concernedof justice.
about? Firstly, a series of procedural reforms which(Mr Rook) Peter Rook. I am Chairman of the
are proposed in the Paper, which Peter has outlined;Criminal Bar Association. I both prosecute and
and we will no doubt go into the detail of how wedefend, particularly in fraud and sex cases.
rank those. Secondly, our area of concern is where we(Mr Warren) My name is Rodney Warren. I am a
agree with the White Paper and the Government insolicitor. I am a duty solicitor and that means I work
terms of the aim of policy—which is to empty thein the police station and magistrates’ court, but do
prisons of those on short sentences—but we fear thatdeal with cases in the Crown Court. My practice is on
the provisions which are in the White Paper and putthe south coast. I am here because I am on the main

board of the Law Society and represent the Law in the Bill will, in fact, have the opposite result. Our
Society. I am also a Director of the Criminal Law concerns are twofold. We do not like some of the
Solicitors Association. procedural proposals; we agree with the sentencing

line but we just think it will not work.

Mr Cameron 145. On the specific point about filling up the
prisons, is it because of the extra powers given to143. We are going to try to get some shape to our
magistrates; or is it because you think actually theinquiry by asking you the bits of the White Paper you
more people who get to court, the more people will bemost object to, and the bits you are looking forward
convicted and there will be more people in prisons—to and are excited about. The Speaker has recently
which some people would think was not such a badtold all of us that our questions and answers have to
thing?run no more than a paragraph in Hansard: we

(Mr Smith) We fear it will be a result partly of thecannot, I am afraid, limit you to that, but because of
rhetoric deployed by the White Paper about crimewhat the Chairman has said, could each of you say,
and we have to do something, and that is going tofirst of all, what you find most worrying in the White
push up sentences; and, secondly, it is the experiencePaper that you expect to go into the Bill?
of the Criminal Justice System that you bring in(Mr Binning) First of all, I am speaking as a
reforms, beginning with suspended sentences, andmember of JUSTICE and we are, therefore,

responding to this Committee for JUSTICE. The you aim them all the time at the highest sentences,
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and you are trying to get people to sentence lower but we are doing some work and has some interesting
what actually happens is the reverse and sentences possibilities; relief, if not welcome, that there is going
get more extreme and worse. to be no third tier courts; and acceptance of increased

jurisdiction of the magistrates’ court, subject to146. There is a list of theoretical points or practice
protections to stop there being ‘sentence creep’, thepoints, and there is a consequential point of the Bill.
extension of sentences. Finally, there is the import ofMr Rook, the Criminal Bar Association, how do
the Government’s policy to reduce the population inyour members come at the White Paper, and what do
prison—there is some concern as to the practicalitiesyou most object to?
of how it can be done.(Mr Rook) The way we approach it is, we support

all good measures unless they, in our view, would 150. One specific question for JUSTICE. You say
compromise a fair trial and/or undermine public that the White Paper “lacks a principled base to its
confidence. I share the concerns of those who have arguments”. Is there anything wrong with taking a
just answered your question. We are particularly pragmatic approach and actually looking at the
concerned about the planned erosion of jury trial, system?
which we view as erosion simply on expediency. We (Mr Smith) It is best when principle and
have a system of jury trial for all serious oVences— pragmatism go together. For instance, we will comewe believe it should remain, for a number of reasons to pre-charge conditions on bail and the restrictionsboth of principle and practical. on bail. If you take up the principle position, you

147. Mr Warren, with your experience in the police understand what bail is about: it is about getting
station, do you have a particular list of things you are someone to turn up at court at a time they are
concerned about diVerent from the others? required for trial; it is about stopping re-oVending in

(Mr Warren) I do not think that they are greatly the interim. To take the principle: the big problem to
diVerent; but certainly we have concerns about those reasonable decisions on bail, as I guess every
areas which would, we see, disadvantage the witnesses you hear will tell you, is the police national
defendant in a way that is not necessary. In computer. The data is not clean enough—which we
particular, there are concerns over proposed changes know for other reasons, in terms of the attempt to
to the rules of previous convictions going before a extend its use. If you could get the data cleaned up,
jury; the possibility of disclosure of expert evidence; so there was accurate information before the court,
and other areas that relate to the trial. I think that, to you would get better determinations on bail; which
separate out from other things you have already may mean that you do not have to move on to
heard, would be our area of greatest concern. changing the procedural safeguards that exist. In

terms of a logical approach to policy, principled,148. This may be a strange thing for a
practical analysis of what is going on andConservative Member of Parliament to ask, but to
pragmatism, yes, but it has to be a three-foldwhat extent are you concerned that you are all being
movement.quite conservative? You all seem to be arguing for the

status quo, and with these supposed changes the aim
151. When the Government came to oYce aboutis to make the system more eYcient and eVective. Are

1:25 crimes ended up with a conviction; that figure isyou concerned that you are slightly sounding like you
now 1:40. The Government say that the system isdo not really want anything to change? Mr Rook, the
basically flawed, needs huge reform and it is notCriminal Bar Association opposed all the changes to
working. Do you line up with them and say, “Yes,the right to silence, but has it really been such a bad
fundamental reform”? Or do you basically, in yourthing? Are there not some reforms here which we
heart, think actually the Criminal Justice System isdo need?
working pretty well and just needs some tinkering?(Mr Rook) Certainly the reforms proposed in

(Mr Binning) I think that the Criminal Justicerelation to victims, making juries more
System has had an awful lot of change over the lastrepresentative and so on, receive our support. I do
decade; it needs some time to settle down,not really think you can say that you are being
particularly in some pretty key areas such asconservative if you believe that certain fundamental
disclosure. The answer is, yes, it needs some slightliberties should not be eroded.
changes but no vast changes.149. If other people would like to mention things

(Mr Smith) I agree that it does not really needthey actually welcome that are in the White Paper
major legal change. I think there are things you canthat you hope to see in the Bill which you think would
do in terms of supporting the witnesses and victimsbe a positive step forward?
which would make an enormous diVerence. They do(Mr Binning) I think the point which has just been
not particularly need legislative change; what theymentioned by Mr Rook is important, that juries have
actually need is money.become less representative. I think if measures can be

(MrRook) There is a great deal that could be donesensibly put in place which make juries more
simply with what we have now without any furtherrepresentative that is for the good. JUSTICE’s
legislative change. So many problems should beresponse in particular on that is that care should be
addressed: getting defendants in custody to court ontaken to ensure that, for example, those with families
time; warning prosecution witnesses properly;are adequately accommodated by the compensation
disclosing evidence properly. What is more, as far asawarded for jury service. That is a particular point
trial management is concerned, judges do have thewe make.
power at present to distil issues between the parties,(Mr Smith) The emphasis on victims and
to be more interventionist. Of course I recognisewitnesses; the suggestion that there might be some

progress in relation to restorative justice, on which there are always valuable changes that can be made;
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but I do not necessarily accept there has to be fundamentally entrenched protections in this

jurisdiction then you begin to have problems. Wewholesale change. We can only deal with in the
courts the cases that reach us. think there is a cogent argument in relation to jury

trial. There is a cogent argument for saying, “Why(Mr Warren) I think that is important—you can
should somebody not choose to be tried by judgeonly deal in the courts with the cases that reach the
alone?” That is a cogent and reasonable argument.courts. I think there has to be a concern that if the
We think it is outweighed by arguments on the otherinvestigative stage in the procedure is not as eVective
side, which we no doubt will come to. Our position is(which is what those figures suggest) there is perhaps
not really dug in and entrenched on all thesea concern that the attention should be changed and
provisions; but on balance, and on a rationalrefocused on the Criminal Justice System, and
discussion, we support maintenance of jury trial forthereby weakening it to try to adjust and compensate
serious crime. We are, in fact, in favour of anfor investigative failures.
extension of magistrates’ courts provided we can dealMrCameron: A lot of it is about getting the charge
with the problems potential to sentence creep.right, which I am sure we will come on to. Thank you

very much. 154. You will be asked by my colleagues about
various aspects through questioning today, but do
you believe, arising from what you have just said,

David Winnick that if the Government proposals go through and are
implemented that would mean undermining the152. Following on from what Mr Cameron has just
changes of a person receiving a fair trial?asked you, do you accept that the legal system in this

(Mr Smith) I think there is a significant danger tocountry is biassed against the victim; and far too
some of these. These proposals are a mixed bag.many people are just getting away with it, arising
Those which are about procedures seem to usfrom the system in play at the moment and moreover,
suYciently dangerous to raise that possibility.as is sometimes put, “very clever lawyers defending

those who are accused of serious crimes”? 155. Is that the view of the other three of your
(Mr Smith) The question comes in two parts. One, colleagues?

do I think that more can be done to assist the victims (Mr Rook) In certain areas, yes.
and witnesses, yes. In the language being deployed in

156. No dissent from that?this case, should the Criminal Justice System be re-
(Mr Warren) No.balanced to justice and witnesses in that regard, yes.

Does that involve necessarily or practically any
attack on the presumption of innocence and the
protections for innocence that we have in this Bridget Prentice
jurisdiction, no. 157. You have already raised the issue of bail and(Mr Rook) In our view there is too much talk of I want to look at that aspect in more detail. Have anywinners and losers in the Criminal Justice System. of you got any objection in principle to having aWhat matters is the integrity of the trial process, and power to impose conditions before bail?the integrity of the verdict. I think the vulnerable (Mr Warren) Yes—concern. The concern is thatwitnesses’ legislation—which came on line in the whilst conditions of bail imposed by the custodyCrown Court in July and is important legislation oYcers in the police station can serve a usefulwhich the Government got right, although there will purpose, to control perceived risk on the part of thebe teething problems—shows that you can take person who has been arrested and their futuremeasures to assist victims without necessarily conduct while the investigation continues; whilsteroding a defendant’s rights. You have always got to there can be some benefits to ensuring that there arebe careful that they are not eroded. restrictions on their liberty (which is what conditions

153. Indeed, I do not think that would be in of bail amount to), there is also an inherent concern.
dispute. The accusation is also made that here is the We feel that it is a process that could be abused by
legal profession determined to defend (unfairly, no custody oYcers and the police in the course of
doubt) what are described as “restrictive practices”; investigation. If they arrest people they suspect of
determined to defend the status quo under any committing oVences part the way through an
circumstances; and the evidence which you have investigation, and bail and then extend their bail on
submitted for organisations, do tend to give the a continuing basis with conditions of bail, it amounts
impression that change should be the very minimum actually to a restriction of their liberty, without going
and certainly not along the lines of what the to court. There is that concern. On the other hand, it
Government is proposing? is acknowledged that there are distinct advantages.

(MrRook) I would suggest that that is not a correct There are advantages, for instance, in cases where an
view. There are many areas where we are in favour of investigation is not complete, the defendant might
reform, such as vulnerable witnesses. As I have said otherwise be charged by the police because there is a
before, to cast it as being resistant to change and need perhaps to protect the victim. Conditions might
conservative simply because we feel it must be right be imposed which would overcome that diYculty.
to retain jury trial cannot be right. For instance, a requirement to live in a diVerent town

and not to contact can save the need to remand in(Mr Smith) JUSTICE does not represent the legal
profession. For instance, we do support the extension custody over a very short period of time. I think the

greatest concern, as I have said, is that it could beof the magistrates’ court jurisdiction. We do not
stand adamantly by the status quo. I do think we open to some sort of abuse in the way I have

suggested. There is also acknowledgement that thehave a slight sense of holding onto nurse for fear
of something worse, that once you attack charging pilots, where the Crown Prosecution
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Service now have a responsibility for deciding upon resources then they will be able to intervene and get
the charge, do tend to suggest that the only logical the charge right early and there should be time
process that can be adopted to allow a more detailed constraints upon them. The only other matter I
investigation of the case before charge to proceed would like to mention is, as far as the safeguards are
adequately is to have conditional bail; so that that concerned, if it is decided it is appropriate to give the
process can take the time that it requires to be taken, police such powers, quite apart from the safeguards
rather than it being hurried. That is almost an that are mentioned, I would invite consideration of
ambivalent answer. We understand the need for it whether the police oYcer should be above a certain
and are in favour of it, but we have reservations and rank—maybe Inspector and above; and would
there has to be some caution. There has to be a clear suggest that the circumstances where one can have
and precise process of appeal. There has to be conditions pre-charge should be well defined.
adequate funding of that appeal. In other words, the Clearly, following European law, it would have to be
legal aid provisions must make specific authority for a proportionate response. If it was a minor oVence it
it to happen. At the moment it would not work. would be diYcult to justify.
There needs to be a clear time limit on the period over (Mr Smith) In terms of pre-charge bail, we do not
which the bail might be made to exist on a like it in principle and we prefer the notion of aconditional basis. holding charge on which conditions can be put in the

158. Does anyone have any diVering views? normal way. If there are to be conditions then we say
(Mr Smith) Mr Warren has gone to the particular they should be restricted to cases where public safety

in your question. You asked the general question is the issue. The only conditions should be not to
about conditions. Do we have any problem about the contact in relation to a victim or witness; and the
conditions on bail? No, not in relation to those set safeguards should include all those that have been
out in the European Convention to prevent re- said, no contact with witnesses, strict time limits,
oVending, to deter flight and ensure appearance at process of review and appeals to a magistrates’
court. In principle, no. The question is: are the courts. I see no reason why that appeal to a
conditions imposed reasonable? magistrates’ court should not be immediate, or the

next day. The danger here is that you have someone159. Let me put this way: the Association of Chief
for whom there is not enough evidence to say there isPolice OYcers, who have given evidence to us
a reasonable suspicion that they have committed analready, have in some ways gone down the same

route as you. They have suggested, for example, a oVence; and a police oYcer can then come along and
time limit of four weeks; that there is judicial whack on the conditions which are an infringement
oversight; and a system for appeal as the crux of their of their liberty plus, if they breach them, then they
argument. Would you go exactly with them, or will be a direct infringement to their liberty, because
would you want something more than that? the penalty presumably would be that they would be

(MrWarren) I do not think one could search for a taken into custody. This is a serious power being
great deal more. We have to accept, of course, that in given to police oYcers, prior to a situation where
current practical terms if the police decide that they there is documented, reasonable suspicion that
will, instead of bailing to consider their case, charge someone has committed an oVence. I think you have
at that moment when the decision is made and detain to tread incredibly carefully in relation to this. We
a defendant in custody, they will be putting them have a problem with the principle. If it has to happen
before the next available court, when the courts will then it seems to me the list of safeguards should be
have the power under the current law to impose longer; and certainly the period should be shorter
conditions. I take the concept of imposing conditions than that suggested.
of bail as read, because it would happen eVectively
the next day, if it does not happen in front of a 161. Let me be absolutely clear that I understand
custody oYcer. The question is, whether it is a good what both Mr Rook and Mr Smith are saying. You
idea for the custody oYcer to have that power a day would prefer a person to be detained in custody on a
earlier and instead of the court.1 The answer that you charge rather than have bail conditions imposed
have provided from the Association of Chief Police upon them?
OYcers is an eVective route, in my view, as a balance. (Mr Smith) No. These are situations presumably
The question of whether or not four weeks is the right where the person would get bail. That, in a sense, is
period of time is a matter of judgment for us all; but not the issue. The issue is the bail pre-charge. If you
it does not seem to me to be unrealistic. are talking about a case where there is reasonable

suspicion somebody has committed an oVence and160. Is there any dissent?
the conditions exist that bail can be refused for them,(MrRook) Yes, we would like to question whether

it is right to give this power at all, when the police then they will be held in custody. We are talking in
may have no evidence whatsoever. After all, they a pre-charge situation of a situation prior to charge,
certainly would not have suYcient evidence to where no charge has been put against these people.
charge. It seems from the White Paper that one of the

162. Is it not the case at the moment that a policereasons for the time is to get the charge right. Of
oYcer could find a charge with which to hold acourse, we support that the CPS should be involved
person for 24 hours and 36 hours while they arein charging. Presumably if the CPS have the
gathering further evidence?

(Mr Smith) Yes.1 Note by witness: In other words, police already have the
power to impose conditions of bail after charge. The

163. What you are saying is that you prefer theyquestion is whether it is appropriate to allow them to impose
conditions before charge, at an earlier time in the process”. did that, even if that charge was not the one which
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eventually would go to court, rather than put them it is only needed in very, very few cases—and in those

cases JUSTICE would say that a holding chargeon bail conditions while they continue their
investigations? could be preferred, the custody oYcer could

authorise a charge if there was suYcient evidence to(Mr Smith) Police bail exists at the moment. Often
do so, and the person could then be released on bailin relation to drug oVences you are arrested and you
with conditions, or held in custody to attend courtcome back after there has been chemical analysis.
within 24 hours.What the White Paper is talking about is a situation

where you want to get the charge right. You want 165. I want to move on to Class A drug abusers. Is
discussions with the CPS to ensure that you have got it fair to create a presumption against bail for
absolutely the right decision. In that case, where you oVenders testing positive for Class A drugs and who
have reasonable suspicion to think an oVence has refuse treatment. What would be the diYculties
been committed and you are just arguing about the with that?
level or precise nature of it, that does seem (MrRook) One of the major problems obviously is
appropriate for a holding charge. If you allow a resources. It seems to me that we would all agree that
holding charge then you are into the normal process this is an area where getting the person to rehab as
of bail which can apply, and that seems quite soon as possible is desirable and could make an
satisfactory to us. enormous diVerence. As I understand it, at the

moment that just will not happen. If it were to164. What about the other aspect of that of putting
happen then it seems to me that this proposalpeople in police cells, and putting them through the
certainly deserves some support.magistrates’ court using the next day or the first

available opportunity. Given that you want to 166. Are you aware of the pilot which was taking
change the balance in the court system in terms of not place in Hackney where 62 per cent of people tested
cluttering up the court and getting a smooth running positive for opiates; yet only 7 per cent agreed
of the court, does not the system as it presently stands voluntarily to take treatment? Ian Blair, the Met’s
more likely have that eVect than if you have people Deputy Commissioner, has said much that you have,
on bail but on reasonable conditions? that the problem is whether there is treatment

(Mr Smith) I do not think that these provisions are available. If the law is changed in such a way that the
going to aVect enormous numbers of people. The provision was subject to availability of treatment,
White Paper is contemplating a situation where there would that be generally acceptable?
is a doubt as to the precise nature of the charge. It is (Mr Rook) Yes, a presumption only, obviously
usually all too obvious what the precise nature of the that that presumption can be rebutted.
charge is. I do not think we are talking about vast 167. Yes, sticking with the presumption?numbers who will come within this sort of provision.

(Mr Smith) Not as such. It sounds very reasonableIf, in the worst case, the principle here comes—and
and liberal.we are talking about the safeguards—then our

168. Good heavens, I do not want to be thought ofsafeguard would be a right of appeal to the court,
as that!rather than direct access to it. If there is a reasonable

(Mr Smith) The provisions of bail have to complysuspicion that somebody has committed an oVence
with the European Convention. There has to be aand you want to know if it is actual bodily harm or
European Convention basis. There is a provision ingrievous bodily harm, then it is reasonable to charge
the Convention about locking up vagrants and drugthem with ABH and they can go through the court
addicts. In relation to bail the two conditionsprocess as now. I think the number of cases where
mentioned are, failure to attend court and fear ofthis provision will apply will be relatively small.
committing another oVence. If, in an individual case,(MrBinning) I would agree. I think there is a slight
you can come to a reasonable judgment as a policemisunderstanding here. The police have the power to
oYcer that someone is going to commit anotherarrest and bail before they charge—no problem.
oVence because they are addicted to drugs, thatWhat we are talking about here is the police imposing
seems a reasonable condition of bail. The fact is thatconditions at that stage. Once they have charged
it has to be related to the individual circumstances—someone the custody oYcer can impose conditions
I suppose you could just about get it in if you couldand release someone on bail and they appear at court
prove they were drug addicts but I think that is ain a few days’ time. The existing law provides that the
provision which makes things uneasy—you have tocustody oYcer can do that after charge—no
be compliant with the Convention. You may be ablediYculty. What JUSTICE is saying is, surely, if the
to get to the result the Government wants and youpolice are conducting an investigation into an
are supporting, but the process of getting there has tooVence, if they get to the end of their investigation or
be to look at the individual circumstances of thethey reach a stage where they cannot hold the person
person there to see that the judgment for refusingin the police station any longer, or they are not
them bail is Convention-compliant.allowed to detain them any longer, then they have to

(Mr Binning) No further comment.make a decision. Do they release them on police bail
with no conditions; or do they charge them? That is
the current position. JUSTICE is saying, if they

Chairmanconducted an investigation for the period they are
currently allowed to, surely they should make a 169. I see The Times this morning suggests that

police may get 36 hours to question suspects insteaddecision there and then and charge with whatever
of the basic 24 hours which they have at the moment.oVence they can, if they wish to, or release on police
Does anybody think that is a good idea?bail without any conditions. I think that this

provision is actually not needed at all. If it is needed, (Mr Warren) No.
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170. Why not? us, with one or two modifications, as though the Law

Commission just about got it right. We are very(Mr Warren) Much of the work involved in the
concerned it is going to be a rule where we will haveinvestigation stage by police is done before the
convictions going in on a much wider basis, which wedefendant is actually detained. That is very often the
feel could cause unfair trail and, indeed, miscarriagescase, except sometimes in the most serious cases and
of justice, because the fact-finder will be deflectedan arrest is immediate; then the police can be under
from the real issue in the case.pressure of time. There is already power for the

24 hour period to be extended, first as a
173. Let me press you a little harder on what yousuperintendent’s authority and then with the

have just said. You will know that the Governmentpermission of the court. Indeed, in recent cases we
did reject Robin Auld’s suggestion which was thathave seen that that can be extended not once but
evidence of bad character should be routinelytwice, so that a lengthy period of custody in the most
admitted at the beginning of the trial. You have nowextreme circumstances can be authorised.
quoted the Law Commission’s proposal which is for

171. Up to what at the moment? automatic admission of previous misconduct, if it
(Mr Warren) It is 36 hours and then a further forms part of the central set of facts?

period of further detention, which can take it up to (Mr Rook) Yes.
72 hours on authority from the court. I stand to be

174. I do not see a huge distinction between whatcorrected on that final time limit. That is not the end
happens at the moment (and I think you halfof it, because the court can further extend that if it is
conceded that in your answer) and what is going toabsolutely necessary and convinced that it should.
happen in future, except that you are afraid that itThere was a fairly high profile case in the summer
may escalate into routine admission?where that happened. So one questions why it is that

(MrRook) I am afraid it is far worse than that fromthere is an immediate need to increase the initial
our perception. Not only should always leave beperiod of detention, and what it is the police hope to
sought from the judge, but if, for example, you haveachieve in doing that.
a weak identification case in a burglary, the(Mr Binning) I think JUSTICE would say that we
defendant has convictions for burglary, if you admitwould be uneasy about the erosion of court
the convictions for burglary the fact-finder will beprotections in this area, where people are being
deflected from looking at whether the ID is good ordetained prior to their being charged with any
not; they will be influenced by the convictions andoVence.
that defendant will not have a fair trial. We feel that
judges really must be given clear guidance on this. As
I understand it, what is proposed is a fairly generalMiss Widdecombe
test and there are great dangers in that.

172. The Government, as you know, is proposing
175. Do you think that if a person’s similarto allow revelation of bad character but not

previous convictions are taken into account, so itautomatically and, therefore, restricted to certain
may not even be identical but similar previouscircumstances. There are already quite a number of
convictions, that eVectively what is happening (and Icircumstances in which bad character can be
do not want to lead you on this one) is that theadduced; such as, for example, where there is a co-
burden of proof is being reversed?defendant, or where the defendant is himself making

(Mr Rook) To some extent that is right, becauseimputations against prosecution witnesses etc. There
the defendant is left to explain those previousis a range of circumstances. Can you tell me in what
convictions, and is at a substantial disadvantage;way you think that the Government’s proposals are
rather than the prosecution concentrating on the realcrucially diVerent from what already happens? What
issue in the case. The worrying thing is that it will notis the key change?
just cause miscarriages of justice, it will also cause(Mr Rook) As I understand it—and of course we
investigations to be skewed, because the police wouldhave not seen the Bill yet—the Law Commission
be likely to arrest (and I am sure you are anticipatingproposals on this are, although the White Paper says
the usual suspects argument), and it is going to aVectGovernment is informed by them, they are not
investigations. The police will feel, “Ah, we’ve got anecessarily going to adopt them. As I understand it,
man with convictions. It all fits; we don’t need to gorather than have just law where a previous conviction
any further”. There might be several people withwould go in evidence if it was truly relevant to an
convictions that fit who could be suspected.issue in the case—the Government is going to allow a

situation where propensity itself will justify evidence
176. You think it is a recipe for lazy policing?being included. Furthermore, I understand it may
(MrRook) It is a recipe for the police thinking theywell be that the prosecution will not have to apply for

have done enough when they have not.leave for a conviction to be admitted. So the
Government’s position is diVerent from the present 177. I think that is what I have just asked you.
law. The interesting thing about this debate is that, in Should the test for disclosing previous convictions
fact, of the examples given in the White Paper, I think (let us assume this goes ahead) be “relevance”;
five of the six are in fact already admissible under the should it be “substantial relevance” and what is the
present law, which may in part answer your question. diVerence between the two?
Having said that, certainly the Criminal Bar (Mr Rook) It should be substantial relevance.
Association accepts that there is a case for codifying

178. Can you give me a hard example of whatthe law as to previous convictions and misconduct. It
would be the diVerence between “relevance” andis something of a ragbag: a bit of common law, a bit

of statute. Judges will need clear guidance. It looks to “substantial relevance”?
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(Mr Rook) It is the diVerence between what might defendant, who may have no previous convictions at

all. Guilt by association is something we would bebe marginally relevant and something which is quite
clearly relevant to an issue in the case. One example particularly concerned about.
of where previous convictions might not have been (MrWarren) I would like to express concern from
relevant before but could be relevant now is the a slightly diVerent perspective, just to add to things
example which Lord Falconer gives, which is the my colleagues have already said in relation to the way
example of a course of conduct of domestic violence in which police investigations might be conducted.
culminating in the incident the subject matter of There is a possibility, and it is a concern, that police
the charge. There that would probably be oYcers might be more focussed in the course of the
unobjectionable to have a course of conduct. That is interview to examine the individual’s past
very diVerent from, say, the burglar example I have misconduct than the conduct of the actual oVence
given. With respect to the minister, he may be on safe which is currently being investigated. It certainly
ground in respect of that example, but there are would lead to diYculties in a solicitor advising his
plenty of examples where there are dangers. client if, in the course of disclosure prior to interview,

a police oYcer indicated one of the things he wished179. If you look at this from a layman’s point of to discuss was the client’s previous character; becauseview, most of us would say if somebody has the client would have to be advised of thecommitted seven burglaries in the last six months consequences of that at trial. What that can do is tothat might be relevant; but if he has oVended in his shift the focus from the appropriate degree ofyouth and then has not committed any sort of crime investigation for the current oVence into thefor 20 years should it really still be produced before character of the individuals as a whole.the jury. If this were to go ahead, would there be
184. Just a quick supplementary on time limits, inmerit in your view in any sort of time limit and, if so,

which I am quite interested. You have said the timewhat sort of time limit?
limit can never be exact. Of course, in law we already(Mr Rook) Time is clearly a factor. The judge
have the concept of the spent convictions and theshould decide whether it is truly relevant to an issue
rehabilitation of oVenders. Is there some merit inin the case. Propensity itself is not an issue. If the
using that as guidance?convictions are stale they are less likely to be truly

(Mr Smith) One of the problems with time limits isrelevant. From that point of view, yes.
what people were doing during the intervening time.

180. Just now you were asking for the judges to be You could commit a murder, rape or burglary every
given clear guidance, rather than seek to make a 15 years, but you could have been in custody in the
decision. I am asking you if part of that clear intervening time. Even more complex, you could be
guidance should be a specified time limit? in and out of custody during a five year period. I

(Mr Rook) Yes. We are dealing with a very think that is one of the practical reasons and is an
complex issue and complex facts in diVerent cases illustration of why we are all rather nervous about
which you cannot possibly predict. Time is clearly a putting a finite time limit on. It actually matters what
factor that the judge may take into account in certain happened in the intervening time. I understand where
circumstances. you are coming from, but the problem is, say it was

five years, if you were in custody for that period—181. It should be part of any guidance issued to
Miss Widdecombe: I have got the point.the judge?

(Mr Rook) It is diYcult, because I cannot say that
time will always make it relevant, because that should
not be the test. It is a factor. Chairman

182. Which the judge should be invited to 185. Just thinking of solutions to this, would giving
consider? the judge discretion be a solution; just leaving it with

the judge to decide? He already has a lot of discretion.(Mr Rook) Yes.
(Mr Rook) I would be concerned at giving a judge

183. I am aware that I have addressed my discretion without giving a judge guidance.
questions to just one of you. Do any of the rest of you

186. At the moment he has got clear guidance,want to comment on any of the lines of questioning?
has he?(Mr Binning) From JUSTICE’s point of view, I

(Mr Rook) At the moment, I would say that thewould just say that time obviously often is an issue
law as to admissibility of previous convictions iswhich a judge is asked to consider when an
probably underused for the Crown Court. That mayapplication is made by the prosecution to admit a
be because prosecutors are nervous of appeals. Iprevious conviction. I do not think it would be easy
think I have to accept that. There are cases where itto fix a particular time period. Unfortunately these
would be relevant, where the prosecution do notthings do depend on the individual facts of the case
adduce it. My concern would be, if you do not giveas to whether a particular conviction should or
the judge guidelines then you will have diVerentshould not be admitted. On the more general
judges adopting diVerent tests. We feel that thequestion of whether the law should be changed,
guidance that the Law Commission oVer is probablyJUSTICE’s concern is that the focus should not just
the best way forward.be on the defendant whose conviction is going to go

in. Very often there is more than one defendant in a (Mr Smith) I think that is our view. That almost is
the proposal in the White Paper, that the judgescase, and there has been research set out in the

JUSTICE response which does tend to show that if seem to be at large, unless this would have a
disproportionate eVect, to admit them. The problemone defendant has his convictions admitted in the

case that can adversely aVect the trial of another with that is, that is a recipe for further litigation as it
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gets sorted out in court. There needs to be a statutory such as authenticity and so on. There are great

dangers if you do not have those safeguards. Offramework within which judges work with more than
just judicial discretion. course, a conviction that is based solely on such

evidence would not be compatible with European
jurisprudence in any event—that there must be
supporting evidence which is wholly or substantiallyMr Clappison
based on such evidence. We are concerned about any187. Can I move you on to the question of previous inclusionary approach. It may well be there are areasacquittals. Can I direct this first of all to Mr Rook. where the current hearsay rule is too harsh, and thatWhat is your view of the appropriateness of evidence can be safely admitted without a problem;admitting evidence of a defendant’s previous but since the evidence is not tested you must haveacquittals? safeguards.(Mr Rook) There is quite a recent case on this (MrWarren) I think we would agree with much ofcalled Z, and the principles behind that I would say what you have heard. First, that as a matter of courseare right. A previous acquittal might be relevant. a great concern is that hearsay should not beYou have got to look at the evidence carefully. In admitted as a matter of course; but that it is probablyparticular cases it may well be relevant. We are really appropriate there should be some detailed proposalsback to the same principle though of whether it is which are considered at length—although it istruly relevant to an issue in the case. acknowledged by the Law Society that there are

188. How do you think this squares with the areas where this aspect of evidence could be
double jeopardy rule? improved.

(Mr Rook) It is an evidential rule as far as Z and 191. What do you say to those who maintain thatprevious acquittals. Double jeopardy relates to all evidence, hearsay or not, should be put before theconvictions. I do not think they have to be court and it should be for the judiciary and lay factreconciled. finders to judge what weight should be attached and/
189. You are saying the concern you expressed in or whether it should be admissible once it reaches

the case of previous convictions worry that evidence court?
of a defendant’s propensity would come to the fore (MrWarren) I think initially—this is a very broad
rather than relevance to facts of the case; and that the brush response—there is concern that without any
prejudice created by his propensity in the past would clear intention that it should be the case we move
outweigh the evidential rule from an adversarial system to an inquisitorial one by

(Mr Rook) Yes. steps of that nature. We should be clear on the
objective first. If we are to move in that way then
there would have to be a substantial number of other
changes which would be brought into place toMr Prosser
compensate for the disadvantage that the defendant190. Could you outline your main objections to the might be under then to ensure that there was fairnesschanges in respect of hearsay evidence in regard to in the system.oral statements and in regard to documentary

192. Do any of you want to suggest some otherstatements?
changes which would allow a similar relaxation of(MrBinning) The JUSTICE response in relation to
the present strict rules of hearsay which would givehearsay (and it is diYcult to deal with this properly
the safeguards we are concerned about? So if hearsaywithout the Bill) is that we consider that the White
were to go before the court there would be safeguardsPaper does not properly set out what the framework
and protection or is it just a “no no”?for the changes is going to be. We would like to see

a comprehensive review of the law of evidence. That (Mr Rook) It is very diYcult without seeing the
Bill, of course we have had the Law Commission onwork has already been started in some considerable

way by the Law Commission dealing with the subject this. Forgive me if I answer the last question but one.
The danger of allowing everything in obviously iswe have just discussed, the evidence of bad character,

and also dealing with the question of hearsay. The that you have multiple hearsay then perhaps hearsay
where one does not even know who the person wasconcerns we principally have are that suYcient

safeguards should be introduced into any new law to with whom it originated. There has to be some
control or clearly there is a risk that juries will beensure that a fair trial is still possible. The proposals

are really quite wide ranging in relation to hearsay, deflected from what they should be relying upon
properly. There may be some technical areas whichand how a witness is able to give evidence by

reference to previous statements; and also how a can properly go in provided the judge has looked at
the evidence and is able to say that there are not anyprosecutor can use statements of people who are not

even going to be called to court. Those are pretty grave dangers if this goes in.
fundamental changes to our system, and we consider (MrBinning) To answer your question, I think you
that there need to be real eVective safeguards if there were asking what improvements could be made, the
are going to be changes to allow more use to be made Law Commission has come up with some areas
of that type of evidence. where improvements can be made such as allowing

the admission of recent complaint in a wider variety(Mr Rook) The problem obviously is that the
evidence has not been tested, and thus the judge must of cases than just sexual cases and also changing the

way in which witnesses can give their evidence whichhave a discretion of taking into account various
factors as happens now in relation to documentary is referred to in the Bill, obviously. The concern

which JUSTICE would have about the changes in theevidence which can go in under an Act of 1988; but
the judge has to take into account certain matters, way that witnesses give their evidence is that it is
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important to ensure that in a fair trial evidence is application of the Attorney-General’s guidelines on

disclosure for prosecutors. The other reason lies, Icapable of being tested. If, as often happens, a
witness makes a statement by a police oYcer or am afraid, in resources because prosecutors and

investigators are simply not geared up to spend theanother investigator writing down what that
investigator wants them to say that is not necessarily amount of time that is necessary in some of these

cases to ensure that the disclosure process—and I amgoing to be the same evidence as the witness in fact
either can give or wants to give. The practice of talking about prosecution disclosure now—that

prosecution disclosure takes place in the right way.allowing a witness to rely too much on a statement
which has been taken some time ago is a cause of That is primary disclosure which is the fundamental

duty of the prosecutor before the defence come intosome of the diYculties that we can get into in many
of the trials that we deal with. There is a need for the arena. Moving forward to the question of defence

disclosure, there is plenty of comment in the Whitecaution in this area but certainly there can be,
following the Law Commission, some merit in minor Paper that defence statements simply are not full

enough, do not reveal the defence case and so on. Onchanges being made, as long as there are suYcient
safeguards to go with them. the other side of the coin there is criticism of defence

lawyers using the system to their advantage to cloud(Mr Rook) May I add something, Mr Prosser,
the issues, I think is the termed used.because I have thought of one area where

improvements could be made and that is the greater 197. Surely not.
use of videos, even beyond the way they are being (MrBinning) Surely not. The fact is that the systemused now under the vulnerable witness legislation. demands that a case statement is filed by the defenceFor instance, if you have videoed the evidence of a but in the great majority of cases it does not demandwitness when they are first seen and they become ill that a case statement is filed by the prosecution. Thatlater, then it would be much easier for the was a fundamental diVerence in the 1996 Act whichprosecution to get that in evidence because they is important to focus on, I think.would be able to say “Well, the jury can see the

198. You are saying the problem primarily isquestions which have been asked, and they can see
failure to disclose by the prosecution?the demeanour of the witness”. That will get round

the problem of hearsay to one extent in that the jury (Mr Binning) I am afraid it still is, I regret to say.
Not in every case but there are still cases, I am afraid,would see the witness and be better able to evaluate

that witness, so greater use of videos is one area where that is happening too much.
certainly. 199. Anybody else agree with that?

(Mr Rook) Yes, there are still great problems over
prosecution disclosure. We advocate a disclosure

Chairman contained within a single simple instrument not a two
stage test which seems to be causing problems, so a193. Is there a big problem that needs solving in
single test of prosecution disclosure. When we comerelation to hearsay? It is a question for the Minister
to defence statements, in many cases adequatereally but I want to ask you first.
defence statements are served, of course apart from(Mr Rook) Some technical areas maybe but I do
generating secondary disclosure they are supposed tonot regard it as a great problem.
distil the issues and that is what should be happening.(Mr Binning) One of the biggest areas has been
What we need is proper case management andsolved already, following the Law Commission’s
judicial training to ensure that happens, some judgesrecommendation in relation to computer generated
are good at it, others maybe could benefit from moreevidence. That is a good example I would say of a
training and being more interventionist becausepractical remedy to a problem caused by the
really what it is all about is good case management toadvances in technology. That loophole has been
distil issues. We have no problem with if a defenceclosed now, I would not say there are any substantial
case statement is manifestly non compliant thenproblems which need to be remedied further.
clearly there is no reason why a judge should not194. Can you elaborate on that? intervene and ensure that such a compliant case

(Mr Binning) This is Section 69 of the Police and statement is served then and following that then
Criminal Evidence Act 1984 which was amended so maybe further action will have to be taken. It is an
that now computer evidence can be much more easily area where I know the Lord Chancellor’s
admitted without the need for a formal certificate. I Department is doing a lot of work at the moment but
may be able to take you to the provision which it is a culture apart from anything else which needs to
amended it. It is section 60(1) Youth Justice and be changed with both sides co-operating and we
Criminal Evidence Act 1999. That is a practical recognise that is very important and we are trying to
remedy which has been brought into force already. co-operate fully as far as devising a system which

works. We are concerned that so often defence195. Thank you very much. Can we turn to
counsel are blamed, this does not reflect what isdisclosure next. I thought we had sorted out
happening really. I think defence counsel’sdisclosure in 1996 but here it is back again. Has the
applications for adjournments come way down the1996 regime worked, gentlemen?
order of reasons for delays and I feel I should make(Mr Binning) Shall I start for JUSTICE?
that clear.196. Why not.

200. Did the 1996 Act make things better or worse?(Mr Binning) The 1996 regime can work and does
work in some cases. The unfortunate truth, however, (MrRook) Well, from one point of view they made

it worse because prosecution authorities would lookis that it is still not working in as many cases as it
should. One of the reasons for that lies in the at the two stage test and perhaps would not make as
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much disclosure as they should. Of course it is 207. It does not infringe subjudice does it? It is

over now?problems over late disclosure which so often lead to
adjournments. That is why we advocate a single test. (Mr Binning) No, it is over, it is a reported case. It
I remember hearing the Director of Public demonstrates the problems which are still existing
Prosecutions giving guidance to counsel not long ago with disclosure.
saying “Well, when you go through material, think is 208. That is a post 1996 case?
this material which you, if you were defending, you (Mr Binning) Yes, it only arises post 1996, yes. Tomight want to use in cross-examination rather than deal with the question about defence disclosure,standing on ceremony and saying ’Does it come finally, it is all very well to say the defence shouldwithin stage one test? Does it come within stage disclose their case but that does beg, I am afraid, thattwo test?’” the prosecution must do the same, it must be

transparent about the material they have gathered201. Do you all say the thing has got worse, as I
during their investigation. I would say again, also,understand Mr Rook to say, since the 1996 Act?
that if there are to be further changes in the way the(Mr Rook) Perhaps before Mr Binning comes in I
defence statement is drafted, the prosecution in everythink that would be an exaggeration to this extent: we
case should be required to set out a pleading, a casedo have the Attorney-General’s recent guidelines
statement, which sets out their case. It is important tonow which are extremely helpful in that area and I
remember that does not happen at the moment. Thethink there is some improvement now.
judge may order it but there is no requirement for the202. Everybody agrees with that much at least, prosecution to do that. There is such a requirementdo they? in serious fraud trials, under the Criminal Justice Act

(MrBinning) One could look at it in this way, if one 1987, where the prosecution can be ordered to serve
took away the 1996 Act and went back to where we a case statement and the defence can be ordered also
stood before it, if one echoed the principles of the to serve one. There is a penalty of adverse comment
White Paper of transparency one could argue what is which can apply to both the prosecution and the
wrong with the previous system? What is wrong with defence at the discretion of the judge for divergence
the defence being able to see everything which is not from that case statement. If this is to be a true
subject to public interest immunity and which is not rebalancing of the system there should be a
sensitive for any other reason? What is wrong with requirement for the prosecution in every case to nail
the defence seeing what the prosecution have got as its colours to the mast, as the saying goes, and to
they would in the continental inquisitorial system stand by its case and to take the risk of adverse
when they would see the dossier? criticism from the judge or a defendant if it departs

from its case. That is the way that government wants203. The problem was they did not.
to go in the defence so surely the same should apply(Mr Binning) That is true.
to the prosecution.

204. Alibi statements disappeared for 20 years and
209. Take expert witnesses, am I right in thinkingthen resurfaced.

if the Crown has been to a number of expert witnesses(Mr Binning) Obviously there were problems
and five have come up with an inconvenientunder the previous regime as well but in fact the high
conclusion and the sixth one has come up with thewatermark which was reached in the case of
“right” answer, the Crown is still obliged to discloseR v Keane and other similar cases did deliver not a
the other five, is that right?bad system. Sure it was resource intensive for the

(Mr Rook) That is right.prosecution and the investigators but I am not sure
(Mr Binning) Yes.we can say now that the resources needed to comply

with the 1996 Act properly and the Attorney- 210. That is correct. The defence is not, is that
General’s guidelines are any less than the resources right?
which were needed to comply properly with the (MrRook) That is right but there are good reasons.
common law under the cases of Keane and others One is privilege because, of course, there may well be
prior to 1996. privilege matters covered.

205. The problem is you are talking solely about 211. Can you elaborate on privilege?
disclosure by the prosecution and what the (Mr Rook) Because there may well have been
Government and actually many of our constituents matters disclosed to the expert which are privileged
were interested in was disclosure of the defence case and the defendant would have a right not to waiver
so a rational discussion on the issues can take place privilege.
rather than a game of ambush. Miss Widdecombe: I do not understand that.

(Mr Binning) I think the response to that surely is
that if there was true transparency in the sense that
the defence did have access to all the material which Mr Cameron
could be relevant to the case, and if they could be 212. Can you give us some examples?confident of that, which I am afraid to say you only (Mr Rook) Say certain material had been revealedhave to look at recent appeal cases—one in to the expert which was subject to privilege, materialparticular—to see the defence can still not be which had been put together during the preparing ofconfident that they are getting what they should get. the defence case. I think there is an authority to

206. Which particular case? confirm this point which if you give me a moment I
can find for you. There is another rather important(Mr Binning) There is a case called Early. R v John

Early [2002] EWCA Crim 1904 and others, it was a practical point, you would risk the growing of a
breed of tame experts because the defence might feelmajor Customs and Excise prosecution.
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“Well, we cannot go to an expert unless we know that Chairman
expert is going to give the view that we want” and

217. Are we saying, take this privilege point for aclearly that cannot be desirable.
moment, the defendant might disclose a lot of things
he has done but not things he has been charged with
and that might lead him into more trouble down
the line?

(Mr Binning) Obviously many things can be
Chairman discussed under the protection of privilege. It may be,

obviously, that the defendant gives instructions to his
213. Surely what is good for the Crown is good for solicitors which are passed to the expert—and this is

the defence. If the defence had been to a series of at a preparatory stage of the case—it may be he never
experts—and let us face it the defence would have actually gives evidence in the trial. There is no
chosen the experts so presumably they would have requirement for the defendant to give evidence at the
gone to one in which they had confidence in the first trial. If his instructions were revealed in the course of
place—and this expert had delivered the wrong papers from the expert being disclosed then that
answer and they trawled down and eventually found would infringe his right to the protection of that
one who gave the right answer, why should we not information under privilege.
know about that? Then we can have a discussion
about the rights and wrongs of it and who is right and
who is wrong. Potentially somebody in the minority

David Winnickcan be right at the end of the day but why should we
not have that upfront on the table? 218. Does this not seem to be very much in favour

(Mr Rook) Of course that sounds absolutely right, of the defendant and justifies the Government’s view
I think you are faced with the problem that you will held by so many people outside the law that justice is
get that breed of tame experts so you will not be not working necessarily as it should be?
getting the level of independent expertise that you (Mr Binning) Again I would say that this question
wish. of expert evidence and the disclosure of experts

reports is an area which does not, I do not think,
cause a significant problem. We have to realise the
defence do have some privileges. There is the
presumption of innocence, there is the duty of the
prosecution to prove its case beyond reasonableMr Cameron
doubt. Those are significant burdens, it is accepted,
on the part of the state and those burdens we would214. Surely that is a case the prosecution can
say should remain. If we want to have a diVerentmake? They can say “You went to the tame experts
system, a more inquisitorial system, that is anotherand look at our real experts”.
matter.(Mr Rook) Quite.

215. Why not have everything out in the court? Is
this not what the Government is getting at about the Chairman
game of cat and mouse and the things which our

219. The Crown has to disclose, do they not, theyconstituents must understand. Why not allow all the
cannot dip around until they find someone whoevidence to be brought forward and heard in the
comes up with the right answer, can they? You arecourt?
saying the defence can, why?(Mr Rook) It is a relatively minor problem. I think

(Mr Binning) They can just in the same way as, foryou will find that there are very few cases where, say,
example, the defence might cast around foran expert report is not used and the defence go to
witnesses, not expert witnesses but other witnesses.another expert.
They might take statements from a great many
people just as the prosecution takes statements from216. If it is a minor number of cases what more
a great many people.reason for having it out in the court?

(MrBinning) I would beg to diVer from that again, 220. You disclose them?
I am afraid. The fundamental issue is legal (Mr Binning) No, the defence do not have to
professional privilege as has been mentioned already. disclose the draft witness statements or even signed
If the defence are not able to prepare their case with witness statements which they do not propose to
the benefit of privilege then I am afraid what will rely on.
happen is defendants in diYcult cases—and I am

221. The prosecution do, do they not?talking about the kind of case which would cause
(Mr Binning) The prosecution do, that is right, butvictims particular anguish—will dispense with

this is part of the adversarial process where thelawyers altogether because they will lose faith in the
prosecution bears the heaviest burden, and rightlysystem which protects the discussions which they
so, we would say, for justice.have with their lawyers before the trial and the

preparation which is done under the protection of Chairman: We all understand that the prosecution
should have the heaviest burden, I think we all acceptlegal professional privilege, they will dispense with

their lawyers and conduct cases themselves which in that. We do not really understand why the
prosecution should have one hand tied behind itsmany cases would not be in the interests of justice or

fairness to anyone necessarily. back in this regard.
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the system is such that it is very diYcult in so manyMiss Widdecombe
instances for the prosecution to win their case when

222. Quite. they should do.
(Mr Binning) I am sorry, I do not accept the (Mr Binning) I think we do need to look at what

prosecution does have one hand tied behind its back. evidence is behind the assertion you have just made.
It has the resources at its disposal to go to whichever I am not aware of any significant problem with
experts it chooses to go to in order to obtain the shopping for experts. I am just going to make this one
evidence it wants to prove its case. The defence then point—and others will want to respond on this—let
have to try to meet that case and if we are dealing us remember that most cases are conducted with the
particularly with expert evidence there may be benefit of Legal Aid, especially now that Legal Aid is
considerable diYculties with finding an expert who is available to all irrespective of means in serious cases.
prepared to challenge another leader in his or her The Legal Services Commission I can assure you
field. It is right, surely, that the defence should be able exerts a very, very strict control over the expenditure
to go to another expert if they want to or two or three of money on experts. You cannot go simply to the
to see whether they can find someone who is prepared Legal Services Commission, sit before an area
to propound a diVerent theory. I am not convinced, committee and say “I have got three experts already,
however, that the process of preparation, which is they all say that they disagree with my case, now I
really what it is, should be the subject of any want another one”. It does not happen.
exception to legal professional privilege. Chairman: That is something we can put to theChairman: Ann, did you have a question? Minister.

Miss Widdecombe: No, I am singularly Miss Widdecombe: I have been listening to this
unimpressed by this. with mounting incredulity, I have to admit. You have

said it may be that the defence commission some
experts, they do not quite address the central issues,

David Winnick they move on and find an expert who does. The
prosecution have exactly the same problem, they223. One does not question—or at least I am sure
may end up with an expert who has not addressed theeveryone around this table does not question—that
same issue. I start with a very simple proposition, youeveryone is innocent until found guilty. I hope that
have to prove guilt beyond all reasonable doubt, thatsystem remains forever. What you have been saying
does not mean that there should be a huge weightingin answers to the questions from the Chairman and
of the scales against the prosecution before you evenothers does give the impression to the layman,
start. If you start with the presumption of innocentperhaps due to our ignorance, that there is this bias
until proved guilty what then must come out is all thein favour of the defence to such an extent that the
relevant facts, and whether the witnesses statementsguilty do get oV when they should not?
are experts or inexpert, if they actually militate(Mr Smith) One answer is that there is a bias and
against the case then if one side has to disclose that Iit is called the presumption of innocence. The system
cannot see a diYculty with another disclosing it. Youis fundamentally biased.
have not shown me there is any diYculty that the
defence may have to surmount which would not
equally apply to the prosecution surmounting it.

Chairman

224. Which we all subscribe to.
(Mr Smith) It is very rarely you go shopping for Chairman

ballistics experts because you want them to prove the
226. Does anybody want to respond to that orbullet came from there and you shop around for

shall we leave it as a submission of evidence?the same type of expert until you get one who will say
(Mr Warren) The only thing I would like tothe bullet came from there. The issue that certainly I

emphasise is the point that Mr Binning madehave seen in relation to expert statements is when you
towards the end of the many points that he coveredget an expert who does not quite address the issue in
and that is actually to question what evidence therethe right way so you reject that or, even more
is that there is any real problem in this area in the firstcomplicatedly, in the process of getting the expert’s
place. I do not ever recall having seen any empiricalopinion you realise there are other issues to be
evidence to suggest directly that it is a diYculty. Itconsidered where you legitimately get another
must be remembered that actually what goes on inexpert. The problem comes if you put all these things
practice—because of the way in which the Legal Aidin, that would be portrayed as a conflict between
payments operate—is that there is a very detailedexperts whereas actually it may be part of the
examination of the justifiability of the defence eveninvestigative process of the defence in terms of
getting one expert on its side, let alone thepresenting its case.
opportunity to go shopping.
Chairman: Be assured we shall press the minister

on that last point. Can we move now to mode of trial.
David Winnick Mr Cameron: Have we asked about disclosure of

the defendant’s witnesses. We have spent so much225. We come back to the first question that the
time on the expert witnesses, what about the otherwhole emphasis of what the Government is doing,
ones? If the expert witnesses is a small point, which isrightly or wrongly, will be tested certainly downstairs
what they are saying, if we go on to the defendant’sin the Chamber and in Standing Committees and in
witnesses that actually could be more significant.the Lords, is that far too much is so arranged that

those who are guilty in fact are being let oV because Chairman: Go ahead, Mr Cameron.
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(Mr Rook) Yes.Mr Cameron
235. It seems to me listening to what you are saying227. What is your view on the Government’s

that you can be in favour of an adversarial systemproposal that they are considering legislation to
where you have the strongest possible defence yourequire the defendant to include details of any
put up for your client, you can be in favour of thatwitness the defence may call to the trial presumably
but still have full disclosure and more facts coming inso the prosecution is able to check they are bona fide,
front of the court. In the case that you are making,etc.? What are your views on that?
are you not confusing those two things?(Mr Rook) Firstly, ambush really is not a problem

(Mr Rook) I think not. I do not think you will findnow, ambush by the defence.
that it is a problem as far as prosecutors are
concerned.

Chairman 236. Why are the Government bothering with it?
228. When did it stop being a problem? There must be some evidence for it? Are you saying
(Mr Rook) I think the adverse inference regime this is an unimportant change? The first bit of the

may have led to that. argument is this would be dreadful, the police would
intimidate the defence witnesses and then you shift229. Did the lawyers not object to the adverse
your argument and say this is not a big problem andinference regime when it was brought in?
it would not be a major change.(Mr Rook) They did, they did.

(MrRook) It is not a shift of argument but both of
230. Did it solve the problem? those arguments apply. Of course I am not saying
(MrSmith) If, which is denied, there was a problem that all police will go and intimidate but there is a risk

there no longer is, that is the formulation. and there is a risk that witnesses will fear those in
Chairman: It happens to politicians too. authority.

Mr Clappison Mr Clappison
231. You are not alone, Mr Rook. 237. The position at the moment is the defence do
(Mr Rook) Exactly. I think in fairness we should not have to submit a list of witnesses to the

not widen the consistency debate. This point, for prosecution?
whatever reason, ambush, is no longer conceived as (Mr Rook) Except experts and alibi witnesses.
a problem. I believe you will find that senior police

238. So the police do not have an opportunity tooYcers will confirm this. You have to ask why are the
check out circumstances of defence witnesses,police resources to be devoted to this new proposal.
whether they have a conviction or anything like that?It is an unfortunate fact that it is often the case that

(Mr Rook) They do check that out. When theythe potential defence witnesses, rightly or wrongly,
come to court they check that.harbour a deep mistrust of those in authority. There

is a real danger that some of them will go 239. They are not able to check out all the
underground to the extent that they will not put circumstances which they may present to the court?
themselves forward. There is a risk, also, that maybe (Mr Rook) At the time the witness comes to court
police will be overzealous in dealing with witnesses very often the case will have shed light on what
who they feel might be undermining the case that witness is likely to be called in any event. It is not as if
they have prepared. I think there is a major question the prosecution are going to be operating in the dark.
mark over whether this is a right way to use police (MrBinning) May I briefly, from JUSTICE’s point
resources. Even now the police sometimes do not of view, draw your attention to paragraph 45 of our
check out alibi witnesses, which clearly they should response in this regard. One of the diYculties here is
do. assuming we are going to maintain an adversarial

system the prosecution must prove their case to the
prime facie standard, so there is evidence upon which

Mr Cameron a jury could convict, and before the defence have to
call their witnesses. We say that the proposal to allow232. Are we not getting to the problem that what
access to defence witnesses prior to the trial wouldthe court needs is the maximum amount of relevant
eVectively undermine the trial process itself becauseinformation about the case. Is it not relevant or
it would enable the police or other investigators to gomight it not be relevant that the prosecuting
and question the defence witnesses prior to the caseauthorities and police should check out some of the
beginning and to therefore tailor their case with thedefence witnesses to see if they stack up? Could that
benefit of the defence’s own preparation. We say thatnot mean there would be relevant evidence in front of
is an erosion of the principle of equality of arms. Wethe court? If you do not disclose those defence
say it would give rise to unfairness of trial in breachwitnesses that would happen in advance.
of the Convention rights which this government has(Mr Rook) One would hope that the prosecution
done so well to bring into our law.would have assembled the case based on all the

(Mr Warren) There is one further area whichrelevant witnesses they have found. The defence may
causes defence solicitors concern and that is that thehave witnesses, family and so on.
defendant himself might feel that he could not freely

233. Do the prosecution have to disclose their tell his solicitor of the evidence that he might wish to
witnesses to you currently? bring in his own defence because he might have some

(Mr Rook) To the defence. other desire to protect witnesses, for instance friends
and family. The end result of it would be that the234. To the defence, I am sorry?
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defence would not have an opportunity—by virtue of proved” who will get a storm of protest about that in

a way which will undermine the credibility of thethe defendant’s own silence and lack of confidence in
the confidentiality with his legal adviser—to properly system.
prepare itself for fear of the police oversight of the

243. Is that view shared by you all?defence’s preparation of the case. In other words,
(Mr Rook) Yes, we feel that there should be jurywhat you do is to shift the trial stage into the

trial for all serious oVences and there should be oneinvestigation stage.
system of trial for serious oVences. This proposal, we
would say, is potentially divisive.

244. Does the cost of jury protection really justifyChairman
a jury trial in cases involving organised crime?

240. I think we all accept this is a serious issue. It (MrRook) Yes, it is not as though there are a large
is not unknown, is it, for police to threaten witnesses number of cases in this category. It is vital we keep
with various charges and for the charges to melt away juries, and I would suggest it is a price that is worth
once the witnesses have melted away? paying.

(MrWarren) That can happen. There can be some
245. That is for all cases including fraud casesinteresting changes in witnesses’ recollections of

which might take many months of jurors having toevents in successive statements.
take time oV work to sit on those cases?

241. It is called refreshing their memory, I think. (Mr Rook) Yes, but there is no evidence that juries
(Mr Warren) Yes, or sometimes losing it. do not do a good and dedicated job in relation to
Chairman: Okay. I think we understand that. serious fraud. In fact it is somewhat ironic that we are

Thank you. Right, Mrs Dean on mode of trial. sitting here today discussing this issue because the
Serious Fraud OYce have made enormous advances
in the last ten years and, as you may know, the
conviction rate for the last few years is running atMrs Dean
86 per cent. There is no evidence that juries are not
understanding the cases, of course the normal issue242. Can I turn to Mr Smith, first of all. I think you

said earlier that you felt there was nothing wrong in fraud is dishonesty. As far as juries are concerned,
with allowing a defendant to choose between jury the Government’s measures, which we applaud, will
trial and trial by judge alone, is that correct? make juries far more representative. Of course there

is some inconvenience to jurors in very long cases(Mr Smith) No, what I was saying in relation to
that particular proposal was that I think there are but, again, I would suggest that is a small price to
arguments for and against it. I can see a very strong pay. It seems as though juries accept that
argument for saying “For heaven’s sake, if a inconvenience and indeed carry out their duties with
defendant advised by lawyers opts with open eyes for great dedication. It is our concern that we should not
a trial by a judge alone why not allow it?” There is a depart from this important principle of jury trial for
very powerful case for that and I was acknowledging all serious oVences on grounds of expediency. The
that. On balance we are against it, not for wild reasons given for departure from the principles in the
political reasons or professional interest but as a White Paper are firstly complex issues—there is no
result of a balanced judgment and really I suppose evidence that juries are not understanding those
for two reasons. Firstly, we are concerned about a issues and anyway it is the duty of counsel to distil
rule which is currently clear becoming more them and make sure they are understood—but also a
complicated, this is the salami argument, this is the suggestion that there are cases which are not brought
first slice with all the others to come. In the at the moment, are too unwieldy to bring because of
discussions we had about it, the weighting argument, the problem of presentation in front of juries. Again,
was we were concerned at the exposure of the judge in we would suggest that any discipline that
those circumstances. The media is a powerful player presentation to juries imposes upon prosecution
generally in our culture and if you just take some of counsel is a good one, we cannot have the scatter gun
the recent cases where there is a prolonged search for eVect. In fact where too much evidence is called and
a victim, the media are part of that process. You even marginally relevant evidence is called is often
potentially expose the judge to a storm of press where the prosecution are less likely to get
criticism and exposure in a way we think ultimately convictions because they are less focused. As I say, it
would not be helpful in these kind of cases because is ironic because the SFO have made enormous
the people who opt, the defendants who opt, for this advances. Their conviction rate is higher and they
kind of trial will be those who figure they have more have improved their presentation of evidence. There
chance of getting oV before a judge than before a are ways that we would say that the problem of long
jury. They will include, we would have thought, in trials can be addressed. Some judges do it well now,
large proportion those who are charged with sexual some do not. Judges should be far more
oVences of one kind or another. If I could just say, interventionist to make sure issues are properly
the jury is often presented as something which is to distilled. We should have more representative jurors,
defend the defendant’s interest, it is actually wider stop what I think is sometimes called the middle class
than that the jury protects the public’s interest in the opt out and, indeed, adopt the Law Commission’s
system. That is not just the defendant, it is a proposal to have the easily understood oVence of
protection for the professional judiciary in the system fraud. Those do not involve a change of mode of
because they take the decision of guilt and innocence. trial.
I think the media accept that and understand that. It
is a judge who on the facts says “This case is not 246. Mr Warren?
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(Mr Warren) The Law Society follows that Bridges of Warwick University who is the expert on

the subject of if you give powers to magistrates courtsthinking in all respects except in one particular and
that is in relation to the defendant having the right to whether they will use them.
choose trial by judge alone and does not set such a
strong face against that. It acknowledges there can be
advantages provided, of course, that the defendant Bridget Prentice
has had the opportunity of properly informed legal

250. Just briefly on the mode of trial again. Whenadvice before making that decision. I think it is just
this came before Parliament before the argument wasimportant to make that distinction. In other areas all
put that defendants would choose jury trial overthe concerns are shared about any change to the right
magistrates because they thought they had moreto trial by jury, particularly there is concern that
chance of getting oV and now you are saying they arewhere it may be said that there has been any
more likely to choose the single judge over the juryintimidation of witnesses, the process by which that
because they are more likely to get oV. There seemsmight be examined in court before a judge is likely to
to be something of a contradiction there.exclude the defence completely and it could amount,

(Mr Smith) Let me work out the contradiction.therefore, if adequate safeguards were not in place, to
part of the prosecution process, if you like, to try to 251. It seems, first of all, the defendants are gettingavoid a trial by jury where it was thought it might be a nice little pick and mix here as to which form of trialperhaps less convenient to the prosecution. they should choose. You may say in principle that is

247. Can I turn to magistrates’ sentencing powers. absolutely fine. One of the arguments that was put in
Should the proposal to increase magistrates’ favour of changing the mode of trial before was that
sentencing powers be delayed until after the Custody defendants had a tendency to choose jury trial where
Plus Scheme is in place? they could because they thought, rightly or wrongly,

(Mr Warren, Mr Rook and Mr Smith) Yes. they had more chance of getting oV. You are telling
us now that in certain oVences if they are given the
option of choosing a trial by a single judge they

Chairman would be more likely to choose that because they
think they are more likely to get oV which seems to248. I think that is on the grounds magistrates use
undermine the jury system you are upholding sosentencing powers up to the limit.
much.(Mr Warren) Yes.

(Mr Smith) When I was talking about trial by(Mr Rook) Yes.
judge alone that was in relation to very serious
oVences where the Government’s proposal is that
there be an additional choice to the defendant toMrs Dean
choose trial by judge rather than trial by jury in the249. That was a nice short answer. Would Crown Court. I did articulate the arguments inthis proposal be acceptable if safeguards were favour of that and then said in balance we wereincorporated and, if so, what safeguards? This is a against it. In relation to election from thegeneral issue of magistrates. What safeguards would magistrates’ court to Crown Court the currenthelp if we are extending the powers of magistrates? position is more complex because there is a sort of(Mr Warren) In one particular area at least version of double jeopardy at the moment becauseconcern might be firstly that there should be a limit you can opt for trial in the magistrates’ court but stillon the increased sentencing powers to either-way be committed for sentence if the magistrates do notoVences. It did not amount to an increase in sentence think they have suYcient sentencing powers. One ofis what our summary of the case is. It may well be the good things about the Government’s proposal isappropriate there should be some review in the that it proposes to end that so that a defendant cancategorisation of abuses. That would be an make an open-eyed choice that if they opt for trial ininappropriate change to sentencing policy and is to a magistrates’ court they will be sentenced by aconfuse the issue. Another area which the Law magistrates’ court. On balance we are in favour ofSociety does have concern about is the suggestion this additional element of choice, we did not proposethat there might be reserved powers for the Home it, but it being proposed by the Government we areSecretary which might change the sentencing powers in favour of it. On balance we are for it, but it is inof magistrates. The Law Society says that is a matter relation to a very diVerent type of serious oVencewhich must always be for Parliament. where we are talking about a defendant opting for(Mr Smith) We just have a twist to the either-way trial by judge alone in the Crown Court.oVences. We think the bench in that case should

252. If the jury system is so good why are you soinclude or consist of a district judge and we think
against letting the jury hear more evidence in termsthere should be sentencing guidelines, those would be
of disclosure that we talked about earlier on?our criteria.

(MrRook) I would like just to mention the need for (Mr Smith) The jury system is good and it is good
if focused on the particular facts and circumstancestraining. One of the problems Sir Robin Auld

pointed out is the disparity between sentencing of that particular case. We know that the
introduction of convictions prejudices people andthroughout the country in magistrates courts. Of

course if you give magistrates greater powers then it prejudices jurors, so they are taken away from the
facts which are before them. I do believe in the jury.may well be that disparity will be intensified and

magnified. It is vitally important that there is proper I think if you ask yourself the question, if you are
arrested outside this place and charged with a serioustraining. I would commend to you, also, if you have

not read it already, the writings of Professor Lee oVence do you want a jury to hear your case? Yes, I
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do because I think they come to a fairer and more (Mr Rook) I have to concede it is expensive but

fortunately it only happens in a few cases and wemeasured consideration of the case and decision on
guilt. I want juries. I want juries for me and for all would say that it is totally justified.
those accused of serious crime.

Mr Prosser
Chairman

257. You outline the opposition to relaxing double
253. I would want to check the number of ‘Sun’ jeopardy and you advocate those in your paper

readers on the jury before I decided whether I wanted submissions. I want to ask about the likelihood of it
a jury or a judge. coming into law and the dangers of having a safe and

fair second trial bearing in mind that any evidence(Mr Binning) If I can just add something to that,
brought forward will already have been tested by thethe problem is that we are dealing with trial
judge as being substantial and significant. Is itmanagement here, we are dealing with a sensitive
possible to have a fair second trial?system, the jury system. The jury do need to be

guided through the process of dealing with the mass (Mr Binning) In a discussion that we had with
of material which they are often confronted with as a JUSTICE that was one of the main points that came
result of the trial process. I do not think it is going to out, how do you have a fair trial when anyone who
be helpful to them to simply say, have a look at all of knows anything about the legal system, as they will
this material because it is not as simple as that. They from reading the papers, will know that the Court of
do need to be taken through the evidence in an Appeal has eVectively decided that there is suYcient
organised way and at the moment they are helped in evidence to prove this person’s guilt. More than that
that process at the end of a case by the judge that the person is guilty otherwise there would not be

a retrial. There are diYculties. One would have tosumming up. I think that the way in which the jury
investigate exactly what directions a judge in themake its decision is very much influenced obviously
retrial is going to give to a jury to explain to them thatby how it is fed that information throughout the trial
they would have to put aside the decision of theprocess. I am not sure we are giving the jury more
Court of Appeal when reaching their verdict. I do notinformation in an uncontrolled way than would be
think that is straightforward.advisable.

(MrRook) These will be high profile cases. To find(Mr Rook) If you take the example of Public
a jury that will not have heard about the retrial beingInterest Immunity which would be matters that the
ordered is diYcult, quite apart from obviously thejury should not hear if the judge has not given leave.
other point, which is the danger of totallyThe classic example is where the prosecution have
unacceptable media hounding which could resultgone to see the judge saying that they do not want to
from the erosion of the rules.disclose material from an informant which in fact

probably puts the defendant in a worse light than the
258. Given those diYculties and given your generalevidence before the jury, so it is untested, informant

opposition to the relaxation of double jeopardy howevidence. The judge might rule I rule that in the
can we satisfy the public in cases, for instance, wherecircumstances that need not be disclosed because it
there has been some horrific murder, perhaps a childdoes not assist the defence. The judge is the fact-
murder, where the accused has been acquitted andfinder, he has heard that, he has heard untested
months or years later what seems to be very clear,evidence that puts the defendant in a worse light, so
technical evidence—DNA is often cited as anthere is a major problem if do you not have that
example—comes into the hands of the police and todivision between the fact-finder, the jury, and the
all intents and purposes, although it has not beenjudge who decides the law and deals with the Public
tested by trial, there is just this general feeling thatInterest Immunity matter.
Mr A is guilty of this horrific crime and yet the law
has no means of redress. Is there any means of254. Might one safeguard on the problem of juries
protecting against that?being intimidated—which I suppose it is fairly rare,

although it is expensive when it does happen—be to (Mr Rook) No. Fortunately we are dealing with a
relatively short period because now we do havesay that you start with a jury trial and if evidence of

jury tampering comes to light then you switch to a sophisticated DNA techniques but of course is this
gap where we did not, which is the point you aretrial by judge?
making, and of course I accept that point.(Mr Rook) I think there are strong, practical

problems there because presumably a judge would
259. There might be an instance where the DNAhave had to have heard the evidence of suggested

material does not become available until later on,tampering in just the same way as in relation to the
even though the technology is here.Public Interest Immunity, so it is untested evidence.

(Mr Rook) Yes.
255. Put it this way, you have to have a retrial, it

260. My first point remains.should be done by another judge and you should not
(Mr Rook) Yes, it does in those cases. I think wetake another chance with a jury.

have to stand back and look at the importance of the(MrRook) We would say a judge and jury because
rule and the problem of verdicts being regarded asyou have jury protection in place and there is no
provisional and how that will aVect the systemevidence to suggest that it does not work.
generally. Of course there are cases, such as those
which will rise from time to time, where undoubtedly256. It takes 72 policemen to protect a jury, that is

obviously a very expensive operation. the public will feel dissatisfaction.
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(Mr Smith) We will be in favour of no change. If think, in the context, remember that there does not

seem to be a great deal of evidence that there is a needthere were to be change we would limit it beyond the
restrictions which the Government proposes, in fact for this change in the law. There have been two cases

bandied about in this context neither of which—Ito deal precisely with the points you are raising, we
would limit it to murder and we would limit it to cases think we can mention them, the Damilola case and

the Stephen Lawrence case—would have been caseswhere there was fresh scientific evidence that was not
reasonably available at the date of trial. which would have benefited from this procedure. I

question whether there is any other evidence that it
261. This Committee has recommended in the past really is necessary when one takes into account the

that it should apply to all serious cases which brought double eVect of the principle of finality.
about a life sentence. You would not go as far as

264. If the changes do come into place what areagreeing with that.
your feelings about acting retrospectively?(Mr Smith) We did not. We have not.

(Mr Rook) We would be against it because these
262. Returning to my former point, is there not a people have gone on trial on the basis that the verdict

great danger that public confidence in law as a system will be final.
itself would be woefully undermined unless we make
changes of this nature because of the case example I
outlined earlier? David Winnick

(Mr Warren) There is one other area where there 265. You might be interested, Mr Warren, at our
could be a problem, quite apart from the two last session we had a senior police oYcer present and
important issues made first by JUSTICE in respect of he said that the weakest argument for not changing
the diYculties that are presented by the Court of double jeopardy is that police investigations would
Appeal and then the diYculties of the oVending be weak on the basis, so the allegation goes, that they
publicity. There is also a risk or a concern that police would have another bite of the cherry and of all of the
oYcers knowing that there may possibly be a second arguments that was the weakest.
bite of the cherry may not be so inclined to be as (Mr Smith) He would, would he not?thorough in the initial investigation as perhaps they

266. That would be excepted, as you say.should be. I know that it is hypothetical and unlikely
(Mr Warren) I accept that point absolutely. It isbut nonetheless it is something that needs to be borne

nonetheless another point beyond those which havein mind. The Law Society has given this matter a
been made and I think it is worth bearing in mind. Itgreat deal of consideration and has come out
is wrong to have a policy of prosecute early andcoincidently at almost exactly the same position as
prosecute often.my colleagues in understanding the need that public

interest should be satisfied and appreciating the 267. Even if one works on the assumption and
public concern that is bound to be generated by these substance that police would work along the lines that
cases and seeing that it may well be right to look for if the person is found innocent and there would be
a way to deal with a solution to be found. Our task, another opportunity of charging him would you not
it seems to me today, is to point out the diYculties agree, my question to you, that the Court of Appeal
that we see along that route. The objection is not would need a lot of persuading for someone who has
borne of anything other than pointing out the desire been found not guilty that there is suYcient,
for fairness in the system and the problems that can compelling evidence for that person to be allowed to
be encountered in trying to satisfy the public interest. be charged again?

(Mr Smith) Yes. There in a sense lies the danger263. How many of you would feel confident sitting
because we go forward in the knowledge that thedown in front of the mother of a victim of murder
Court of Appeal has made that decision.and explaining the rational way you have explained

now why Mr X cannot be brought to book even 268. They would need a lot of persuading.
though she would know or believe that the evidence (Mr Smith) Yes.
is available and the prosecution could be successful.

269. If the law is changed in practice the chances—Could you do that?
I would assume that it is going to be—of say half a(Mr Rook) Our hearts would go out to her and we dozen cases over three years is rather remote?would do our best to explain, however, we would not

(Mr Binning) Yes.expect her to understand given the circumstances.
(Mr Smith) It is almost a symbolic issue rather(Mr Binning) Surely it is a question of looking at than a real one.the principle of finality and the importance of that
270. I am interested in JUSTICE because as hasprinciple not just to the defendant, who should not be

been pointed out already JUSTICE does not take theexposed to a lifetime of prosecution and repeated
line that under no circumstances should we change.prosecution, but also on the part of the victim. Surely
Reading the evidence it says that JUSTICE isfinality is a very important principle for every citizen
concerned about any removal of double jeopardy butand for every victim. If the law is changed so there is
then it goes on to say if it is to be changed it shouldalways a possibility that the Court of Appeal might
be limited to murder cases. It does seem to me thererefer the case back, there is always a possibility that
is a diVerence which is out and out opposition andthere might be another prosecution that does not
recognising that there is a case for change.necessarily do victims any favours at all, you create a

situation where the suVering can, in fact, be (Mr Smith) On balance we are against change. We
do see this really as a more symbolic than a real issue.magnified and can be extended far beyond what the

current position allows, which does not have a final The number of cases are going to be terribly small
and we are against it. However, being as realistic asposition being reached fairly quickly. We must, I
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you are being if we are going to change the double we have had with JUSTICE in responding to this that

it is possible to square the right of a fair trial with thejeopardy law we believe these are two safeguards
should be there. procedure which is proposed for allowing a retrial in

these type of cases.271. When we had the debate in the last Parliament Chairman: Can we turn very briefly to advancein Westminster Hall Paul Boateng, then minister, indication of sentence.spoke of one person who had been acquitted and has
since confessed to a very serious charge which he had
been found not guilty of, that case must raise very

Bridget Prenticeserious doubts about whether it is right to continue
with the double jeopardy rule or do you believe that 274. We already really have an informal system of
one case does not prove anything one way or plea-bargaining, what diVerence do you think the
another? Do you know about the case? Government’s proposals will make? Do you think

(Mr Smith) There have been a number of cases that there it is any more likely to make an innocent
where people have confessed and it raises all kinds of defendant plead guilty?
questions about whether they would confess if there (MrRook) We have taken a pragmatic line on this.
was not a double jeopardy rule, the nature of that There are defendants who would appreciate an early
confession, was it a confession to a cell mate, or indication of sentence. At the moment there are very
whatever. The advantage of the current position is strict rules governing whether you can go and see the
that it is absolutely crystal clear, everybody judge and have an indication. It is far better to have
understands it, even tearful parents can understand a transparent system whereby the judge in open court
the position. Once you remove that clarity it becomes can indicate what sentence he would be minded to
more diYcult and more obscure, more diYcult to pass. We feel that many clients would like to know
implement and more diYcult to understand. that and following that they may make certain

(Mr Rook) May I add something in relation to decisions. Obviously they will be advised that they
Mr Winnick’s example that Mr Boateng referred to, must not plead guilty if they are not guilty but it is
I do not know whether in that case the defendant had something they would like to take into account when
given evidence but if he had given evidence he could making the decision.
be liable to prosecution for perjury and one answer (Mr Warren) From the Law Society’s perspective
would be to increase the sentence for perjury. much of that must be agreed, there is an advantage

in the defendant being able to make a well-informed272. Emphasising or making the same point as my
decision provided that there has been detailed,colleague Mr Prosser, if somebody has been
written legal advice so that it is quite clear that thedischarged, being found not guilty and then there is
defendant does understand all of the options whichevidence that that person committed the crime, say
are open to him or her.murder, rape, surely you must agree that for that

person to be able to get away with it without any 275. Mr Smith.
chance whatsoever of being charged again must be (Mr Smith) Our concern relates not so much to the
terrible either to the victim or to the relatives of the advance indication of sentence but the potential in
victim in a murder case. It is not enough simply to say relation to plea-bargaining and sentencing discounts
we have a great deal of sympathy, we all have. Surely to and early plea of guilty, which we feel troubled
justice means that there is a possibility if the evidence about. In terms of indications I agree with the
is compelling enough that person is to face trial positions put forward.
again? What is wrong with that?

276. As we seem to have unanimity here I do not(Mr Rook) I agree with the first part of what you
want to lose that, what would be the appropriate—Isay. The question is whether you need to change the
am bound to lose it on this one—discount for anrules for justice. The point has already been made
early guilty plea? What is the ballpark figure?about how closure is often important for the victim

(Mr Rook) That rather depends. You certainly doand you have to decide whether you think the
get a discount, it is often round a third, but the judgeprinciple of finality is so important, as we do, that it
will no doubt take into account a number of factors,is never in the public interest to depart from that.
including the sort of case where really the defendant
had little option, where the evidence is completely
overwhelming. I suppose it is often used in mitigationMrs Dean that certain witnesses have not had to go through the
trauma of giving evidence. There is a significant273. In the beginning you talked about the lack of

finality, would you not agree that the worse lack of discount in serious fraud because of the length of the
trial, and so on. Ballpark it tends to be round onefinality is for a victim who knows there is evidence

out there which could bring to justice the person who third. It will depend on whether it is proVered at the
court door or whether there has been an earlyhas perpetrated an oVence against them or their

family? indication of a plea of guilty, clearly there is far more
weight given to an earlier indication.(Mr Binning) I think everyone on this side of the

room can see the diYculty and can feel the problems (Mr Warren) I would have said that is absolutely
right one third is the ballpark. The process can bethat you as members of Parliament having to explain

this to your constituents would feel and having to quite a long one and so the time at which the early
guilty plea is entered just how early is early is thespeak and to justify a diYcult position. I think our

response would be that the way in which it is justified question. There could, in my view, and this is a
personal view, be room for extending that range sois by the fact that the law does not provide for more

than one trial. We do not see in the discussions that that it could be nearer to a half than one third to act
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as the true active variant. There needs to be course as Mr Rook said there has been active

investigation and consideration of this point verysafeguards in this area too, it is inherent within the
system that there can be changes of advocate at the recently.
last moment and there may be a diVerent advocate at (Mr Smith) Three nil, personal agreement, no
court for reasons totally outside the defendant’s oYce mandate, pragmatic diYculties.
control or those who have advised him. There would 280. Anonymity for defendants in sexual oVencehave to be satisfactory means of ensuring that the cases?new advocate had had adequate time to take detailed (Mr Rook) I am in favour of that. It seems to meand proper instructions and to advise the defendant, that it must work for both sides, which is somethingwhich is why I made the point that the defendant that I seem to have heard earlier today, as far asshould be advised in writing because it creates that publicity is concerned, other wise the acquittedopportunity for sober and appropriate reflection defendant has the stigma.rather than the fear that is injected by a decision
required to be made at the door of the court.

(Mr Smith) We have more problems with the Mr Cameronprinciple of plea-bargaining and large discounts.
281. All sexual oVence cases.What is the principle behind a discount? If you
(Mr Rook) Yes.commit an oVence you have committed an oVence
(MrWarren) I entirely agree with that. I think it isand you should be sentenced for that oVence. Why

a positive help in many cases for the victim as muchshould it make any diVerence whether you plead
as it is for the defendant.guilty or not. All sorts of problems come up. We

know some ethnic groups in society tend to take the (Mr Smith) Personally I would be disposed to
presumption of innocence more literally than others agree but that is not something which we have
and fight their cases through and as a result get discussed.
disproportionate sentences at the end. The argument
for discounting sentence for an early plea of guilty is
pure expediency in the saving of finance. Chairman

282. I appreciate that. Admission of unrecorded
cell confessions at trial. Any takers for prohibiting
that?Chairman

(Mr Warren) Yes, absolutely. It is extraordinarily
diYcult to deal with this area in a very short time but277. I think it is not just about finance, it is about
there has to be satisfaction that the process by whichnot putting witnesses through the ordeal of trial.
the confession was obtained was appropriate, and(MrSmith) That would be another reason too. The
they are many and varied, and peoples’ imaginationminute the discount gets beyond a point I think we
in this respect in the course of investigation isshould be concerned, apart from anything else you
considerable. There has to be fundamentalare then giving an inducement to a defendant to
acceptance that there are places, for instance, whereplead guilty in circumstances where really they
lawyers can be in environments, such as prisons andshould not.
police stations, where they are confident they will not

278. Thank you. Can I just run-down a few be overheard. Any proliferation of evidence and the
possible omissions and seek a few quick sound bites reliability of evidence of that sort and the
on issues which are not in the Bill? Prohibiting encouragement of it is going to cause everybody to be
payments to witnesses by newspapers. Is anybody in concerned that everywhere is the subject of eaves
favour of banning that? dropping which prevents defendants and lawyers—

(Mr Rook) I am going to give you a personal view,
283. That is not what I had in mind. What I had inI am against it, yes.

mind was cases, and we can think of one or two
279. You think that would work? You think it examples, where suspects against whom the case is

could be done, do you? rather thin are interviewed vigorously, declines to
own up but the moment they are remanded into(Mr Rook) I know that there has been a good deal
prison they are usually put in a cell with somebodyof investigation into the practicalities of this and that
who within a few hours is saying he has heard themis why I am only giving you a personal view. From a
owning up to what they denied during all their dayspersonal view clearly one has seen trials spoiled by
and nights in police custody.the media having paid witnesses. I have great

concerns about this. I believe that the Government (MrWarren) That is a diVerent proposition. There
are taking a diVerent view on this at the moment. would be have to adequate safeguards to ensure that

there were no suggestions that there had been any(MrWarren) I share Mr Rook’s view very largely.
attempt to persuade a particular line of answering toThe concern has to be taken, in my view, again this is
come about. In particular I am thinking of one verya personal one, across the entire process of payment,
high profile case, the Wimbledon Common murderwhich might include rewards from other sources as
and investigation, areas of that sort are bound towell. The police, of course, are in a good position to
raise concern about whether or not a person has beenjudge whether or not a payment is appropriate in the
put into a cell to achieve an objective.course of their investigation that when other outside

agencies, whether they be newspapers or anybody (Mr Rook) I would not advocate a rule to make
else, are oVering a financial reward the police no such evidence inadmissible per se, I would not
longer have within their control the validity of the advocate that. Of course that sort of evidence can be

very suspect and you should be very careful beforeevidence they are then having to investigate. Of
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you use it and make sure that there are suYcient 290. If you have specific examples and instance of

press releases it might be something that you canindications that it is reliable enough to be put before
a jury. give us.

(Mr Warren) I can think of specific examples, the284. I suppose it is already the case that a judge can
diYculty is that I would be mentioning case whichrule that evidence out if he chooses.
are current at the moment and I think that would be(Mr Rook) Indeed, under Section 78.
inappropriate.

285. No doubt they do sometimes.
(Mr Rook) I imagine they do.

Chairman(Mr Smith) I arrived at the same decision.

291. We can all think of one or two, yes.286. Lord Auld’s proposal to create racially-
balanced juries in cases where raise race is likely to be (Mr Rook) There is one area, I do not know how
an issue. far the Bill goes on this, I would support significant

widening of a category of a case where legal points(Mr Rook) It is an attractive proposition but it is
can go on appeal before the trial. This, of course, hasrather hard, to achieve the appropriate mix would be
an enormous advantage that you do not have aalmost impossible. I think the random selection
perfectly good conviction fouled up because theprinciple is important.
Court of Appeal will give a view on it. These are(Mr Warren) I entirely agree with that.
preliminary legal points of substance. A lot of us feel(Mr Smith) Yes.
the procedure we now have in the very limited287. Okay. Is there anything you think should be category of case could be widened and if the Court ofincluded in the Bill that we have not touched upon? Appeal were prepared to take on this burden and(Mr Warren) There is one area which does cause turnover the cases rapidly it would be helpful.concern and that is the increasing amount of

292. There is then a danger of very lengthy delayspublicity that is being given to cases pre-trial, either
given the waiting lists at the Court of Appeal.press comment or more particularly their being

(Mr Rook) There may be. I wonder if the impetusdesigned press releases and opportunities for the
came from certain directions the Court of Appealpress to ask questions, that has even happened
might be prepared to take this on?recently pre charge in one or two cases, and I cannot

see that that is helpful in achieving a fair trial in the 293. I am not sure, are you suggesting this might be
end. influenced by Parliament.

(Mr Rook) No. I am certainly not suggesting that.
If the Court of Appeal themselves felt this was anMr Cameron important area to be addressed—

288. Do you have a remedy? 294. You have to wind up an Appeal Court judge(Mr Warren) Yes, I think there needs to be some and point him in the right direction.rule and investigation about the point at which (Mr Rook) It is not something that I have had theproper and fair reporting can start. There have been opportunity of talking about with Appeal Courtsome recent high profile cases where it is probable judges, it may well be that they see it could be an areathat an adequate investigation can ever be that could be expanded.maintained in the case, let alone a trial following. (Mr Smith) I would not legislate in the field of the
289. The police would argue that in some cases the White Paper I would put the resources into making

media has been necessary to get publicity for the case the current system work better rather than
and to help them find the perpetrator. introducing any new legal provisions.

(Mr Warren) Certainly during the course of an Chairman: Okay. Gentlemen, thank you very
investigation that may well be right, I am talking much you have been extremely helpful and we shall
about comment or press releases that occur after an put these points to the minister when he comes to see
individual is charged which are designed to serve the us next week and when the Bill comes before
need for the press’ thirst for information rather than Parliament.
answering the course of justice.
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Examination of Witnesses

Lord Falconer of Thoroton, QC, a Member of the House of Lords, Minister of State for Criminal Justice,
Sentencing and Law Reform, Ms Cecilia French, Policy owner of sentencing reform provisions, and
Mr Ian Chisholm, Head of Criminal Justice Reform Unit, Home OYce, examined.

299. Most of those points are not actuallyChairman
addressed by the Bill, are they?

295. Can I, first, welcome Lord Falconer. I think it (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I think you will find
is your first appearance before this Committee—the most of them are addressed by the Bill in one way or
first of many, no doubt. Would you like to introduce another. For example, defendants committing
your two colleagues? oVences on bail, we deal with what you should do in

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Ian Chisholm, on my relation to those defendants who refuse treatment if
left, is the lead oYcial in the Home OYce dealing it is oVered to them in respect of drugs. What you do
with the procedure and evidence parts of the Bill; and in relation to those oVenders who have committed
Cecilia French is in the lead on the sentencing parts oVences on bail. In relation to the poorly prepared
of the Bill. prosecution files, the Bill seeks to encourage the

Crown Prosecution Service to come in earlier in296. As you probably know, this is the third
cases, in particular by saying they should normallysession we have held on the crime and sentencing bill,
formulate the charge; and that will also, we hope,although it is the first where we have had the benefit
keep the police involved until a later stage in theof the Bill in front of us—up until now we have been process, not just stopping at the point of charge butrelying on crumbs that have fallen from the table. I going on and helping in the investigation. In relationreceived word a moment ago that you want to make to the cases not proceeding on the day, if you spendan opening statement? more time identifying what the issues are in a case(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I am entirely in your and requiring better disclosure both by prosecution

hands in that respect. and defence, it will be much easier to determine
whether the case is ready or not before the witnesses297. They generally have a leadening eVect!
are summoned to give evidence in court. Finally, in(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It says nothing
relation to the sentencing, a whole new framework inremotely new, but simply goes through a list of the
relation to sentencing which will take some time toimportant things in the Bill, so I am more than happy
roll out is designed to address the issue of: are weto go straight to questions.
eVective in reducing re-oVending as well as we could?

298. That is refreshingly frank and extremely
300. So you are saying it will help reduce multiplehelpful. Perhaps I could ask you to say in a nutshell

adjournments?the purpose of the Bill.
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) That is very much(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The Bill is part of the

what it seeks to focus on by, as I say, betterstrategy to reform the criminal justice system. I have
prosecution preparation; better focussing on thebeen involved in debates over the last few months
issues; and better disclosure.about the criminal justice system. Whilst there have

been considerable debates about how you do it, 301. The other big issue is the protection of
nobody doubts that the criminal justice system needs witnesses. How would the Bill assist with that?
reform, and moderately fundamental reform. (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The Bill does not
Statistics are bandied around but it is perhaps worth specifically deal with the protection of witnesses,
identifying just a few. Where a crime is recorded, in although it is a very big issue both in terms of low
only 20 per cent of such cases is anyone brought to level intimidation—simply people feeling that the
justice. 25 per cent of defendants commit oVences community will be “against them if they give
whilst on bail. 45 per cent of prosecutions filed in evidence”; and also in cases where crimes of violence
serious cases are badly prepared. 40 per cent of cases have been committed and one or two defendants in
do not proceed on the day the witnesses are called, the neighbourhood, or their associates, are able to
because there are problems either with preparation physically intimidate witnesses. That is a
by the prosecution, the defence, or the court. 30,000 combination of two things: one, a policing issue; but,
cases are abandoned in a year because witnesses do two, people having confidence that the court will be
not show up. In excess of 50 per cent of oVenders, able to see through attempts to delay the process;
who are given either a community penalty or a because all too frequently in those cases one finds, at

the very last minute, sick notes being put in which arecustodial sentence, re-oVend within two years.
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not properly looked at. Judges tend to be robust but arrestable oVence; the Bill extends that to any

arrestable oVence. It is not a major change inthere needs to be a process whereby there are no
other opportunities within the system for the principle, but just extending the range of oVences.
defendant to wriggle out of the trial; because the 305. Is there any evidence from current practicelonger the delay between arrest and charge and the that there is a problem with the 24 hour limit for thesetrial actually taking place, for those people who do other oVences you have mentioned?intimidate witnesses, the longer their opportunity to (Mr Chisholm) As Lord Falconer said, this cameintimidate people and ruin their lives when they are out of the review of PACE, which did suggest that itsimply witnesses in a case. was a good idea, and desirable from the point of view

of the police doing the investigation, to have the extra302. How does this Bill deal with that point?
12 hours for all arrestable oVences, so it was based on(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Only in relation to
that review.better preparation by prosecution so there are no

prosecution delays; better disclosure by defence, so 306. That may be the case, but can you give us
defence cannot seek to say, “We want to look at some specific examples of the diYculties which the 24
another avenue”. As far as sick notes, “I’m suddenly hour time limit poses?
ill”, are concerned, that is a matter which the Bill (Mr Chisholm) As the ACPO representatives whodoes not deal with but the judges have to be robust in gave evidence to the Committee at the first hearingrelation to; and I think by and large they do tend to indicated, quite often if it is a period at weekends orbe robust, but in many cases it proves too diYcult. at night you cannot get hold of key people, and it just

gives the police a bit more time to do the
investigation, and to decide what to do at the end of

Mr Singh that period in relation to the suspect. That is practical
policing investigation timing.303. Whilst I agree, and I am sure many of us

agree, that the justice system needs an overhaul and 307. There is a proposal also to bring in street bail.
its administrative procedures need to be improved, Would that not solve the problem that you want to
how is it going to come about when some of the solve, of the extensions of the time limit?
proposals seem to me only to erode or undermine (Mr Chisholm) The proposal for pre-trial bail has
defendants’ rights? For example, taking away partly arisen out of the street crime initiative, and also out
the right of trial by jury, greater admission of bad of the charging pilots—this transfer of responsibility
character evidence, greater admission of hearsay from the police to the CPS. It is limited to a situation
evidence. These things seem to me to undermine where the police oYcer, the custody sergeant, usually
defendants’ rights and do nothing to improve considers that the suspect should be charged, but
administration of the justice system? under the new arrangements he will not be making

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It is a balanced the charge, he will be referring it to the CPS, and then
package. It is not about eroding defendants’ rights; it able to give the suspect bail. At present the police can
is making the system work better. For example, one give a suspect bail but without conditions; this will be
of the things I referred to in relation to the with conditions but with the consent of the suspect.
Chairman’s question, getting the CPS to formulate If he chooses not to cooperate or agree with the
the charge will mean that where a case is going conditions then, under the arrangements with the
nowhere that will be identified much more quickly CPS, the police will have to do a preliminary charge
than it otherwise would. Making sure that the CPS and then get into the normal bail regime as now—
and the police get together at an earlier stage and where it will go to the court for a decision whether to
properly prepare cases will assist the defence, because remand on bail or custody. I think there are
it will ensure that the proper evidence is available. considerable safeguards there. It is only with the
Making it clear at an early stage what the discount in consent of the suspect.
sentence is for a plea of guilty will assist the (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I think street bail is
defendant in determining what his rights are. Making dealing with something diVerent. Street bail is
sure the defence identify at an early stage what the dealing with a situation where you arrest a defendant
defence is. All of these things help an orderly process. if you are a police oYcer; under the current rules you
It is not about eroding defendants’ rights; it is have to then take the defendant to the police station
making the system work much better. and he or she can only be bailed from there. The

street bail proposal permits the police, instead of304. One of the changes is the extension of the time
having to take the suspect to another place, to allowlimit for detention from 24 hours to 36 hours for non-
that suspect to be bailed from the place which wouldserious oVences. Why do you think that is necessary
not be a police station in this hypothesis, and thatto introduce?
seems sensible. I do not think it really addresses the(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The purpose of that question that you are asking about why extend towas there was a detailed review of how the PACE 36 hours?provisions operated. It was in the context of seeking

to reduce the bureaucracy that arose in relation to the 308. Why do both?
police. It was not felt that it significantly eroded civil (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) There is a separate
rights in any way. It was a sensible move to balance problem in relation to—what is the point of taking
the rights of the defendants against the need for a the defendant, or the person arrested, to the police
proper investigation. station. Separate question: why extend in relation to

arrestable as opposed to very serious oVences from(MrChisholm) If I could just clarify that point. The
current law allows detention for up to 36 hours under 24 hours to 36 hours? The answer is: it helps the

police in the sense that it does not require certainthe authority of a superintendent for any serious
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protections to be gone through until 36 hours. We do satisfy himself beforehand that there had been
not believe that that significantly erodes people’s civil proper consultation with Parliament. The reason
rights. The balance between the ability to investigate why the change is there is because, as I say, the exact
against the defendant’s civil rights is not, we think, extent to which there should be necessary
put in the wrong place. consultation depends upon the nature of the change.

309. Parliament will be extremely concerned about 315. I think everybody can understand if it is just
the proposal in clause 7(1) to limit the consultation a minor tweaking or a minor procedural point; but
on Codes of Practice. Codes of Practice are very, very we get a bit twitchy when we think it might be
important documents. It seems that under these something more substantial than that.
proposals the Home Secretary will only be required (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I can understand that.
to lay the Codes or revised Codes before Parliament It would plainly be the Home Secretary’s intention
without any consultation. Parliament will be that there be proper consultation with Parliament.
concerned about that. What is the justification for We do not think it is necessary to go as far as to say
that? there needs to be an aYrmative order in cases of

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) There is a specific significance. We believe that the situation will be
requirement in clause 7(4) for consultation with suYcient to ensure that Parliament will be properly
police authorities, chief oYcers of police and such consulted.
other persons as he thinks fit. That would plainly
embrace a wide range of people, such as lawyers, such 316. Might you just think about inserting some
as people representing victims, such as people word like “significant” in there and “aYrmative”?
representing courts, the range of people whom one (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Of course, yes. You
would expect to consult in relation to that. The can see what our intention is in relation to that.
reason why it is such persons as he thinks fit is Chairman: We can see what your intention is but,
because the range is so wide beyond the police; and as I say, Parliament gets a bit twitchy when this
the precise people whom one should consult do not happens, as it does quite often these days.
readily fall into the same category as 7(4)(a) and (b)
which are police oYcers and police authorities.

310. Will there be any role for Parliament in this
Bridget Prenticeconsultation process?

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Of course Parliament 317. Good morning, Minister. Talking about bail,
will be consulted, because the Code has to be laid why is it necessary for the police to have powers to
before Parliament. The Secretary of State must lay impose conditions on bail before charge? It has been
any revision to a Code before Parliament. put to us, for example, that a holding charge would

be given and then you impose conditions later. Why311. That is the only requirement—to lay it before
do you have that in?Parliament. I do not think there is any procedure, as

at present, that will need an aYrmative resolution. (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The bail provides that
that power will only be used where the police think(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The intention would

certainly be that Parliament would be properly that there should be a charge but they are awaiting
consulted in relation to any such Code. the view of the Crown Prosecution Service as to

whether to charge or not. In terms of the defendant,
what the particular views that you are expressing
involve is, in eVect, let the police charge even thoughChairman
ultimately the Crown Prosecution Service decide that312. So why is it being changed from an aYrmative
there should not be a charge, so that they can imposeprocedure to a negative one?
conditions. From the point of view of the defendant(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Because many of the
it seems much more sensible that the police havechanges that take place in relation to the Code are of
power to impose conditions, and those conditionsa procedural, administrative convenience level
would be sensible things like, “Don’t go near thewhich, on any reasonable view, do not significantly
main witness”, if, for example, it is a domesticchange what the substance of the Code is. One can
violence case or something like that. You can do itsee improvements that can be made from time to time
without the need for a charge, which may then neverwhere having to go through the sorts of procedure
go anywhere. It is not in any way detrimental to thethat currently exist would be disproportionate to the
interests of the defendant. It permits for a pause whilesort of change that is being made.
the Crown Prosecution Service look into it; and it

313. Are you saying that if any significant change means that the defendant does not get wrongly
is made to the procedures they would be subject to an charged if the view from the Crown Prosecution
aYrmative procedure? Service is that there is not the basis for a charge.

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I am not saying that, (Mr Chisholm) The conditions can only be
no. I am saying they would be subject to proper imposed with the agreement of the suspect. If the
consultation, including proper consultation of person does not accept the conditions then, under the
Parliament. arrangements that the Director of Public

Prosecutions is agreeing with the police, the police314. It would be an aYrmative procedure, I
will do a holding charge and then bring the suspectassume?
before court in the normal way. This is an example(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) That is not what is
where one looks and sees the Bill—it is not quite asprovided for in the Bill. It would be a process

whereby the Secretary of State would obviously extreme as perhaps has been presented. Obviously I
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know you have not had the Bill before, but it is a 323. So if a person comes back to the police station
pretty limited measure and with the consent of the because they have been given a condition of not
suspect. visiting someone for four weeks and they come back

after four weeks and they think this case is drawing318. With the consent of the suspect is clearly an on unnecessarily because they think there is clearlyimportant part of that because some of them may not no evidence against them, you are saying that theiractually in the end be charged at all.
options are to go to a solicitor?(Mr Chisholm) Indeed.

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The police in the
319. You have mentioned it would be the custody example given say, “We think there is enough

sergeant and again it has been put to us that it really evidence here for a charge. The CPS charge and not
ought to be a more senior oYcer who makes that us, so we have sent it oV to the CPS for consideration.
decision and who actually imposes those conditions. We impose a condition on your bail, you come back
Have you considered that; and have you considered in four weeks and during that four weeks you don’t
things like time limit? go near the following address”. At the end of the four

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) As far as the custody weeks the CPS have not replied and the defendant
sergeant is concerned, we think he or she is says, “I’m getting fed up with this. I don’t want this
experienced; it is an appropriate level at which to do to go on any longer—I’m not going to consent to any
it; it requires the consent of the defendant. We think further condition continuing”. At which point the
there are enough protections built in there; and we police can either say, “Right, we’ll charge you”; in
think in many respects this will be a provision which which case they can then impose a condition until it
actually helps a person who may not in the end gets to court, which will be the first available court
become a defendant at all. We also think it will help, sitting; or, alternatively, they can say, “Right, we
for example, victims where the condition is, “Don’t won’t charge you and the condition then lapses”. I
go near the person who might have been the think the critical point is: is it sensible to push the
complainant”. As far as time limits are concerned, we police authorities into charging, when the sensible
do not think it is appropriate to put time limits in the position to reach in the sort of case I am indicating is
Bill; but plainly it would be open to the defendant to that the prospective defendant be told, “It would be
apply to a magistrates’ court to have the condition best not to go near the witness. Let proper
discharged if it goes on for too long. consideration be given to whether or not there is a

charge”. The sort of proposal we are making gets that320. Even the Association of Chief Police OYcers
balance. There are protections for the prospectivebelieve there should be a time limit?
defendant and having conditions imposed too long.(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) In terms of the actual
Ultimately those protections will always involve thecondition that is imposed, a time limit could be
court intervening, and that is what we haveimposed by the custody sergeant. What I am saying
provided for.is not appropriate is a time limit put into the Bill. The

custody sergeant should say, “This condition shall
324. There is concern that the police might notlast for X weeks, and if by then something has not

make reasonable decisions. We know all policehappened then the condition lapses”.
oYcers are reasonable people, but they may

321. What reassurance will people have that the occasionally not make a reasonable decision,
custody sergeant would do that and not just leave an particularly given that the national computer is not
open-ended condition—“You will never visit Joe as accurate as we would perhaps like it to be. What
Bloggs again”? safeguards are we putting in there?

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) One, the defendant (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The three safeguards
can refuse to consent to that. Two, if he or she refuses are: it has to be the custody sergeant; it has to be with
to consent to it, or does not know that he or she can the consent of the prospective defendant; and if the
refuse to consent, then the defendant can go to the prospective defendant, after he has agreed initially,
magistrates’ court and apply to have the condition does not like it continuing he can then apply to the
discharged. In terms of the magistrates’ court, there magistrates’ court to have it discharged.
is a judicial scrutiny of the process.

325. How confident can prospective defendants be322. Will legal aid be available to suspects who
that the information the custody sergeant is using,want to appeal against the conditions?
i.e. what is coming oV the national computer, is in(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I suspect, that will be
fact accurate? How will they know?subject to the merits test in relation to legal aid; but

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) That is a problem thatnormally the position would be a duty solicitor
applies not just to this particular area but in a wholescheme would probably be available if the defendant
range of areas. I completely acknowledge that nowished to go to challenge the condition. The thought
part of a system is remotely infallible—whether onegoing through my mind is, if the defendant has
is talking about the police national computer or theagreed to it then he or she would not obviously seek
sorts of decisions that are made in police stations or,to discharge it straight away. If he or she considers
indeed, in Crown Prosecution Services oYces; butthat the condition is unreasonable, has gone on for
one has got to have some system which seeks totoo long or is unlimited in time, then he or she could
balance the interest of the prospective defendantapply for legal aid, and either the legal aid authority
against the interests of an investigation where, forwould say, “Go and use the duty solicitor in the
example, the victim is not being intimidated in themagistrates’ court”; or, alternatively, consider
course of the investigation. This process provides awhether there is suYcient merit in his or her

application to justify providing legal aid. better way of balancing that perhaps than a charge
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followed by a visit to the magistrates’ court, then 329. If you could just oVer a note confirming that
investigating to see whether or not the charge is is the case?
justified. (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes.

326. Can we look briefly now at conditions for 330. The other point is that these conditions could
class A drug users. There is a big concern there. be quite onerous, could they not? They could be, for
Obviously we know about the Hackney pilot—that example, that you should not live at home because
so many people actually tested positive for opiates. you happen to live on the same estate as the alleged
The big problem there is that there simply is not the victim.
treatment available. What confidence do you have? (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) That potentially could

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) What the Bill is be a condition, I accept. Therefore, you are giving the
providing is that if they test positive to Class A drugs custody sergeant a significant power in relation to it.
or do not agree to the test and there is an assessment That is why the consent aspect that Ian referred to
oVered and that assessment could oVer treatment, and the ability to go to the magistrates’ court after a
then that is a factor that will determine against bail. period of time to challenge it provide the appropriate
If the position is (and you are right to identify it) that safeguards, we believe.there is not treatment available in the particular place
where the defendant’s position is being considered, 331. Given that delay is endemic in the legal
then that cannot kick in. It is dependent, obviously, system, will it not just provide an incentive for the
upon there being appropriate treatment available. If police to impose conditions, and just let them run
you are saying, “There isn’t appropriate treatment indefinitely? What is to stop them running
available in too many places”, that is obviously indefinitely, apart from a trip to the magistrates’
correct. In the next few weeks I hope we will be able court, which itself will take some time to organise?
to set out proposals in relation to where and when (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The alternative is that
treatment will be available. The position in the Bill is what the police do is then charge you, then impose
not posited on the proposition that bail can be the condition which is then heard by the magistrates’
refused when treatment has been refused, even court on the first available opportunity thereafter.
though treatment is not available in that place. It The diVerence between the current situation and the
depends, obviously, on the availability of the one proposed in the Bill is that instead of
treatment. precipitating the police into charging so they can

impose the condition, we will have a situation under327. Bail can be given to a Class A drug user who
the Bill whereby the police do not need to chargehas either voluntarily or involuntarily tested
before imposing the condition as long as they believepositively for opiates, even if there is no treatment
the charge is appropriate and they are getting adviceavailable—on the basis that there has never been any
from the CPS. It must be of assistance to prospectivetreatment available and, therefore, they cannot be

subjected to treatment in that area? defendants that they are not, as it were, wrongly
charged, in the sense that the CPS might say the(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) He could not be

refused bail simply on the basis that he had refused charge is not appropriate.
treatment where there was no treatment available;

332. Supposing there is not suYcient evidence tobut that does not mean there may not be other factors
charge?in the particular case that would justify the refusal of

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) This only appliesbail or the imposition of conditions. If one is simply
where the police believe that there is enough evidenceasking the question in isolation—if treatment is not
to charge, which is the current basis on which theyavailable in a particular case, can that be a reason for
charge.refusing bail—obviously it could not, because the

(Mr Chisholm) We have been piloting chargingdefendant could not do anything about it.
arrangements administratively as if the Bill proposals
were in eVect, that the CPS were making the decision.
What the pilots have shown is, at the moment thereChairman
is about an 18 per cent rate of dropping or reducing

328. Just going back to conditions on bail before charges by the CPS. The pilot has removed that. You
charge and the question of legal aid being available if get the right charge; that helps the victims so they do
you want to challenge the conditions. Our not get a reputation. The defendant is also more
understanding is that there has to be express prepared to not play the system in terms of charge
statutory provision for legal aid to be available, and bargaining, as happens, so you are getting earlier
if there is not, then it will not be. What is your guilty pleas. Also the case is ready for court in a state
understanding? of preparedness because the clock ticks with the

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) That is not quite my charge again, so you do not have all the to-ing and
understanding. I thought the position could be, fro-ing of adjournments to get the case ready. It
either it could be dealt with by the duty solicitor seems to have produced a virtuous circle, where the
scheme or, alternatively, it could be dealt with on the system is improving. In terms of the pilots, it is one
basis that the Legal Services Commission have got of the most significant things in the Bill in terms of
the power to give legal aid in connection with improving operation of the system.
criminal proceedings, or potential criminal

333. What struck me as odd about this is that hereproceedings. I could be wrong about that.
we have ACPO volunteering that, “Four weeks(Mr Chisholm) I think I agree.
would be suYcient, thank you very much”; and the(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Could I write to you

on that. Law Society say that that is reasonable; somebody
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else says it should be a bit shorter; and the Home (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) There is nothing to

stop the defence solicitor getting in touch with theOYce is saying, “Absolutely not”. ACPO are
prosecution witness if he or she wishes. There is nosupposed to be the beneficiaries of this.
rule against that.(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I do not think we are

saying, “Absolutely not”. I think what we are saying
341. I have not got it in front of me, but the Lawis that time limits are plainly appropriate; what the Society’s Code of Practice sets out quite clearly howright time limit would be in a particular case should you go about this?be determined on the facts of the particular case. (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I think you notify the

prosecution that you are going to do it. Basically, if334. This could drag on indefinitely, given that we
you are the defence solicitor you should be allowedknow how the legal system functions and the snail’s
to go and talk to prosecution witnesses. There is nopace at which it moves?
property in a witness.(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It could drag on

indefinitely even if a charge had been brought. The 342. But you do not just cross the road from the
question is: do you want it to drag on indefinitely house where you are living, knock on the door of the
with a charge having been brought; and you know, I prosecution witness and say, “I’d like to discuss the
am sure, from your own experience that cases go on matter with you”. You have to notify the Crown. Has
and on and on without adequate explanation. Is it somebody from the Crown got to be present?
better for it to drag on without the charge; or a charge (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) No, I do not think so.
that then turns out to be wrongful? I think it is perfectly okay for the defence solicitor to

go and interview the witness. The problem arises335. At what point do you pull stumps?
when the defendant himself or herself goes and sees(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) At any point. prosecution witnesses. That is where impropriety and
diYculty will very, very frequently arise.336. Or not, as the case may be?

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) In the context of a 343. There are rules which prevent that, are there
condition imposed on bail by the police before not?
charge, at any point the prospective defendant can (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I am just trying to
say, “I don’t consent to this any more”. The think what the rules are at the moment. I am not sure
condition would have time limits in it imposed by the what the Law Society say. It is obviously
police; they will just try to roll it over and roll it over inappropriate in very many cases for the defendant,
into the sort of example you have given. The him or herself, to go and see the prosecution witness.
prospective defendant can say, “No, I don’t agree Equally, there is no reason why a defendant, through
with this any more”. In which case, the police would their legal representative, should not be able to ask
then have the choice of either charging or saying, questions of a prosecution witness to see whether or
“Okay, if the advice from the CPS is that there is not not there are other issues that might be relevant.
enough to charge, or we get in touch and think there

344. Here is what the Guide to the Professionalisn’t enough, then that’s the end of that”.
Conduct of Solicitors says on the subject: “A solicitor

337. Turning now to disclosure. The Bill will oblige should be aware that in seeking to exercise the right
defendants to disclose a list of their witnesses with to interview a witness who has already been called by
names and addresses of the witnesses to the the other side or who to the solicitor’s knowledge is

likely to be called by them, the solicitor may well beprosecution, will it not?
exposed to the suggestion that he or she has(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes.
improperly tampered with the evidence. This may be

338. This is not just a balancing, is it? At the so particularly where the witness subsequently
moment prosecution witness statements are given to changes his or her evidence. It is wise in these
the defence but, for perfectly understandable circumstances for such a solicitor to oVer to interview
reasons, the names and addresses are not included. the witness in the presence of a representative of the

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Sometimes they are, other side”. At the moment, as this stands, a similar
and sometimes they are not. requirement is not going to be made should the police

wish to contact a defence witness?
339. Generally they are not, are they? (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) No, indeed. I think
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I am not sure if with the provision that you have referred to I can see

generally they are not. It will vary, I suspect. There no reason why that sort of provision should not
are certainly lots and lots of cases where they do not apply in relation to the CPS, or somebody on their
give an address.1 behalf, which would include the police, interviewing

a witness where the defence have given their name to340. Strict rules surround any attempt by the the prosecution. I think we need to look to see howdefence to get in touch with the prosecution we could ensure that might happen.witnesses, do they not?
345. It is not in the Bill at the moment?

1 Note by witness: “I wish to clarify a point that arose during (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It is not in the Bill. I
the evidence session yesterday. There was discussion of am not sure it would be appropriate to be in the Bill.
whether prosecution witness statements given to the defence The principle, namely that there are risks attached to
contained the names and addresses of the witnesses. The this both ways, namely defence to prosecutionanswer is that the names are included but not the addresses.

witnesses and prosecution to defence witnesses, IAny request by the defence to interview prosecution
witnesses has to be done via the prosecution”. recognise there are risks both ways.
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346. I am sure you will know that it is not unknown of arms because the prosecutor is obliged to disclose

all of the expert reports that he gets, is to say, “Atfor the police to refresh the memory of defence
witnesses whose evidence is inconvenient? least give us the names and addresses of the people

who you sought as an expert witness”.(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I readily understand
the risks. I readily understand the principle you are 352. Is this enforceable in practice?
putting, which is that you need to have some (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Firstly, it would allow
appropriate protection. the CPS to go and talk to the relevant experts; and,

(MrChisholm) Quite a lot of the rules on disclosure secondly, only with the leave of the judge, it would
are not in the primary legislation; not in Attorney allow the judge to comment. Suppose you have a
General Guidelines, or administrative guidelines. situation where the prosecution call an expert and the
That is the sort of thing which aids the administrative defendants do not call any experts but try and chip
basis and codes of conduct. We need to look at that. away at what the experts say, with the leave of the

judge it could be said to the jury, “Here are six347. When could you come back to us about that?
experts who were consulted by the defendant, none(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I know you want to
of whom were called”.produce a report in the next ten days. Shall I try and

write to you before then?2

348. That would be very helpful, yes. If this Bill is Bob Russell
an eVort to create a proper balance between the

353. Lord Falconer, what sanction would there beinterests of the defendant and the prosecution then
to a defence team which deliberately failed (orfair enough; but if it is going to tip the scales heavily
overlooked) to disclose the identity of an expertin favour of the prosecution then I think the
witness that they had sought and had then not putCommittee might decide that is not desirable.
forward? What would happen at a later date if that(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The provision in
was discovered, if the defence had not brought thatrelation to the provision of defence witnesses’ names
information forward?and addresses balances, we say, the position with the

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Would it be an expertprosecution’s disclosure. In relation to the defence
whom they had not called?examining prosecution witnesses, the rules of

conduct, which are Law Society rules of conduct— 354. Yes.
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) There would be little349. Yes, I think they are. or no sanction in practice in relation to that, that is(Lord Falconer of Thoroton)—that same sort of assuming that this has occurred after the trial hasapproach should apply so there is equality of arms taken place.both ways.
355. So we are relying on the good faith of the legal

350. On this business about expert witnesses, given team, are we, to put all their cards on the table?
that most defendants are publicly funded it is (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) If it emerged that the
unlikely they would want to be able to instruct more legal team were deliberately not providing the names
than one expert. Why is it necessary to require them and addresses, which is contrary to the rules, that
to disclose names of other experts even where the would be a matter of (a) professional misconduct and
expert is not used as a witness? (b) a point could be reached where, for example, the

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Because it would then Legal Services Commission would not regard them
allow, if appropriate, the prosecution to go and ask as an appropriate body to be one of the people in
that expert, who obviously is an expert and respect of whom Legal Aid could be provided. In
independent, what his or her views were in relation to terms of the actual trial, if they had deliberately or
the issue of expertise on which he or she was being negligently failed to identify the names of all experts
asked. and the trial has taken place then there is not much

that can be done about that in the context of the trial.351. Is this a big problem?
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I am not sure how

widespread it is. I suspect it occurs from time to time
Mrs Deanthat the defence will get an expert report which

confirms what the prosecution says. There is a sense 356. Minister, if you accept that jury trial is the
of unfairness among quite a lot of people that the fairest form of trial then surely it is even more
prosecution disclose all of the expert reports that important that defendants who face very serious and
they get, so that the defence sees the whole picture; complex cases have a jury trial. Would it not be right
whilst the defendant can ask any number of experts to say that jury trials should remain in cases that are
it wants—and I accept the point that legal aid not the most serious?
funding may reduce that—they can go to any number (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The problem in
of experts it wants, which it quite frequently will in relation to a complex financial and commercial-type
well financed defences where the defendant has got trial is that they go on for a very long time. The
assets, and nobody ever gets to hear that those essence of jury trial is random selection of jurors who
experts actually confirm what the prosecution were come in from normal lives and sit for a period of time
saying. There are diYculties in revealing the report as a juror. If you have a trial that lasts ten months, 12
because that might produce confidential material as months, even 18 months or two years then the people
between defendant and his solicitors; but the who can sit as jurors in eVect have got to give up their
compromise there, which does not provide equality normal lives in order to become jurors, the length and

complexity of the trial will require that. In those
2 See Ev 57. circumstances we believe we have something that is
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not as the jury trial was intended. That is a view that cases in a year. It might be marginally shorter in some

cases, but there is no material financial saving. Ianhas been expressed by people experienced in jury
trials for the last 30 years. It was Lord Roskill who will correct me if that is not the case.
first proposed it in a report he wrote on fraud in 1986, (MrChisholm) We have made the assumption that
Lord Justice Auld looked at it again in his report on it is a very small amount and it will create some more
criminal courts and they both came to the capacity in the courts because the trials will be a little
conclusion—and it is a view shared by the Director shorter without a jury.
of the Serious Fraud OYce—that it is an area where (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Can I say, Mrs Dean,
you are getting something that is not really in line as both Roskill in his report and Lord Justice Auld
with what juries are supposed to be. It is not a big in his report made clear, this is not remotely
category of case but it is a category of case where the motivated by financial saving, it is about trying to
essence of jury trial is not being delivered. make the jury system work better by recognising that

there are a few cases where there are diYculties in357. So it is the length of time rather than the
relation to a jury trial and it is based upon thecomplexity of the case?
proposition that we regard jury trial as the norm in(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The complexity and
serious cases.the length go together. It is the complexity that
Mrs Dean: Thank you.makes it last a long time.

358. So it is not the diYculty of the jurors
understanding the complexity but the length of time Chairman
that they will be away from their normal lives to

361. Let us go over what types of cases we areconsider it?
talking about. We all agree that fraud cases take a(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes. We are not
very long time, do we not?saying that jurors could not understand the lengthy

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes.and non-complex cases that are involved, we are
saying there are these cases where the process of 362. And cases where there is intimidation of
conveying to the fact finder, whether it be the judge juries also?
or the jury, the nature of what has happened is a very (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes. There are, in
long and drawn out process in which it is very eVect, four cases. Firstly, serious fraud and secondly,
diYcult to involve the jurors because of the length of the lengthy and complex cases where the financial or
time they have got to take out of their normal lives. commercial dealings are significant, that would be

(Mr Chisholm) There is another factor which is money laundering cases and perhaps drugs
that because of the fact that one knows it would be traYcking cases where it is all about the movement of
a very long trial the prosecution tend to narrow the money. Thirdly, those cases where the jury has been
charges and do a sample count of charges, although intimidated in the course of their trial and the judge
even then it can still be very long, so the full extent can go on alone.
of the criminality cannot be exposed at the one trial, 363. Where they have actually been intimidatedhence you get the Maxwell trial and a couple of and not where someone expresses an opinion thatcharges and then the prosecution try it again. It does they might be?mean that the Serious Fraud OYce have to narrow (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The fourth category isdown what they bring as charges to make it fit into a where there is a risk of intimidation, so the materialjury trial. is placed before the judge and he has got to address

359. Do you have any clear examples of the the issue of whether the risk of intimidation is such
problems that have arisen in getting juries to sit for here that the appropriate course is to proceed
many months? without a jury. That is the four categories.

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The jury will (Mr Chisholm) The other is where the defendant
unquestionably sit for a period of time. If one was asks for a non-jury trial. Lord Justice Auld looked at
asked “Could you stop your current job and be a the example of other common law jurisdictions, for
juror for 12 to 18 months?” then that would create example in the United States, Canada, Australia,
great diYculty for many people, so you are reducing New Zealand where this occurred and thought it was
the pool quite dramatically. I am quite sure the jurors a sensible thing to have. A good example is the
who sit in these cases approach them with Lockerbie trial where the Libyans would not have
considerable commitment and conscientiousness and released the defendants without the Scots agreeing it
in the long cases referred to, the Maxwell case or would be a non-jury trial.
there was one in Nottingham that lasted over 18
months, one or two jurors dropped out for perfectly
legitimate reasons. The jurors last the course and do Mr Clappison
exactly what their oath requires them to do. It is just 364. I would like to explore the rationale for this athat your pool is dramatically reduced. little bit more with you. Putting to one side the jury

360. In two mode of trial bills that came forward intimidation points and turning to the complexity
and were dropped there were reckoned to be savings point which you have made in your opening
of £105 million in one case and £128 million in the statement. You are not saying that there is evidence
other. How much money do you expect to save as a that people are getting away with it because juries do
result? not understand the trials. We were told last week the

Serious Fraud OYce have got an 86 per cent(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I do not think there is
any saving of money that is envisaged by this because conviction rate. Your case is it is all too much for the

jury, is it not?the trial will still take place. It will be a handful of
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(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) No, my case is not it 369. Can I say that that is a matter for the

prosecution. On the wording of your clause it isis all too much for the jury because, as I have said
before, the jurors who are there deal with the issues possible for a trial to be taken away from the jury

because the view is taken that it is so complex itconscientiously and eVectively. What I am saying is
if you have a case that is going to last in excess of ten would be burdensome to members of the jury

irrespective of the question of length. That is possiblemonths—and some cases last 18 months to two
years—the pool from which you can draw the jurors under the wording of that clause.
has got to narrow significantly. Ian then made the (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) No, I am not sure that
point, which I thoroughly endorse, that that means is right. Look at (4)(a) and (4)(b), both refer to
you also have the problem that the prosecuting burden on the juror and look at the heading of it is
authorities in complex fraud or financial dealings that “. . . the complexity of the trial or the length of
cases will seek to try and compress the case and often the trial (or both)—(a) . . .”, so you need a burden.
omitting bits of the case in order to make the length

370. You need a burden, but the burden which isof the trial digestible.
spelt out in (b) is the burden on the life of the jury and

365. Can I then direct your attention to clause 37 (b) is an alternative to (a).
of the Bill which I think deals with the complex and (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Paragraph (a) deals
lengthy trials and not the juror intimidation point with the burden, the long time hearing and (b) what
and subsection (4), which is the grounds on which an aVect does the long time hearing have on the other
application can be made by the prosecution for trial life of the jury, that is the way it is dealt with.
by judge alone. This goes much further, does it not,
than the point which you have made to us about cases 371. You do agree it is possible for politicians and
which are too long for the jury and place too much lawyers to underestimate the ability of members of
of a burden on them because it is not just those cases the public to understand cases, cases which lawyers
which are included in that clause that come under and politicians may think of as being complicated?
clause (4)(b), it is clause (4)(a) which covers a much (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I am not saying it is a
wider category of cases, cases where the complexity problem with understanding as far as the jury is
of the trial “is likely to make the trial so burdensome concerned, it is the reduction of the pool from which
to the members of the jury hearing the trial that it is you can select the jurors.
necessary in the interests of justice for the trial to be

372. Governments of all descriptions have had a goconducted without a jury.” So it is possible just for
at chipping away at the jury system on variouscases to be taken away from a jury because of the
grounds, both the last government, the presentsubjective view of the complexity of the trial and not
government and governments before that, but therenecessarily the length of it, is it not?
have been many cases in our history and in recent(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) No, it is intended to be
history as well where important decisions have beenthe length of the trial.
reached by a jury. Some of those might have fallen

366. It says complexity or length. within the visions of this, ie they were regarded as
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It is hard to imagine it being too complex for the jury and given over to

being burdensome to members of the jury without the judges.
the length issue applying. (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I have made it clear in

the course of giving evidence today and on other367. But that is clause (b), is it not, because clause
occasions that we are seeking to uphold one of the(b) covers what you tell us about in your evidence and
principles of the justice system which is that seriousthat is a case which “would be likely to place an
crime should normally be tried by juries, but we areexcessive burden upon the life of a particular juror”
recognising and seeking to deal with those casesand those are the two alternatives?
where there are problems in relation to jury trials.(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It says “excessive
The sorts of cases we are talking about here involveburden” in (b) or “so burdensome to the members of
a handful of cases, but it is people experienced in thethe jury hearing the trial that it is necessary in the
jury system, like the authors of the reports to whichinterests of justice for the trial . . .”, so both refer to
I have referred who say there are real problems inburden.
relation to that because the essence of the jury system

368. But the second one refers specifically to the is the randomly selected 12 jurors.
burden upon the life of the juror and the first one just

373. I am suggesting to you that the wording of thissays “so burdensome”.
clause goes substantially beyond what you have been(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The first says “the
suggesting to us as the clause stands.members of a jury hearing the trial”.

(Mr Chisholm) If one reads the whole clause, I(MrChisholm) The first point is meant to cover the
think not. What we envisage is the prosecution willcases that we both mentioned where the prosecution
make an application on the basis of the whole casecurrently are having to cut down on the full extent of
for a non-jury trial and not just sample counts andcriminality to fit into a jury trial. If one reads (4)(a)
then the judge will have to consider whether the casealong with subsections (6) and (7) you will see that

the judge must have regard to reasonable steps to is so complex and the general manageability of it is
such that the jury would be unable to deal with itreduce complexity and length, but it is not to be

regarded as reasonable if it will significantly because of its length if it was dealt with as a jury case.
The second point is that it would also be burdensomedisadvantage the prosecution, ie if the prosecution

has to cut its case down. upon the personal lives of the jurors.
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374. So the judge is being asked to form a view as a fair principle. It is fair for three reasons: (1) it makes

it clear what the law is, (2) it seeks to get rid of theto what he thinks would be too burdensome for the
jury to understand? uncertainties that exist and (3) it means that the

defendant will know where he stands.(Mr Chisholm) Not to understand, it is the
manageability of the trial. You might lose many of 377. I think many people say it is fair to say that the
the jury if a trial goes on for two years or whatever. present law is a little haphazard as far as character is

concerned, although it has been in place for some
considerable time.

Chairman (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) What law? You say it
has been in place for some considerable period of375. Supposing the defendant very strongly

disagreed with the ruling given by the judge, is there time but it changes constantly. For example, in the
mid-1990s the House of Lords decided a case calledany scope for appeal?
DPP and P which said bad character should go in(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes, to the Court of
when relevant and then there was a widespreadAppeal.
feeling in the Lords that that was then broadlyChairman: Thank you for that.
ignored. The House of Lords had another shot at it
in a case called Z in 2000. It has not been a static
position.Mr Clappison

378. As with House of Lords common law, the376. Many people feel that juries should be put
position has been roughly the same since the Act ofmore in the picture about previous convictions, but I
1898, but that is what I was getting at when I said thethink you would agree there are risks attached to
way in which it has grown up was haphazard. Youthat. Last week the Chairman of the Criminal Bar
would agree that the Bill as drafted would allowAssociation said this to us, “We are very concerned
character to go in on a more widespread basis thanthat it is going to be a rule where we will have
takes place at the moment? It does relax the rules.convictions going in on a much wider basis which we

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes, I agree with that.feel could cause unfair trials and indeed miscarriages
of justice, but of course the fact-finder will be 379. And particularly 84(1)(d) which says, “. . . it
deflected from the real issue in the case.” Then he is evidence of the defendant’s conviction for an
went on to give examples of, say, a burglary case oVence of the same description, or of the same
where there was weak identification case but evidence category, as the one with which he is charged.” That
of bad character on the part of the defendant and evidence can go in more routinely than is the case
that the evidence of character might play too big a at present?
part in the final determination of the issues. What do (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes.you say to people who are worried about the eVects

380. You are telling us that judges will have theon the fairness of trials of putting in character on a
discretion to exclude this evidence in order to protectmuch more widespread basis than appears to take
the fairness of the trial?place at the moment?

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) That is sub-section(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The risk of putting in
(3).evidence of bad character is to the fairness of the

trial. The extent to which it might adversely aVect the 381. Could you say a little bit more about how theyfairness of the trial will depend upon the particular are going to operate sub-section (3) because thefacts in the particular case. So one can identify cases lawyers last week told us they were very concernedwhere it would form a line and where you should not that there should be guidance over the way in whichput it in and you can identify cases where it should go this works?in. The critical question is should it go in on the facts (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) As far as the way itof a particular case. We cannot prescribe in this room will work is concerned, the courts have beenor in an Act of Parliament precisely where fairness in balancing what the probative value of evidence isan individual case lies, one ultimately has to trust the against its prejudicial eVect in a whole number ofjudges in that respect and that is what we have done circumstances for a very long time. I do not thinkin the Bill by saying that if the judge thinks that the they would have great diYculty with that concept.admission of evidence would have such an adverse One of the things that it will prevent happening iseVect on the fairness of the proceedings that it should where there is little other evidence except previousnot go in then it does not go in and adverse eVect on convictions. In those circumstances plainly it wouldthe fairness of the proceedings is the phrase used in be wrong to allow the previous convictions inthe Bill. What is the current position? The current because that evidence could take an undueposition is that there is huge uncertainty about what importance in the presentation of the prosecutionthe position is as to when evidence goes in and when case and that would be a typical case where the courtevidence does not go in. There is no principle of could say no to that. Where there is evidence that theEnglish law that says previous convictions do not go judge permits to go in because it is part of a properlyin. There is both uncertainty and a lack of confidence formulated case then there will not be approaches toon the parts of lawyers and judges as to when they do the fairness.go in because they are not quite sure what the law is.
What we do in the Bill is basically specify the 382. Can I ask you one other point which was

raised with us again last week and that is the positioncircumstances in which it is admissible, but in the
majority of cases where there is the prospect of a in respect of witnesses, apart from the defendants,

putting in their character. I think everybody wouldfairness issue arising we give the court discretion as
to whether or not they let it in. That seems to us to be agree it is very important to protect the interests of
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witnesses and, in particular, victims. Do you feel you (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) We uphold the

presumption of innocence, but there is no principlehave got the balance right in protecting their interests
that says you can never let in previous convictionsand also protecting the fairness of the trial from the
come what may. For example, under existing lawdefendant as regards the balance between the
similar fact evidence goes in. For example, there willdefendant’s character going in and the circumstances
be some courts that would permit evidence of thein which the witness’s characters will go into the trial?
relationship between the complainant and the(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) As far as the witness
defendant where it is alleged that the assault is as ais concerned, whether he or she is just a witness or is
result of a relationship where there has been violencein fact the victim, currently you can be cross-
in the past. There are some courts, even though itexamined on your past pretty well if the defence
does not fit the similar fact guidelines, that will let incounsel wish to do it so there is very, very little
evidence of previous sexual assaults on diVerentprotection. What we are saying in the Bill is you need
people if it is thought to be relevant to determiningthe leave of the judge to ask questions about the
the validity of the defendant’s explanation in awitness’s past and you should only ask questions if it
particular case.is significantly relevant to the case, so that is the

protection the witness gets. As far as the defendant’s 386. In other words, if there are hallmarks or
protection is concerned, he or she gets the protection whatever—
of the ability of the judge to exclude the evidence (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) No, I am going
altogether if it has an adverse eVect on the fairness of further than that. I am saying even currently, if you
the trial. The prosecution witness cannot be speak to the Criminal Bar Association or you speak
protected by the fairness test, which is what the to judges, they will say the law can let in evidence
defendant is protected by. All he or she should have beyond similar facts even now. In the first example I
protection in respect of is if it is not relevant it should give, namely the defendant has a relationship with
not be asked about and that is how we have done it. the complainant in respect of a charge, in the course

of that relationship there have been four or five383. I understand the points you make on that. In
previous occasions where totally diVerent sorts ofcertain types of cases, for example oVences involving
assault have been inflicted by the defendant on theviolence, punch ups where both sides have
victim. If you could not understand why the victimconvictions and it is one person’s word against the
behaved in a particular way without knowing theother and the police and the prosecution go with the
whole relationship including the previousword of one party against the other, do you think convictions then they will go in in certain cases now,there are risks where both sides have got convictions but Mr Clappison is right to say it is prettyand the jury is only told about the convictions of the haphazard as to when they do and do not go in.defendant but not those of the other party?

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Let us take the 387. That is at the discretion of the judge and it is
example given. Suppose there is a punch up in which going to remain at the discretion of the judge so it is
the defendant says, “It was the victim that assaulted going to remain haphazard, is it not?
me. I was simply defending myself” and the victim (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes, but Mr
says, “No, I was the victim of an unprovoked attack” Clappison asked me if this means it will go in more

often and I think the answer is yes it will because it isand both victim and defendant in that case have
giving a clear steer in the Bill as to the circumstancesprevious convictions for violence, would it be
in which it will go in. It is providing a coherentrelevant in evaluating the victim’s account of events
framework which is clearer and wider than currentthat he or she had previous convictions for violence?
circumstances. The point that you were picking meThe answer is yes it would be significantly relevant to
up on was there is no principle of English law thatthat just as it would in relation to the defendant. On
says previous convictions do not go in. They go dothe scheme that we have proposed, whilst the leave of
not go in because of that balancing exercise that goesthe judge would be required to cross-examine the
on at the moment.victim on his or her previous convictions for violence,

they would go in on the simple and clear example that 388. You said that if a case was weak then theyou have given, but I do not think there is a risk in Crown would not be able to improve its case by
there. disclosing previous convictions. What is to stop

them?384. So you are telling us you are satisfied you have
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The judicial discretiongot the balance right and in the many other cases

is what stops them. The danger that other partieswhere there is unnecessary cross-examination of
have referred to in relation to this is picking up thewitnesses those witnesses will be protected?
usual suspects. What you do not want is a situation(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes. I think we have
where you know something has been stolen from agot the balance right, but we are willing to listen to
house or a shop and in the vicinity you findcases where it is said that we have not.
somebody who has previous convictions for
shoplifting or domestic burglary, depending on the
nature of the charge, but there is nothing else to
connect the defendant to that charge and he is foundChairman
300 or 400 yards away or he is found in Stoke

385. Lord Falconer, you said a moment ago there Newington and the event took place in Stoke
is no principle of English law that says that previous Newington. If the only evidence in that case—to take
convictions should not go in. There is, is there not? It an extreme case—was that he was in the same

postcode district and he had previous convictions foris called the presumption of innocence.
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domestic burglary or shoplifting then that should be very sceptical about that sort of evidence, but if you

could introduce the previous convictions that woulda case where not only should the court refuse to
admit the evidence of the previous convictions but shore up an otherwise very weak case, would it not?
they should not entertain the charge beyond the end (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I agree that there are
of the prosecution case. very considerable dangers in relation to cell

confessions. Judges have got particular powers in(MrChisholm) One would hope there would not be
a charge with our new arrangements with the CPS relation to that, juries have got to sift the cogency or

otherwise of the evidence. The approach that you aremaking the decision. The police might have charged
in the past, but one hopes that with the CPS having taking would lead to the conclusion that previous

convictions never go in because of the danger. Whatresponsibility then in that case, if there is no evidence
for the immediate oVence that has occurred linking we are seeking to do in this case is to identify clearly

the circumstances in which—the individual, there should not be a charge.

389. We can all envisage the kind of very high 392. If I can stop you there, the approach I am
taking would say that they never go in to prop up aprofile case where this might happen, one of a child

murder with tremendous pressure on the police to weak case.
come up with a result and someone with a previous (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) To which my answer,
record of child abuse anyway living locally. The in relation to that, is if the eVect of the previous
police get it firmly into their heads that this is their convictions is that they overwhelm in the court’s
man, as they do from time to time, but they need to mind what would otherwise be a weak case then that
improve the evidence a bit in order to swing it and is precisely the sort of circumstance in which the
that is what will happen, is it not? And it is fatal, is it judge should refuse to admit the previous convictions
not? Once anything in relation to child or sexual on the grounds of fairness.
abuse is introduced you have got a conviction 100 per

393. To my mind it is not the low-profile cases thatcent guaranteed, have you not?
are going to be the problem, it is going to be the high-(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) In relation to the cases
profile cases, where the sentence is probably a lifewhere there are charges or convictions in the past for
tariV or 50 years or whatever, because of thechild abuse or some crime similar to that which is
tremendous pressure on the jury, on the police, on thealleged to have been committed on the indictment,
Crown Prosecution Service to get a result. It seems tocurrently similar fact evidence can go in in relation to
me that in some of these cases already the Crownit and quite frequently does in relation to it. That will
Prosecution Service takes a punt on the outcome,remain the position under the existing law, though
and are sometime surprised that they get away withthe circumstances might be wider. You identify the
it. This is just going to improve their chances, is itproblem of what happens if the prosecution seek to
not?improve their case in other ways. Again, we seek to

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The issue is shouldavoid that by involving the CPS at the earliest
previous convictions ever go in? We all agree therepossible occasion in relation to that. The fact that
are circumstances in which they go in; we all agreethere is material that the jury should see in a proper
what the dangers are in relation to it. How do youcase, like the defendant’s past history in the example
protect against the danger but ensure they can go inyou give—you should not not let it in because you
when they should go in? Answer: you set out clearlyfear the police might corrupt the evidence in other
what the circumstances are when they should go incases.
and you make it clear that before they go in the

390. You have got a marginal piece of evidence defence can say they should not go in and the judge
such as identification evidence, which is notoriously can ask himself or herself the question: does it
unreliable—someone being picked out of a parade— damage the possibility of a fair trial? The sorts of
and you are not at all sure it is going to get past the circumstances that you are identifying could damage
jury, whereas if you introduce the previous you tip the possibility of a fair trial. Your position leads
the balance immediately, do you not? inexorably to the proposition that you never allow

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) You know that the them in.
courts are astute to ensure that identification

394. I do not think it does. As I say, my position—evidence only goes in where it is reliable. If the judge,
at least the position I am putting to you and I am herein the example given, where there was identification
to test the evidence—evidence and previous conviction evidence only,

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I am sorry, I was notknocked out the identification evidence, that would
characterising you—the position put to me in orderleave only the previous convictions and that would
to test my position was—not be enough, obviously, on its own. It is for the

judge to decide, looking at all the material, whether
395. The position I am putting to you is that maybeit is safe that it should go to the jury—and indeed,

we need something in the Bill that specifies thatwhether it is safe to let in the previous convictions.
previous convictions should not form a major part of
the evidence. You said that they will not but there is391. A cell confession. You can always tell when
nothing in the Bill to say they will not, is there?the Crown has a very weak case when the suspect,

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I recognise entirely thewho has not owned up during the course of three
days’ interrogation by the police, suddenly feels a case where there is nothing except the previous

convictions, or very little apart from the previouscompelling desire to own up to his cell mate as soon
as he is put in prison, and then a long parade of convictions. Plainly, in that case, fairness would

require that previous convictions do not go in.criminals comes through the witness box all saying
they overheard the admission. The jury are naturally However, in most cases—
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396. I have oVered you a couple of other examples: Mr Clappison

dodgy ID evidence, a cell confession. One can well
402. The point I was going to make was in defencesee that the previous convictions could suddenly

of the Chairman, but on the point you have madeappear on the scene, in those circumstances.
now, as far as the test about adverse eVect on the(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) In most cases there is
fairness of the proceedings is concerned, do you agreea range of evidence which points to the guilt of the
this would be putting a far greater burden on judgesdefendant which the jury have got to weigh up.
than exists at the moment?

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) No. I think the judges397. In which case, what is the problem? Why do
have already got to decide, in relation to evidence ofthey need to introduce the previous convictions?
all sorts, whether it goes in, whether it might(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Because in most cases
adversely aVect a fair trial, under the provisions ofit is very, very diYcult to say “without this piece of
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act, and, also,evidence (previous convictions or other piece of
under the provisions of the common law.evidence) the jury would/would not convict.” What

most juries do—insofar as we know what juries do— 403. At the moment, the circumstances in which
is they look at all of the evidence and form a view in character can go in are far more restrictive than they
relation to it. We keep coming back to the point of will be under the Bill. This comes back to the point I
agreement in relation to the hypothesis being put to was going to make, which the Chairman is making,
me, which is we all agree that it should go in in certain that there is a diVerence between guarding against
circumstances, because it is sensible it goes in, if it is the risk of injustice through prejudicing the jury and
of genuine assistance in determining whether or not saying, as you were suggesting to the Chairman, that
the defendant did or did not commit the oVence. The convictions should never go in. Just to go back to the
diYculty is identifying what is the purpose by which Chairman’s first example—child sex oVences—we all
you ensure against it being used to haul up the usual want to see child sex oVenders brought to justice but
suspects or it being used to shore up a weak case it there is also a risk of miscarriages of justice
should not be allowed to shore up. Ultimately, you particularly when, as the law stands at the moment,
always come back to the proposition that the judge the circumstances in which a child sex oVender’s
has got to determine, from the facts of the case, previous convictions will go in are limited as they are
whether it is fair to let it in or not. for all other defendants. To take the example which

you gave, in the case of previous convictions which
398. We all know there are prosecution-minded were similar to the present oVence, they would have

judges. to pass what is quite a stringent test—it being
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) We all know that demonstrated that there are striking similarities to

judges, from time to time—dare I say—err in the the facts of the oVences with which he is charged—
approach that they take. These decisions can be so the previous oVences are very, very similar to the
appealed by the defence. It would be after the present ones. There is a risk that where there is an
conviction, admittedly. otherwise weak case and not that much evidence

against the defendant, that evidence of any previous
399. And one imagines they will be quite often. child sex oVence may be put in, not necessarily very
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It is a very clear code similar to the present oVence but evidence of a

that has been set out in the Bill, that identifies, in 84, previous conviction which would have such a
the specific circumstances in which it goes in. It sets prejudicial eVect upon the jury that it would
out the test clearly and, as time goes on, the courts outweigh, in their minds, the importance of the
will develop a test in relation to it. evidence, which was quite weak. We all want to bring

child sex oVenders to justice but we have to guard400. Where is it going to be written down that against the risk of injustice in those cases, do we not?
previous convictions should not form a major part of (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) We do, but that is,the evidence against the accused? surely, what the discretion referred to in 84 (3) does.

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) There is nothing in the The idea that you can identify in a statute what is a
Bill that specifically says that. weak case and what is a strong case is diYcult. What

you need to have is a situation where the judge has401. Why do we not put something in the Bill that
got the power to evaluate whether or not thesays that?
admission of the previous conviction does cause(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) If you start to use
unfairness in the way that you, Mr Clappison, justwords like “significant” or “major” you simply move put. It is there in the Bill.the question from what is fair and what is not, to the
Chairman: Thank you. Let us move on to hearsayquestion of what is meant by “significant” or

evidence.“major”. We believe that the reference to “adverse
eVect on the fairness of the proceedings” is suYcient
to cover it. That phrase, which comes in Section 78 of
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act as well, has Mr Prosser
been defined as meaning balancing the prejudicial
eVect against the probative value. That will include 404. Chairman, before I come to hearsay could I
specifically the circumstances in which, because there add one footnote to that? What would be your view,
is so little other evidence apart from the previous Lord Falconer, if we were to turn that whole
convictions, it would be unfair to allow the previous discussion on its head and say that the defendant’s

barrister should have the right to make a declarationconvictions to go in.
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or a statement that his or her client has no previous function and they recommend retaining them. The

hearsay provisions in the Bill are very much based onsimilar convictions? That would have ramifications,
of course, on the previous— the Law Commission report and draft Bill. So I think

we are basing that on the Law Commission’s(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The defendant can do
recommendations.that now and should be able to continue to do that.

Obviously, it has got to be true if he or she says it, and 407. Should it not be the case that hearsay evidence
if it is not true then, obviously, the prosecution should only be allowed when evidence cannot, for
should be able to challenge it. I have absolutely no whatever practical reason, be heard in a full court
diYculty, if it be true, that the defendant says “I have and be tested and probed? Does the Bill not go
got no previous convictions”—if he has no previous beyond that?
convictions or “I have got no previous convictions (MrChisholm) It does indeed, but with the consent
which are remotely relevant to this”. Obviously, if the of the judge’s permission and with quite a lot of
prosecution disagrees with that then the prosecution safeguards in terms of advising what status this
will want to call evidence to disprove it. However, I evidence has, so that not too many inferences are
have absolutely no problem with that. Indeed, drawn from it. It is very much based on the Law
defendants do it quite a lot of the time at the moment. Commission’s recommendations in their report and

Chairman: That is already happening. with those safeguards. So the prosecution have to
satisfy the court beyond reasonable doubt on the
need for admissibility. The courts have discretion to

Mr Prosser exclude it, as I say, if it is too unfair, rather like the
previous conviction provision, and Section 78 of405. I want to ask you about hearsay evidence.
PACE. So there are quite a lot of safeguards built in.Last week Peter Binning from JUSTICE told us that
Some of the examples are good, practical reasons, sosince the restrictions on admitting computer related
that witnesses can have their statements, when theyevidence have largely been removed by actions in the
give evidence, instead of the current memory test.year 2000 there is no real big problem with hearsay-
The Law Commission and Sir Robin Auld said thattype evidence. Is there a big problem with it? Why do
was a very sensible move, instead of the poor witnessyou want to change these arrangements?
being expected to remember what they said six or(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Hearsay evidence
twelve months ago in a statement. That seems aallows in more readily under the proposal in the Bill
sensible approach, I think.evidence, for example, from records, from people

who have died from the date of the incident to the
date of the trial, people who genuinely cannot be

Chairmanthere because they are too ill to go to court. It allows
evidence to go before the jury or the magistrates 408. Of course, it will cut both ways: the defence
which is relevant. Obviously, that evidence does not and prosecution witnesses will be allowed to appear
have the ability to be challenged in the way that a in this way.
witness in court can be cross-examined, but it is all, (Mr Chisholm) Absolutely.
again, subject to it only being admissible if the judge Chairman: Moving on to magistrates’ sentencingdoes not believe it is contrary to the interests of powers.justice for it to be admissible. The contrary view is to
say the only safe evidence that you can let in is
evidence of a witness who can be cross-examined in Bob Russellcourt to the full—that is the only reliable evidence
you should allow in. We take the view, subject to 409. Lord Falconer, is the likely outcome of this

Bill that more people will go to prison?proper safeguards, that that is not right and that that
can lead to considerable unfairness, where for (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) No. Our estimates—
example the main witness has died or the main and one has got to give a health warning in relation
witness is genuinely too ill to get there. to estimates in relation to what will happen to the

prison population—suggest that over a period of406. The Law Commission felt that the 1996 Act
time what will happen is that there will be an increasecreated new exceptions to the hearsay rule which
in the prison population, but that increase will bebecame reliant on judicial discretion. Can I ask you
under four figures over the years that we take towhy you have not taken the opportunity to repeal
introduce all the measures. Although there are somethose provisions?
measures that will increase the prison population,(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Ian will have to help
like, for example, those relating to dangerousme in relation to this, but our provisions on hearsay,
oVenders—the indeterminate sentence onwhich are in Chapter 2 of the Bill, broadly set out a
dangerousness—there are other measures, like, forclear and comprehensive series of circumstances in
example, custody plus or custody minus where onewhich hearsay would be admissible, identifying, in
does not go to custody at all, which will reduce theparticular, things such as the death of the witness, the
numbers of people that would otherwise go to prison.illness of the witness and the records bit as
So there are measures pointing both ways, andcircumstances in which the Court should be prepared
modelling suggests a figure of somewhere underto let it in, subject to the “interests of justice” test. I
1,000 in relation to the overall increase, if one looksdo not think there is any inconsistenty with the
at the eVect of the Bill itself.1996 Act.

410. So the net result is an increase?(Mr Chisholm) In fact, as you say, the Act is
preserved, but the Law Commission simply (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The net result is an

increase, but a moderately modest increase.concluded that those provisions form a useful
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411. The prison population goes up every year (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The driving force

behind extending the magistrates’ court’s powers andalready. So this will be an addition to the addition?
removing the committal for sentence power that the(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The sentencing bits of
magistrates have is in order to encourage thethe Bill intend to set out a framework for
magistrates to keep more cases in the magistrates’sentencing overall.
court. We think a number of cases which do not merit412. Will you be providing the appropriate Crown Court trial are currently heard in the Crowntraining for magistrates to ensure that it does not lead Court—not because we wish to remove at all theto an overall increase in sentencing in the defendant’s right to elect to go to the Crown Courtmagistrates’ court? From what you have just said, (we do not, that remains in place) but because thethere will be an increase, so is there going to be magistrates’ courts refer those cases to the Crowntraining to ensure that the increase is at the lower Court where in fact it would have been moreend? appropriate for them to keep them themselves. We(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) We are very keen that wish to give them more confidence to keep thosebefore we introduce these provisions there should be cases, which we have done by increasing theirtraining for both magistrates and in the Crown sentencing powers to 12 months. The removal of theCourt. The Judicial Studies Board have said 12 powers of magistrates’ courts to commit formonths for magistrates’ training after introduction sentence—after they have decided to keep theand six months for the Crown Court. So there will be contested trial they have to keep it right up totraining before introduction. sentence as well—means that the defendant will
know, if he does not elect for trial, what the413. Leaving that aside, can you assure us that the
maximum sentence that can be passed on him is.increase in the magistrates’ sentencing powers will

not come into force before the national roll-out of the 418. In parallel with this, are colleagues in thecustody plus scheme? Home OYce also putting forward measures to be(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I cannot give you that tough on the causes of crime?assurance. We have got to work out precisely what (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Throughout thethe best timing in relation to each of the measures is, whole Government, yes, being tough on the causes ofand in particular whether or not one increases the crime is as much a part of our anti-crime strategy asmagistrates’ sentencing power before custody plus. is reform of the criminal justice system. ObviouslySo I cannot give you that assurance. the Bill is dealing with the criminal justice system,
414. So that could be a further increase in the and that is why we focus on that.

prison population? Bob Russell: I look forward to seeing it one day.
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It depends, Mr

Russell, what view you take if a magistrates’ court
decides to hold on to a case which they otherwise Mr Clappison
would have sent to the Crown Court—whether or

419. Are there variations in the way in whichnot the magistrates’ court, in those circumstances,
magistrates’ courts in diVerent areas exercise theirwill pass a higher or a lower sentence than that which
sentencing powers, particularly those to send peoplewould have been passed by the Crown Court. In
to prison?increasing the magistrates’ court’s powers to 12

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) There are, yes. I havemonths we are seeking to encourage the magistrates’
not got the statistics with me but I can give youcourt to hold on to those case where the defendant
statistics which show that the chances of going tohas not elected for trial but which magistrates
prison in certain areas for certain crimes is vastlycurrently send to the Crown Court. We think there
higher than it is in other places. No matter howare a number of cases where the magistrates should
diVerent the places might be—and frequently theyhold on to those cases and, very, very frequently, the
are not that diVerent—they could not be justified by,magistrates’ courts will pass a lower sentence than
as it were, the quirky nature of crime in particularthe Crown Court.
locations. There is a significant inconsistency in

415. The consequence of all your answers is that we sentencing from one place to another, and that is
will end up, in a year’s time, with a higher prison something we would be quite keen to address. That
population than we have already in a country which is why the Sentencing Guidelines Council is quite an
has already got the highest prison population in important part of the Bill, which seeks to bring more
Europe. consistency to the current situation.

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It certainly will not be
420. Are the variations getting wider or not?within a year’s time because we will not have
(Mr Chisholm) They are narrowing.introduced the sentencing provisions within a year.
(Ms French) No, they are not narrowing yet, they416. I meant a year after the introduction. broadly remain the same, but in about half of the(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It will take some years magistrates’ courts last year, for instance, the use ofto introduce the sentencing provisions. The custody for burglars ranged from about 24 per centmodelling suggests that the net increase in the prison to 40 per cent, and that has broadly been the same.population is something under 1,000. There is a small improvement since the Magistrates’

Association issued their sentencing guidelines, which417. Why, then, have you applied the increase in
magistrates’ sentencing powers to summary oVences is why we think that when the Sentencing Guidelines

Council publishes a consolidated set of guidelines forand increased the maximum penalties for many
summary oVences? What is the driving force behind all criminal courts that will continue to narrow the

gap on those consistency figures.that whole concept?
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(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) There might be. It isChairman
very diYcult to predict what will happen in relation

421. Did I hear you say, Lord Falconer, that you to this. However, broadly, magistrates’ courts tend
cannot give an assurance that the increase in to sentence to lower periods than Crown Courts.
magistrates’ sentencing powers will not come into Therefore, the more cases the magistrates’ court hold
force before the custody plus scheme? on to, that is not likely—to put it at its lowest—to

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) You did hear that. have an increasing eVect on the prison population. I
am wary about committing myself too hard to that422. Why?
because I think precisely what happens is quite(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Because custody plus diYcult to predict.depends on an increase in the capacity of the

427. Yes, we are in unfamiliar territory and theprobation service. We do not believe that increasing
trend is remorselessly upwards.the magistrates’ courts’ powers will necessarily lead

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The trend of theto any significant increase in the size of the prison
prison population is upwards, yes.population, but before we introduce custody plus we

do need to be sure the supervision of defendants 428. Crime is going down, which suggests that
upon being released from that short period they sentencers are getting over-enthusiastic, does it not?
spend in prison is available. The costings of the Bill (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The numbers of
that have been provided make provision on that people who are sent to prison and the length of time
basis. that people are sent to prison is going up and has

been going up for years, basically, in that respect. I423. Given what we know about magistrates’
think sentencers do need to consider extremelytendency to sentence up to the maximum of their
carefully whether or not prison is necessary in apowers, is it not likely that they will do so in these
particular case. Everybody agrees it is necessary incases and that the prison population will increase
cases of dangerous, violent or sexual oVenders or infrom the outset?
relation to oVenders who have been given every(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I do not think that is opportunity and every attempt to make sure thatnecessarily right. Remember, the hypothesis or the they stop oVending and then seriously persist inbasis upon which it is being put forward is that if it oVending. However, in relation to other cases—notwas not tried by the magistrates’ court it would be violent, not sexual, not serious persistence—

tried by the Crown Court. The question is would the sentencers should consider very carefully whether or
Crown Court sentence to longer than the not they need to send that defendant to prison.
magistrates’ court would sentence to, assuming the Sometimes they will but not in the number of cases
magistrates’ court decided to keep the case? We that they are doing at the moment—and also whether
believe that probably the magistrates’ court would or not they need to send people to prison for so long.
sentence to lower sentences than that in the Crown

429. Given that they have ignored all this veryCourt.
worthwhile advice in the past, is it not a bit risky to

424. Do you not think that magistrates might just sort of oVer them a few more sentencing powers?
start sentencing people who they would previously (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) One always comes
have sentenced to six months to 12 months? If you back to the proposition: “Who is going to sentence
increase their powers to 18 months we might even— more people to custody for longer? The Crown Court

or the magistrates court?” If the policy aim—which(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) We do not think so.
it is—is to encourage the magistrates to keep moreAgain, as I said, the comparator is between what the
cases and they tend to sentence less people to custodyCrown Court would have done with the cases that are
for shorter periods, that will lead to less people goingnow being tried in the magistrates’ court when
to prison for longer. These are areas where one is, asconfronted with either the defendant who pleads
it were, speculating on what is going to happen, andguilty or the defendant who has actually been
one has to make a judgment. What I have said is thefound guilty.
judgment we have made.

425. That is the comparator for the cases that they
now retain that would otherwise have been pushed
upstairs, as it were. I am talking about cases that they Mrs Dean
retain and that they would always have retained. You 430. Lord Falconer, how many applications forare now giving them the opportunity to sentence retrial do you think there will be in the first five years,people to up to 12 months instead of six months. Are bearing in mind the retrospective eVect?
they likely to seize that eagerly? (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I cannot give you a

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I would doubt it precise number, but I expect it to be a handful—ie, a
because if they wanted to sentence those people to small number of such cases. The exception to the
more than six months they have had, at the moment, double jeopardy rule, which is set out in the Bill, is
the power to commit for sentence. So if they ever not intended to lead to great waves of cases being
thought that six months was not appropriate now retried, it is intended to be very much the exception
they just send it upstairs to the Crown Court. rather than the rule, and it is only intended to apply

to very serious cases.426. I can see that some of those cases would be
marginal and they would probably have settled for 431. It is likely there will be more in the first few

years because of the retrospective eVect than in thesix months, but now they no longer have to then is
years following that. Is that right?there not a slight danger that you are opening a

little gap? (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It is diYcult to say.
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432. I am thinking about DNA evidence, which is extent that legislation may not be required, but we

remain of the view that it is an extremely dangerousavailable now and was not previously.
practice which can significantly undermine justice.(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) That is the thought

that was going through my mind. I think, because the 438. How long a period of grace are you going to
numbers will be so small—only a handful of cases— give these notorious oVenders before deciding
it may be that you are right. If the numbers are pretty whether to proceed or not?
small then it may well be that (and this is the wrong (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I am not sure howword) the numbers at the beginning are not that long was referred to in the announcement, but Isignificantly higher than the numbers that occur would have thought a reasonable period in which tolater on. see whether or not the new provisions in the code

work.433. Why have you decided to include war crimes
and terrorist oVences in the list of qualifying 439. Anonymity for defendants in sex oVence
oVences? cases. Have you seen our report on the way in which

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) What we have said in some of these recent historical cases of child abuse
the White Paper is that it is very serious oVences, such have been investigated? It arose in that connection
as murder, rape and armed robbery. We have then too.
considered very carefully afterwards, what are the (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) In relation to where
sorts of very serious oVences that should be included? one is charged with a crime—and you are talking
Genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes about anonymity in sexual charges in eVect?
seem to us very, very serious cases. I cannot imagine

440. Yes.that there will be very many of those cases, but if
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) If you give anonymitywhat one is trying to do is to avoid the injustice of a

then you are sending a signal that this is a diVerentcase where a defendant is acquitted and then very
sort of crime to other crimes, so there is a verycompelling evidence comes forward which points to
considerable risk in giving anonymity. Currently thehis or her guilt, if that were to happen in the case of
Home Secretary is of the view that you should notgenocide it would be, plainly, very undermining of
distinguish defendants in sex crime cases in that wayjustice that nothing could be done in those
but he has also made it clear that he is willing to listencircumstances.
to arguments in relation to that to see whether or not
there are circumstances that could distinguish them.
At the moment the Home Secretary’s view is that one

Chairman should not distinguish these crimes from other
crimes, and therefore there should not be anonymity

434. How many oVences can be retried under for defendants.
double jeopardy?

441. We already concede that in relation to the(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I think the number is
victims. They are anonymous, are they not?30, and aiding and abetting as well. It is Schedule 4,

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) They are anonymouspage 181 of the Bill.
in relation to sex crime.

435. Thank you. It does seem rather a lot more
442. So we have already established it is a diVerentthan most people previously anticipated—or indeed

category of case.the Government suggested.
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) It is a diVerent(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Yes.

category of case for the victim and the reasoning
436. These things have a habit of growing, do behind giving the victim anonymity is that it

they not? encourages victims to come forward in circumstances
(MrChisholm) The Law Commission originally set where they might be reluctant to do so and this is an

it as being murder but Lord Justice Auld said it encouragement for them to do so. The same
should extend to other grave oVences. What we did argument would not apply. The argument in relation
was look at all oVences that attracted a maximum of to the defendant would be this is an area where there
life imprisonment, and these are only some; these, is a possibility of mistakes being made and it must be
ministers decided, were the more serious under that on the hypothesis that that risk is greater in these
category and they were the ones that ministers agreed cases than other cases, therefore we will permit the
should attract the possibility of retrial. defendant to be anonymous until conviction, if that

occurs. That does send out a signal that these cases437. Finally, can we just turn to possible omissions are diVerent from other cases which would be a signalin the Bill, and the possibility of making it a little both the public and the jury would see and thereforefatter than it already is? Prohibiting payments to we are currently against the proposal. As I say, therewitnesses. The Government did say they were should be a debate about this.strongly committed to banning the practice, but
there seems to have been a change of mind. 443. One of the arguments is the ruinous eVect

such charges, whether upheld or not, have on(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The dangers of paying
people’s lives. There is a very high number of caseswitnesses are obvious, particularly where more is
where the case collapses either before it reaches courtpaid in the context of a guilty finding than an
or during the course of proceedings.innocence finding. In August it was announced that

we remain of the view that it is dangerous but the (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) There are a significant
number of crimes where to be charged with it wouldPCC is to be given the opportunity to introduce

provisions which will ensure that it does not happen have a ruinous eVect, separately from sex crimes.
There are benefits also where the case does collapse,or reduces the impact of it happening to such an
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in the sense that quite frequently the material that is (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The major criminal

being the person to whom the confession was madethen reported quite legitimately does indicate,
whether it be a sex crime or another crime, that a or being the defendant in the example you have

given?mistake was made. So again the ruination of the
defendant applies to other cases apart from sex Chairman: No, the criminal being the person to
crimes. whom the confession was made, often several of

them these days since one cell confession alone is444. One frequently comes across teachers, social sometimes not suYcient and is a lot less credible. It isworkers and the like—and one can understand the quite clear, is it not, that in some cases there has beenarguments here—who years after being acquitted or deliberate pressure to discover cell confessions? Youperhaps in some cases never being charged are still make sure they are remanded, for example, withsuspended from their jobs and in fact are never going someone who has a record of being a police informer.to work again. We came across quite a few in relation The police have a chat with the prison authorities andto the historic child abuse cases. they arrange to have such a person in their cell. That
(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) In that context overall is what happens, is it not?

the mere making of the allegation quite separately Bob Russell: Surely not.
from the charge is what causes the damage, but the
question in relation to criminal charges is whether or
not you make an exception in relation to sex cases Chairmanand that is, as it were, raising a question mark over

449. And it needs discouraging, does it not? Thatthe prosecution in a way that you do not in other
is my point and it is not discouraged by presentcharges. That is why we think there should not be
arrangements.anonymity at the moment.

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) If and insofar as cell
445. Let me try another one on you—prohibiting confessions have been actively sought, it is not a good

admission of unrecorded cell confessions, to which idea at all. As far as whether they should be admitted
we referred a minute ago. or not, broadly the right position has been reached

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Everybody is aware of that the judge can decide whether or not they go in.
the dangers of cell confessions. The way it is dealt

450. Restrictions on pre-trial publicity of anwith at the moment is that the judge decides whether
investigation. This is something submitted to us by aor not it goes in. I think that is probably the right
chap called Rodney Warren of the Law Society. I willplace to leave it, is it not, on the basis that judges have
just read the point he makes: “I think there needs tobeen astute since the Police Criminal Evidence Act to
be some rule and investigation about the point atexclude confession evidence where there is a real
which proper and fair reporting can start. There havedanger attached to it. There may be cases where it is
been some recent high profile cases where it isappropriate and I can think of cases recently where
improbable that an adequate investigation can everthe evidence has been allowed in.
be maintained in the case, let alone a trial following

446. And the case has collapsed spectacularly. You . . . I am talking about comment or press releases that
were going to say ones where— occur after an individual is charged which are

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) I was going to avoid designed to serve the need for the press’ thirst for
saying anything at that point! I thought it unwise to information rather than answering the course of
step into that. justice.”

(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) The point at which the447. There have been some spectacular collapses, a
contempt laws kick in currently is after charge. Thelong parade of criminals through the witness box all
law says that if you publish anything that mighton the understanding that their parole will come up a
prejudice a fair trial after charge then the law oYcersbit earlier than it otherwise might have done or some
can bring proceedings against you for contempt ofcharges will be overlooked in future.
court. I do not think the law needs to be changed.(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) This is the point you
Separately from that, one has got to recognise thatmade earlier on, which is it proceeds on the basis that
some crimes when they are committed attract sohaving been interrogated the defendant then begins
much publicity for obvious reasons that one has gotto confess to somebody else. So the dangers in
to recognise those crimes will be reported andrelation to it are significant and generally recognised
probably should be reported because the idea of theby the judges. If a cell confession is let in when it
restrictions on the reporting of the crime being tooshould not have been, there can be an appeal, which
great is not in the public interest. Going back to theI suspect is some of the cases to which you are
position of juries, jurors, by and large, are good atreferring.
sifting evidence and coming to conclusions and(Mr Chisholm) The Law Commission did consider
looking at the thing from the point of view of whatthis issue as part of their review of hearsay and,
happens in court. As far as the law is concerned postinterestingly, concluded it should remain subject to
charge, I do not think there is much change that onethe discretions and cases in common law. The
could eVect other than to say, as the current law does,consultation responses to the Law Commission
if you do publish material that might prejudice a fairreport were broadly of that view as well.
trial after charge then you are liable to contempt. If
you set the timing before charge you have got some448. We have had serial criminals walking down

the steps of the court and saying within the hearing, uncertainties and you have also then in some cases
cut out the benefits which are considerable, not in“Good heavens, they believed me, I never thought

they would.” I can think of one major case where these high profile cases but cases where investigations
go on to seek to draw to the public attention criminalexactly that happened.
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activity that would not otherwise be discovered. The innocence and jury trial being the norm in serious

cases, but to make it work better in a way thatbalance has got to be struck between ensuring a fair
trial for the defendant and but also permitting the victims, witnesses, defendants and communities as a

whole have some faith that it will actually deliverpress to do their job both in relation to reporting
crime and in relation to investigation. justice, ie provide adequate security in relation to

those people whom the criminal justice system does451. Thank you very much, Lord Falconer. Are
arrest, because I think people recognise that crimethere any points that you would like to make in
will never be eradicated but if they see a defendantconnection with the Bill that we have not given you
arrested, charged and then never being tried becausean opportunity to make?
the time it takes is so long, and them threatening and(Lord Falconer of Thoroton) Simply this: there are
intimidating witnesses on the way there, what faithsignificant things in the Bill like charging by the CPS,
will they have that the state will protect them whenlike the process by which cases get prepared, like the
they are entitled to protection?allocation of cases that we have not talked about and

452. I think we are all signed up to making thethat nobody has really talked about in the course of
system more victim and witness-friendly. Inevitablythe Bill’s introduction and what has happened
this morning we have concentrated on the mostsubsequently. Just to make the point the Bill intends
controversial parts of the Bill. Can I thank you veryto make the system work better and very many of the
much for coming. You have been extremely helpfulthings which have not attracted controversy, like the
and we look forward to hearing from you on one orthings I indicated, have got widespread support
two outstanding points.because there is a widespread feeling that the system

needs reform to make it work better, not to (Lord Falconer of Thoroton) If there are any more
material facts that you want, do not hesitate toundermine the fundamental principles of the

independence of the judiciary, the presumption of contact my oYcials.

Supplementary note from Lord Falconer of Thoroton, QC following the evidence session on
26 November 2002

Criminal Justice Bill: Advance Disclosure of Defence Witness lists

When I gave evidence to the Committee yesterday I undertook to consider a suggestion that the Committee
put to me in connection with the provision in the Criminal Justice Bill that requires the defence to disclose
to the prosecution, in advance of the trial, details of the witnesses that they are likely to call. Amongst other
things, this measure would enable the prosecution to interview the defence witnesses and so helping to avoid
surprise witnesses and ambush defences.

In response to concerns that the prosecution might be open to allegations of unduly influencing defence
witnesses, you suggested that if the prosecution wished to interview a defence witness there should be a rule
to require them to invite the defence to be present at that interview. I undertook to consider this further and
to respond to Committee on this proposal.

I agree that it will be important both to reassure defence witnesses who may be interviewed by the police or
prosecution and to protect the prosecution from unwarranted allegations of misconduct by making suitable
arrangements for the conduct of these interviews. I note that this problem is addressed in the Guide to the
Professional Conduct of Solicitors. Therefore for the purposes of implementing this particular provision, the
Government will consider issuing guidance on the conduct of prosecution interviews with defence witnesses,
including a requirement to oVer a defence legal representative the opportunity to be present, in line with the
Solicitor’s Professional Conduct guide. Such guidance would need to be developed in consultation with all
the relevant parties, including ACPO, the CPS and the Bar and Law Society.
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Memorandum submitted by the Association of Chief Police OYcers (CJSB 11)

(prepared without sight of the draft Criminal Justice and Sentencing Bill)

Reforms of the Rules of Evidence

We welcome the Government’s expressed intentions on evidence as set out in “Justice for All”. Simple rules
of evidence allowing fact-finders to consider all evidence that is substantially relevant are critical to restoring
transparency and credibility to the court process. Attempting to change or add to the complex web of existing
rules will only make matters worse. A completely fresh start with a statutory presumption of inclusivity is
required.

Evidence of previous similar misconduct, including convictions, should be admissible. It adds to the
quantum of proof, which is being adduced. We do not believe that there is any satisfactory way for a judge
to decide whether a jury would be likely to give too much weight to misconduct evidence. The jury should be
trusted to decide what weight to attach to it when considered in relation to all the other evidence in the case.

If the admission of evidence would for any reason be unfair (despite being relevant) the court currently has
discretion to exclude it under PACE section 78. This safeguard needs to be preserved.

Regarding rules of evidence generally (and indeed other aspects of law reform) we are concerned that the
challenges of prosecuting international crime have not been taken into account. It is widely recognised that
inconsistencies in legislation across Europe (and beyond) play into the hands of organised crime syndicates,
yet there has been no move towards harmonisation. This needs to be addressed.

Trial Preparation and Disclosure

Trial preparation and disclosure are related issues, which are central to restoring credibility to the Criminal
Justice System. A preparatory hearing as standard, providing for binding rulings, would facilitate much of
what the Government says it wants (identification of the issues, active case management from the courts,
eVective disclosure, “faster, better trials”). It would also minimise trial listings for those cases destined to
result in guilty pleas or to collapse on a technicality; and allow for an eVective right of prosecution appeal.
Preparatory hearings should not be limited to cases that are “serious”, since the legal and evidential issues
that so often disrupt the trial process occur in cases of every level of seriousness.

In order to achieve eVective disclosure by both parties there needs to be:

— an enhanced defence statement setting out all the issues of law and fact which it is proposed to raise,
including procedural matters such as an intended application for severance or abuse of process;

— judicial scrutiny at a pre-trial hearing, allowing for eVective and informed resolution of contentious
witness requirements; and

— a Case and Issues summary presented to the fact-finders;

— a prosecution right of appeal against all pre-trial, procedural, judicial decisions.

The need to produce such an enhanced defence statement would provide a positive incentive to disclose
any technical arguments which the defence intended to raise, any expert advice which they had obtained but
not used, and the reasons for requiring the attendance of prosecution witnesses (a matter we consider the
Government obliged to address by reference to Article 8 of the ECHR). Where the defence raised an issue
for the first time at trial, the prosecution should be entitled to suYcient adjournment to ensure that the issue
was fairly addressed.

Fact-finders should be allowed to draw all reasonable inferences from the pre-trial conduct of a defendant,
including the contents of and omissions from the defence statement. An open approach to inferences would
act as a powerful incentive towards defence co-operation in the trial process—essential for promoting
eYciency in the court process.

Police Power to Impose Conditions on Bail Pre-Charge

The police welcome this proposal. It provides considerable benefits to the criminal justice service in a
number of areas. It significantly improves the opportunities to reduce oVending, protect witnesses and
property and accurately assess an oVenders propensity to commit oVences whilst on bail. This would
undoubtedly have an impact on the attrition rates. Moreover, by removing much of the pressure to charge
quickly, the availability of pre-charge bail conditions would ease the move to CPS charging.

When individuals are suspected of the most serious oVences, such as terrorism or child-murder, the police
options are at present severely limited. Either they wait to find further supporting evidence, during which time
the suspect continues to pose a risk to the public and may flee the jurisdiction with impunity, or they arrest
and, because of the prospect of suspects absconding, prematurely charge.
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Conditional pre-charge bail could also benefit the suspect. The facility to impose restrictive bail conditions
will on occasions reduce the time spent in custody for the purpose of securing evidence, including gathering
witness statements.

Plainly the exercise of a power to impose pre-charge bail conditions must be reasonable, necessary and
proportionate in the particular circumstances of the case. Judicial oversight would allow conditions imposed
to be checked against such criteria, as is possible at present with post-charge conditions.

Review of PACE

We are concerned that the relationship between the current review of PACE and its Codes of Practice and
the Criminal Justice and Sentencing Bill is not clear. It would be most unfortunate if important measures were
inadvertently excluded from both, or if the two proved to be in conflict.

A great deal hangs on the current review of PACE and its Codes of Practice. The European Convention
of Human Rights requires a balance to be struck between the rights of the individual and the protection of
the wider community, and this can only be achieved through sensitivity to the features of the particular case.
The rigid formalism of PACE often makes this impossible. In its present form PACE is too detailed,
confusing, and inflexible.
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APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by Barnardo’s (CJSB 16)

Introduction and General Comment

Barnardo’s welcomes the opportunity to make specific comments about the proposals relating to children
and young people in the White Paper “Justice for All”, however we would like to express our concern that
yet again the issues for children and young people in the criminal justice system appear to be an incidental
adjunct to a White Paper dealing predominantly with the adult system.

Almost all the current legislation governing measures for children and criminal justice has been based on
an adult system and we are disappointed that no consideration has been given to undertaking a separate and
comprehensive review of law and policy in relation to children.

Such an undertaking would be an excellent governmental response to the recent observations of the UN
Committee on the Rights of the Child relating to youth justice in the UK.

It is within this context that we would wish to make the following comments on the specific proposals within
the White Paper:

Pre Court and Early Intervention

Police bail conditions—we are concerned about the proposal that the Police have the power to impose bail
conditions even before a decision has been made as to whether there is a charge to answer. Police enquiries
can be lengthy and for a child to have their freedom of movement restricted for what, from their perspective,
is a long period could be counter- productive. There would also appear to be the suggestion that these powers
will significantly restrict the freedom of children to a greater extent than adults in a similar situation, which
we feel, is unnecessary and discriminatory.

Remand accommodation—we support the principal behind the proposals for extending fostering
provision for remanded children but have some reservations in two areas. Firstly, the reality of being able to
recruit such carers given the diYculties already experienced in identifying suYcient numbers of carers for
other looked after children. Secondly, we believe that children should not be removed from home under
criminal proceedings unless bail has been refused and we are concerned that intensive fostering as a bail
condition could have a net widening eVect.

10 and 11 year olds—we feel that the proposals around the involvement of the welfare agencies in criminal
matters for 10 and 11 year olds require much more thought. In principal, we would agree that the welfare
needs of all children in the criminal justice system should be of paramount importance but can see a number
of diYculties in implementation of the proposal as it currently stands. For example, what would be the legal
status of children during the 48 hour period suggested and where would they be placed in order for the
assessment to be completed?

The Youth Court and Sentencing

Grave crimes—Barnardo’s would support the proposal for removing children from the Crown Court and
the development of a “strengthened” youth court. We believe that this provision should be for all children
and that 16 and 17 year olds, who are legally children, should not be exempt. We would also like to see this
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as an opportunity to review the grave crimes provision, there is concern that the current definitions of
“gravity” are too broad and should be restricted only to oVences of substantial violence.

Sentencing—the youth justice system has recently seen rapid change and the implementation of a number
of new disposals. We feel that these existing reforms require more time to “bed in” and should not be subject
to further change at this stage.

The treatment of child defendants—we believe that the paramountcy principle should apply to child
defendants in the same way as recent developments and protections for child witnesses (Achieving Best
Evidence in Criminal Proceedings, Home OYce Jan 2002). This would include proper preparation for the
court appearance, access to pre trial therapy when appropriate and access to an intermediary if required.
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APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by Professor Lee Bridges (CJSB 19)

I understand that the Home AVairs Committee is conducting a pre-legislative scrutiny of the forthcoming
Criminal Justice and Sentencing Bill. I very much welcome this opportunity to comment on two specific
aspects of the proposed legislation. These are plans to increase generally the sentencing powers of magistrates
and to introduce a modified form of “sentence discount” in the magistrates’ court.

1. Magistrates’ Sentencing Powers

The White Paper, Justice for All, sets out plans to increase the general sentencing powers of magistrates’
courts, initially to a maximum of 12 months custody for a single oVence but with the possibility of later raising
this to 18 months. It appears to be the intention to implement such increases prior to the introduction of the
new sentencing framework outlined in Chapter 5 of the White Paper. Indeed, it remains unclear exactly how
the Government intends to translate these increased powers for magistrates into the new sentencing system.

I believe there is strong evidence to suggest that any general increase in magistrates’ sentencing powers will
greatly exacerbate the problem, identified in the Halliday report, of over-use by magistrates of relatively short
custodial sentences. As is now widely acknowledged, such sentences are expensive, contribute massively to
prison overcrowding and costs, and do little to prevent further oVending. Indeed, the policy aim articulated
in the White Paper and by Home OYce ministers on several occasions since is the exact opposite, to
discourage the use of short custodial sentences in favour of more community-based punishment.

It appears that the Government has proposed increased sentencing powers for magistrates as part of an
alternative package of reforms to reduce the number of cases in the Crown Court, now it has dropped
attempts to restrict the right of defendants to elect jury trial. Instead, both defendants and magistrates are to
be encouraged to have more either way cases dealt with summarily. To this end, the White Paper adopts a
proposal I have long advocated, to abolish the right of magistrates to commit cases to the Crown Court for
sentence following conviction in the magistrates’ court. This is intended to remove uncertainty for defendants
on where they might be sentenced if they agree to their cases being tried at magistrates’ court. As part of this
package, the Government also proposes to increase the sentencing powers of magistrates’ courts so as to give
magistrates greater confidence to agree to hear more either way cases.

Unfortunately, these two changes could serve to cancel each other out. In particular, by doubling or even
tripling the potential length of sentence that might be handed down by magistrates, the degree of uncertainly
for defendants and their legal advisers over sentencing by magistrates will actually increase. This could in turn
encourage more of them to exercise their right to elect for Crown Court. Also, the Halliday report pointed
to the much greater inconsistency in sentencing between magistrates’ courts than exists at Crown Court. The
scope for such inconsistency will be greatly widened if magistrates’ sentencing powers are increased.

More importantly, increasing magistrates’ sentencing powers at this time, and before the Government’s
overall sentencing reforms are enacted or implemented, would be to send entirely the wrong message from
the Government to magistrates. Rather than discouraging them in their use of custody, it would be giving a
political lead that increased use of custody is not only acceptable but eVectively sanctioned by the
Government. In this context, while there is evidence that governments can “talk up” sentencing, it is much
more diYcult for them to use their influence to bring about a reduction in the courts’ use of custody, especially
if at the same time the Government is legislating to increase their formal powers in this respect.

The most telling evidence as to the likely eVect of increasing magistrates’ sentencing powers lies in the
statistics on their current practices. As Appendix 2 of the Halliday report points out, between 1989 and 1991
the number of defendants given custodial sentences by magistrates increased nearly three-fold, from 18,200
to 53,000 per year (!191 per cent). In the same period there was a much more modest increase in numbers
sentenced to custody by the Crown Court, from 42,600 to 44,600 (!5 per cent). This suggests that it was
primarily magistrates who were responsible for the massive increase in the use of prison, especially short
custodial sentences of less than six months, in this period. Sentences of less than six months more than
doubled between 1989 and 1999.
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There is also the evidence relating to cases which are sent by magistrates to the Crown Court, either for
trial or sentence. In the period from 1991–92 to 2001–02, the number of defendants electing Crown Court
declined very substantially, from 35,584 to 14,956 (–58 per cent). As a proportion of all either way cases in
each of these years, cases tried in the Crown Court as a result of defendant elections fell from 5.7 per cent in
1991–92 to just 2.9 per cent in 2001–02. On the other hand, the number of either way defendants sent to Crown
Court by magistrates, either under a direction for trial or a committal for sentence, has been less amenable
to change. In 1991–92 a total of 72,294 either way cases were sent by magistrates to the Crown Court for trial
or sentence, and in 2001–02 this figure stood at 55,578 (–23 per cent). However, this was in the context of a
considerable fall in the total number of either way cases before the courts, from 625,291 in 1991–92 to 511,104
in 2001–02. As a result, cases sent by magistrates for trial or sentence in the Crown Court as a percentage of
all either way cases declined only very slightly, from 11.6 per cent in 1991–92 to 10.9 per cent in 2001–02.

Within these latter figures there was a significant shift following the introduction of the “plea before venue”
procedure in 1997, in how cases were sent to the Crown Court by magistrates. The aim behind “plea before
venue” was to reduce the number of cases magistrates felt it necessary to send to the Crown Court, by
requiring defendants to give an indication of their plea before the venue decision was made. It was hoped that
if magistrates could take account of early indications of guilty pleas and the eVects of this in terms of sentence
discounts, they would be able to retain more such cases for sentencing. However, “plea before venue” does
not appear to have had such an eVect. While the number of either way cases directed by magistrates to the
Crown Court for trial has been reduced, from 50,158 (or 9.8 per cent of all either way cases) in the year before
the start of “plea before venue”, to 36,740 in 2001–02 (7.8 per cent of all either way cases), there has been a
corresponding increase in magistrates’ committals for sentence, from 4,463 in the year before “plea before
venue” (or 1.1 per cent of either way cases) to 18,838 in 2001–02 (3.7 per cent of either way cases). In fact,
the immediate eVect of “plea before venue” in the intervening years was actually to increase the overall
proportion of either way cases sent by magistrates’ decision to the Crown Court either for trial or sentence.

If there has been relatively little change in magistrates’ decisions to send cases to the Crown Court, there
is also the evidence of what happens to such cases in terms of sentencing once they reach the Crown Court.
As the Auld report demonstrated, in 1999 no fewer than 19,000 out of 43,000 (44 per cent) either way cases
tried in the Crown Court where there was an conviction resulted in the defendant receiving a non-custodial
sentence, and in a further 5,000 such cases (12 per cent) the Crown Court handed down a custodial sentence
of less than six months (ie within the existing powers of magistrates). While these figures include a minority
of defendants who elected for Crown Court, those relating to magistrates’ committals for sentence are even
more revealing. These are cases where the defendant would have indicated a guilty plea, or opted for trial
before magistrates and been found guilty, and where magistrates would therefore had had full prior
knowledge of the circumstances of the oVence. On the basis of this knowledge, the magistrates would have
decided to send the defendants to Crown Court, presumably because they considered that a sentence of longer
than six months custody was deserved. Yet, in 7,000 out of 20,000 (35 per cent) such cases in 1999 the Crown
Court gave a non-custodial sentence, and in a further 5,000 (25 per cent) a custodial sentence of less than
six months.

The above evidence shows that:

— While the incidence of defendant elections for Crown Court has declined sharply, magistrates have
continued to send between 10 per cent and 12 per cent of either way cases to the Crown Court, either
for trial or sentence, throughout the past decade, despite the introduction of reforms such as “plea
before venue”.

— At the same time, in cases which magistrates retain for sentencing, their use of custody has expanded
nearly three-fold over the same period and they are now responsible for sending more people to
prison each year than the Crown Court.

— The majority of cases sent by magistrates to the Crown Court that result in a sentence receive a
punishment within the existing powers of magistrates.

These facts demonstrate, at the very lest, that no extension in magistrates’ sentencing powers is necessary
for them to deal with the majority of either way cases they currently send to the Crown Court. More
worryingly, they strongly indicate that if magistrates are given the opportunity to do so through being granted
increased sentencing powers, they may in fact give large numbers of defendants who they currently refer to
the Crown Court more severe punishments than are imposed by the Crown Court at present. In other words,
magistrates might impose custodial sentences where the Crown Court gives a non-custodial one, or sentences
of more than six months where the Crown Court gives one of less than six months. The number of cases likely
to be aVected could amount to well over 30,000 a year. This is an indication of the scale of the risk the
Government would be running, in terms of further increased use of custody by magistrates, under its present
proposals.

There are alternatives to the Government’s proposals. One would be to delay any increase in magistrates’
sentencing powers until the new sentencing framework proposed in the White Paper has been implemented.
Indeed, the Government has yet to indicate what level of sentencing power it would consider appropriate for
magistrates to exercise within the new system of sentencing outlined in Chapter 5 of the White Paper. A
second alternative would be to restrict any increase in sentencing powers to District Judges sitting in
magistrates’ courts. This would allow for the potential eVects of such increased powers to be more closely
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monitored and influenced through such measures as sentencing guidelines and training, as they would be
being exercised by a much smaller and more professional group within the judiciary. It may also be regarded
as more rational to distinguish the role and powers of professional District Judges from those of lay
magistrates in this way.

2. Sentence Discounts in Magistrates’ Courts

My concern in respect of this proposal can be more briefly stated. The White Paper states that.

Where magistrates have decided they could try a case which could also be tried in the Crown Court, they
could give the defendants an indication of the sort of sentence (custodial or non-custodial) they might receive
if they were to plead guilty at that point. Magistrates would be aware of relevant information, including
previous convictions, in doing this. This will encourage guilty defendants to plead guilty at the earliest
opportunity, rather than electing jury trial and then pleading guilty. An advance indication given by the
magistrates but rejected by the defendant would not tie the hand of the Crown Court judge when sentencing
on any subsequent guilty plea. A trial conducted by magistrates after an advance indication would be handled
by diVerent magistrates from those who gave the indication.

The implication of this proposal is that the present “plea before venue” procedure, introduced in 1997,
would be scrapped and replaced with an advance indication of sentence. Under the present procedure, a
defendant is first asked to indicate a plea before magistrates decide whether to accept jurisdiction to try the
case. However, the Government plan is that magistrates should revert to first deciding on venue without
knowledge of the defendant’s likely plea and, where they decide to accept jurisdiction, to then oVer defendants
an advance indication of sentence should they plead guilty. The lack of prior knowledge of plea by magistrates
in deciding venue could result in more cases being sent to the Crown Court for trial (as distinct from
committals for sentence), thereby reversing the impact of the introduction of “plea before venue”. More
importantly, it seems likely that most defendants who remain in the magistrates’ court will wish—or be
advised—to avail themselves of an advance indication of sentence. This will mean that much greater
information on the circumstances of oVences and defendants will need to be made routinely available to
magistrates’ court at an early stage of proceedings. This contrasts with the present situation, under “plea
before venue”, where a significant proportion of either way defendants in magistrates’ courts decide, on their
own volition or under advice from defence lawyers, to plead guilty at the earliest opportunity.

It therefore appears that the Government has failed to think through the implications of its plans for
sentence indications on the early procedures in magistrates’ courts. The Government needs to be asked to
explain exactly how it intends this new procedure to operate and to give an indication of its likely impact in
terms of delay and cost of early magistrates’ court proceedings.

I have written extensively on the above issues, in particular in my response to the Auld review where I set
out in some detail alternative proposals relating to case allocation and sentencing powers as between lay
magistrates, District Judges and the Crown Court. I would be happy to send a copy of this to you. In the
meantime, I attach a letter1 I have written today to Lord Falconer at the Home OYce challenging his claim
made at the recent Bar Conference that Home OYce research undermines my arguments by demonstrating
that the Crown Court makes greater use of custody than magistrates in similar cases.
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APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by The Children’s Society (CJSB 25)

1. Introduction

1.1 The Children’s Society is a national children’s charity with a wide range of projects including work
with children and young people who are involved in crime, drug abuse and those who are victims of
domestic violence.

1.2 This response is based upon both our practice experience and understanding of the implications of the
White Paper and anticipated measures in the forthcoming legislation for children and young people.
Following the Committee’s request we have kept our response to key points; we would be very willing to
provide any further information on all or any of the issues raised.

2. The Creation of a Strengthened Youth Court

2.1 The Children’s Society welcomes the proposal to limit the numbers of young defendants currently
appearing before the Crown Court. The creation of a new youth court with additional powers goes some way
to addressing the concerns expressed by the European Court in the case of Thompson and Venables and the
requirements of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child to which the UK Government is a signatory.

1 Not printed.
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We feel that all those under 18 years of age should be dealt with by such a specialist court, regardless of
whether there is an adult co-accused.

2.2 We are concerned to ensure however that this proposal does not deny young defendants the option of
jury trial and in this respect. we believe that the interests of the child or young person must be put first.

2.3 We note that the 5-point “purposes of sentencing” contained in the White Paper makes no reference
to the principle enshrined in previous legislation that the welfare of the child should be a paramount
consideration of the youth court. This must be upheld.

3. Juvenile Sentencing

3.1 The proposed changes to the Action Plan Order are likely to create further confusion, particularly
given the stated need within the White Paper to simplify the range of sentencing options available for juveniles
in order to promote understanding and flexibility within juvenile sentencing. The proposals place the future
of the Supervision Order in doubt.

3.2 The Children’s Society welcomes the recognition contained within the White Paper that custodial
powers in relation to 10 and 11 year olds should not be increased.

3.3 The proposed new powers for courts to commission investigations from the local authority into the
circumstances of children appearing before youth courts is a possible area of concern. The Children’s Society
is worried that this will place additional pressure upon already over-stretched resources and duplicate powers
which the local authority already has with regard to children through the Children Act 1989.

4. Sentence Discounts for Early Pleas

4.1 Whilst we would support measures to reduce unnecessary delays in the processing of court cases we
have some concerns that young and vulnerable defendants may be particularly susceptible to pressure to
admit oVences in order to conclude matters as quickly as possible.

5. Custody Plus for Juveniles

5.1 The Children’s Society is concerned that the introduction of “custody plus” sentences for juveniles will
complicate an already complex sentencing tariV and could lead to longer sentences for non-serious crimes.
We recognise that short Detention and Training Order sentences are proving diYcult to manage within the
juvenile secure estate due to the short length of stay and pressure for places. However, we believe that the
remedy should be to take steps to limit the use of custody for juveniles rather than increase the length of stay.

6. Police Bail

6.1 We are concerned that conditions on police bail prior to charge may interfere with young people’s
voluntary attendance for reprimand and final warning schemes.

7. Victims

7.1 The Children’s Society supports measures that will improve the eYciency and eVectiveness of the
criminal justice system, particularly in the treatment of victims. We are concerned that any consideration of
the rights and needs of victims in terms of the proposed new Victim’s Charter should include specific
consideration of child victims.

7.2 There is clearly a need to achieve a balance between protecting and supporting victims and defendants’
rights to fair and just treatment by the courts.

8. Public Attitudes

8.1 The Children’s Society recognises the importance of addressing the public’s fear of crime, especially
where the issue of youth crime is concerned. A programme of public education should be embarked upon
which would enable the public to be better informed and would lessen public anxiety about crime. We believe
that this in turn could encourage support for a programme of reform that would lead to a reduction in the
use of custody, particularly for children and young people under 18 years.
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9. The Needs of Black and Minority Ethnic Young People

9.1 The Children’s Society welcomes the commitment from Government to improve its understanding of
and take action about the scale and causes of the over-representation of minority ethnic groups at the stages
of arrest and custody. The Children’s Society has commissioned its own research into the experiences of Black
young people of the youth justice system, in partnership with the University of Central England, and hopes
to be able to contribute to the Government’s investigation into this issue.

10. Domestic Violence

10.1 The Children’s Society supports any measures that would ensure that children and adults who are at
risk of, or victims of, domestic violence are oVered the greatest protection and support by the civil and
criminal justice systems. Children and young people are often the hidden victims of this type of abuse and we
would welcome a response that recognised the need to pay attention to the needs and opinions of children
and young people living with domestic violence.

11. Drug Testing

11.1 The Children’s Society is concerned by the proposals to introduce compulsory drug testing for under
18s. Due to lack of resources currently available to carry out this type of testing it is likely that it will be
conducted through adult oriented services that may not be appropriate for young people. As a consequence
the breach rate is likely to be high.

12. Parenting Orders

12.1 The proposed extension of compulsory parenting programmes to juveniles and Parenting Orders for
the parents of young oVenders is a concern. Parents often tell our staV that they would welcome support and
have often requested help at a much earlier stage. Services need to be organised in such a way so that help and
advice is accessed as soon as it is required, rather than being triggered by entry into the criminal justice system.
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APPENDIX 5

Memorandum submitted by Monica Dyer (CJSB 22)

My main concerns about the proposals in the White Paper, “Justice for All”, are:

1. Rules of Evidence—Previous Convictions

I think it would be dangerously unfair to allow evidence of previous convictions or misconduct. What is
at issue in any trial is whether or not the defendant has committed a particular (current) oVence. It is not going
to help a previous oVender now “going straight” to have it implied that, because he has indulged in criminal
activity in the past, then he is guilty of the current oVence.

If there is not enough direct evidence implicating the defendant in the current oVence, then the case should
not come to trial.

2. Double Jeopardy

I am against any change in the rule on double jeopardy as I do not see how the second trial could ever be
fair. However limited the proposed scheme in terms of seriousness of oVence and weight of new evidence,
such “safeguards” would only signal to the new jury that anything other than conviction was inconceivable.
The second trial would not really be a trial (but a sort of show trial) as it would not start with a presumption
of innocence.

In the long term, allowing second trials might result in the police thinking that thorough investigation was
not necessary (something might turn up later).

Moreover, as the very existence of the White Paper indicates, our criminal justice system is overburdened.
To me, retrying people does not seem a sensible use of resources.

If, despite my concerns, the Government’s proposal becomes law, I would urge that the power not be
retrospective. In my view, people already acquitted, even if guilty should be left in peace.

November 2002
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APPENDIX 6

Memorandum submitted by the General Council of the Bar of England and Wales (CJSB 20)

Preamble

The Bar Council 2 is a strong supporter and advocate of reform of the criminal justice system in the public
interest and consistent with the interests of justice.

As such, much of the weight of the reforms, predicated by the White Paper “Justice for All”, are to be
welcomed as beneficial to victims, witnesses and those working in the court system.

However, we do diVer with the proposals on certain key issues of principle, and we are pleased to take this
opportunity to put these very real concerns before the Committee.

Police Power to Impose Conditions on a Suspect’s Bail Before Charge

We fully support any reforms to improve the quality of police investigation. However, we do not think it
appropriate or justified for a new power to be given to the police to attach conditions to bail in circumstances
where there may be little or no evidence against a suspect. In the event that the new power is introduced, we
recommend that it be limited, regulated and that the suspect be given access to the courts by way of appeal.

Reforms to the Rules of Evidence, Including Greater Disclosure of Past Criminal Convictions

We consider that the Law Commission is right to suggest a code setting out the circumstances in which
previous misconduct of any victim, witness or defendant is admissible. This would provide clear guidance to
all as to the principles to be applied, and ensure uniformity of approach by the courts, building on the existing
regime, where admissibility is linked to the probative value of the facts.

Advance Indication of Sentence Discounts for Early Guilty Pleas

We support an open and structured system of advance indication of sentence on an early guilty plea.

Extension of Magistrates’ Sentencing Powers From Six to 12 months

We have concerns about the proposal that magistrates’ sentencing powers should be increased. We believe
that the lasting eVect of such a change would be to increase the prison population (currently 72,000, a great
deal higher than in the rest of Europe). The Halliday report found that magistrates are the prime reason for
an increase in the use of short sentences. Research shows that it is these short-term sentences that do not work.
We see no benefit to society as a whole in increasing the prison population when the eVect of short sentences
is negative. There is already a substantial disparity between magistrates’ courts over sentencing. Increasing
powers will magnify that disparity. Real alternatives to short sentences need to be made eVective (see below).

Erosion of Trial by Jury in Serious Fraud and Other Cases

We support the retention of trial by jury as the only system of trial in all cases above a certain level of
seriousness. No coherent case has been made out for the proposed erosions of jury trial. Departure from jury
trial, which enjoys enormous public confidence, cannot be justified simply on grounds of expediency.

Juries are representative of society as a whole. The involvement of the citizen in the criminal justice system,
serving on a jury underlines society’s connection with its own laws. The collective wisdom and experience of
a jury can never be matched by a judge sitting alone.

The judiciary is universally respected for its independence and impartiality. To permit trial by judge alone
would potentially expose the judiciary to accusations that these qualities were being undermined to the
disadvantage and discredit of the system as a whole.

We also oppose the suggestion of trial by judge alone in cases of suspected jury interference and other long
cases. Suspected jury interference can be dealt with by the judge ordering jury protection. Trial by judge alone
does not provide a mechanism for dealing with complex public interest immunity issues that frequently arise
in these cases.

We are of the view that there should be one universally respected system of trial for serious oVences.
Accordingly we oppose the defendant having the right to elect trial by judge alone. We regard this as a
potentially divisive development. We note that the UN Rapporteur has warned that these proposals risk
diminishing public confidence in the judiciary.

2 The Bar Council represents 14,000 barristers in England and Wales. Its members act for prosecution and defence in equal
measure.
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There is no evidence to suggest juries do not understand fraud cases which normally revolve around
whether a defendant has been dishonest. The serious fraud conviction rate is currently running at 86 per cent,
which suggests a degree of understanding leading to a preparedness to convict. The discipline imposed on
prosecutors having to present their cases to juries encourages focus on matters in issue. The conduct of fraud
trials can be improved in other ways: more training of judges to adopt a more interventionist approach,
ensuring issues are better distilled, and the adoption of the Law Commission’s recommendation of an easily
understood oVence of fraud.

Relaxation of the Double-Jeopardy Rule for Serious OVences (Including Manslaughter, Rape and Robbery)
Where Compelling New evidence Comes to Light

We are of the view that the principle behind double jeopardy is of fundamental importance to the criminal
justice system. Verdicts should not be provisional. The prosecution must continue to face the burden of
having to present the most robust case, based on diligent and thorough-going investigation.

Furthermore, the inevitable media hounding that would follow any erosion of the rule is not an acceptable
feature in a civilised society. There are compelling reasons for retaining the rule without any qualification.

The Government has totally failed to address the issue of pre-trial publicity and its prejudicial eVect on
the system.

Introduction of Custody Minus, Custody Plus and Intermittent Custody Schemes

There is much to be said for the innovative sentencing proposals (assuming suYcient funds are to be
available). For the proposals to work, there must be increased human and financial resources. Customised
community sentences will bring together all existing community sentences, allowing courts to choose between
the options for individual oVenders. We welcome these proposals.

Reform of Youth Courts and Juvenile Sentences

There are only a limited number of the most serious cases where the young defendant will be tried in the
Crown Court on his own. We consider that such cases should continue to be tried in that forum, subject to
practical safeguards, regardless of the ages of the young defendants. Any distinction by age is an arbitrary
one and is unlikely to be related to the seriousness of the alleged oVence; it is the oVence and the repercussions
of conviction that should continue to be the main concern when considering the appropriate place of trial.

We consider that the exclusion of a defendant from the “special measures” under the Youth Justice and
Criminal Evidence Act 1999 is illogical and cannot be justified. The extension of these measures to a defendant
provides a simple and eVective means of ensuring a young defendant’s full participation at trial.

Our objections to the proposed strengthened youth court include: the lack of a judiciary and lay magistracy
representative of the age and ethnic mix of the population as a whole; the fact that decisions as to guilt and
innocence in serious cases not currently tried in the youth court will be taken by the judiciary and lay
magistracy; and the possibility that the judge may have access to more information about the defendant than
his lay magistrates, thereby unbalancing the tribunal.

Where a young defendant is jointly charged with an adult, and where there are sound reasons why the cases
should be tried together, the case should remain in the Crown Court. We support the option that the young
defendant should be tried with his adult co-defendant in the Crown Court before a jury. We do not believe
that the right of an adult co-defendant to a trial by jury should be removed. The court room and the trial
process can be adapted to suit the needs of justice and the young defendant. The recent Practice Direction in
this regard by Lord Bingham should be adhered to and given time to work eVectively.

Reform of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974

If there is to be change, we support the suggestion that the requirement to disclose be explained as part of
the sentencing process, and that further guidance be made available through the appropriate agencies; the
money to fund such guidance will have to be provided. We recommend a buVer period of two years for
sentences up to four years, and four years for longer sentences.

We agree with the proposals regarding cautions, bind overs, absolute discharge orders and conditional
discharge orders. In the case of community orders, we suggest a set disclosure period of 2 years or expiry of
the order, whichever is the later. We agree “that the civil and criminal courts should be exempted from the
disclosure scheme”. We support the recommendation regarding retrospection.
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APPENDIX 7

Memorandum submitted by JUSTICE (CJSB 10)

1. JUSTICE is a British-based, all-party, law reform and human rights organisation. It seeks greater
fairness, eVectiveness and the advancement of human rights within the legal system. JUSTICE works through
policy-orientated research; interventions in court proceedings; education and training; briefings; lobbying
and policy advice. It is the British section of the International Commission of Jurists.

2. This written evidence is based upon JUSTICE’s detailed response to the White Paper of October 2002,
a copy of which is available on request. Our evidence concentrates on the issues in which the Committee is
interested that we believe are the most important.

Pre-charge Bail Conditions—Paragraph 3.363

3. JUSTICE opposes this proposal—it may entail the imposition of onerous restrictions on the liberty of
individuals who have not even been charged with any oVence. Presumably, it is intended that the police have
power to impose bail conditions where they delay charging a suspect due to the CPS’s role in formulating the
most appropriate charge. Surely the police could charge if conditions were necessary, with the CPS reviewing
appropriateness of the charge later. Bail conditions can seriously curtail a person’s liberty and care needs to
be taken in their imposition. Breach will lead to the penalty of arrest.

4. The White Paper mentions “judicial safeguards”. If this provision is to be introduced, we strongly
recommend that:

(a) it be restricted to cases where public safety is at risk;

(b) the only condition be not to contact an alleged victim or witness;

(c) there be judicial safeguards, including the provision of written reasons, strict time limits and right of
appeal to a magistrate.

Bad Character—Paragraph 4.54

5. Rules regulating the admission of evidence of a defendant’s bad character have been developed over
many years to ensure a fair trial, in which the decision maker is not prejudiced by information of little
relevance, which may lead to the “forbidden reasoning” that because someone committed an oVence in the
past they are more likely to have committed the subject oVence. The presumption of innocence, indeed the
adversarial process itself, depends on the proposition that the prosecution must prove each case against an
accused, on every occasion it charges.

6. The White Paper proposes change to these rules by allowing the judge to decide if convictions are
relevant, leaving the jury to decide what weight to attach to them. The proposed test is “where a defendant’s
previous convictions or other misconduct are relevant to an issue in the case, then unless the court considers
that information will have a disproportionate eVect, [jurors] should be allowed to know about it”4. JUSTICE
believes that the reasoning behind this approach eVectively creates a presumption of guilt. Extensive research5

shows that admission of evidence of previous misconduct, prima facie, has a prejudicial eVect. We recognise,
however, that reform is necessary, particularly to stop gratuitous irrelevant attacks on witnesses’ character.

7. The Law Commission6 demonstrated that the present law is inconsistent and can inhibit the defence by
preventing imputations against witnesses, central to the defence case, from being aired. Its balanced approach
adopts the same test for all witnesses, namely, bad character evidence may be admitted if linked to the central
set of facts at issue. Otherwise, leave is required. Importantly, it recommended additional protection for
defendants—the court must consider the probative value of the evidence and whether admission is in the
interest of justice, with tighter restrictions if the evidence only goes to the question of propensity. This
approach, formulated by the Commission into a draft bill, provides a structured framework for admissibility.

Hearsay—Paragraph 4.60

8. JUSTICE believes the present rules need rationalising—they are complex, misunderstood and can
operate unfairly for both prosecution and defendant. However, the purpose of the rule against hearsay is to
protect the defendant against evidence not given on oath. It is based on the presumption that truth is best
discovered by hearing unrehearsed evidence, on oath or aYrmation, of witnesses who have actually perceived
relevant events and who are cross-examined in court. Hearsay evidence involves out-of-court statements

3 Paragraph references refer to those in White Paper
4 Paragraph 4.57
5 Referred to in our detailed response to the White Paper, p 35 & 32, including Dr Lloyd-Bostock, The EVect on Juries of Hearing
About the Defendant’s Previous Criminal Record: A Simulation Study, [2000] Crim LR 734, and The EVect on Magistrates of
Learning that the Defendant has a Previous Conviction, Research Papers 2000, 3/00 for the LCD.

6 Law Com No 273, Evidence of Bad Character in Criminal Proceedings, 2001.
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where the statement-maker cannot be cross-examined. Their demeanour, a strong indicator of their veracity,
cannot be observed.

9. In international law,7 a fundamental element of the equality of arms principle is the right of the accused
to call and to question witnesses, with the same legal powers of compelling the attendance of, and questioning,
any witnesses as the prosecution. There are limitations to this right, but any limitation must not infringe the
rights of the defence to an unacceptable degree. Common law and international standards of fairness prohibit
the admission of evidence which may place the defendant at an unfair disadvantage, or which deny him or
her the opportunity to test prosecution evidence.

10. It is important to recognise the fundamental diVerences between civil and criminal justice systems—
rules from one cannot easily be transported to the other. The criminal standard of proof beyond reasonable
doubt demands that convictions be sustained by evidence of undoubted reliability. Greater dangers may flow
from the admissibility of hearsay evidence in criminal cases—wrongful conviction—than in civil cases.

11. Proposals are made to allow automatic admission of evidence which cannot be given in court because
of “good reason”, with judicial discretion as to what “other evidence of this sort” should be admitted.8 More
detail is clearly required before a final opinion can be given, but we suggest that the Law Commission’s report
on the subject be thoroughly considered.9 It recommended there be very limited discretion to admit
statements of absent witnesses only where the interests of justice require it and, as admission would become
easier, stressed the importance of adequate defence safeguards, including a duty on judges to direct an
acquittal where a case rests solely or partially on hearsay evidence and that evidence was so unconvincing
that any conviction based thereon would be unsafe.10

Sentence Discount—Paragraph 4.41

12. The proposals for a clearer system of sentence discount, with safeguards to protect the defendant, have
the advantage of adding transparency to the existing ad hoc system. Many practitioners and many defendants
will be happy to avail themselves of them where they see an advantage.

13. There remain, however, at least five reasons why we should be careful of extending even this form of
plea-bargaining:

(a) it will give rise to undue pressure on defendants, some of whom will plead when they are not,
themselves, convinced of their guilt;

(b) there are human rights and discrimination issues;

(c) plea-bargaining tends to discredit the criminal justice system;

(d) the rationale for plea-bargaining is insuYciently strong;

(e) the size of the available discounts will potentially distort the consistency of sentencing for diVerent
oVences.11

14. JUSTICE opposes any extension of plea-bargaining. Understandable though the attractions are, both
for government in terms of saving money and some defendants in terms of reducing their likely sentence, they
do not safely outweigh the objections. There is a clear need for up-to-date research into the guilty plea process,
because introducing this system without acknowledging the present diYculties may well cause prejudice and
miscarriages of justice that would be diYcult to detect and rectify.

Non-jury Fraud Trials—Paragraph 4.31

15. JUSTICE opposes removal of the right to jury trial in fraud cases, as indeed we oppose granting the
right to elect trial by judge. The jury is the conscience of the community. Given its fundamentally democratic
nature, arguments for removal of cases from its consideration must be particularly strong. We perceive a very
real danger that public perception of the entire criminal justice system will be adversely aVected if there is seen
to be “trial by lawyer” of, often, white-collar defendants, particularly those which result in an acquittal. The
central issue in a fraud trial is often whether an accused acted dishonestly, one that juries are well able to
decide.

16. Arguments for abolition—trial complexity and length—have not been empirically tested. It is by no
means clear that juries acquit in fraud cases because they cannot understand complex evidence. If this is so,
surely the professionals are responsible for ensuring juries do understand. Better trial procedures and
presentational aides may help. Deferral of jury service with better recompense and jury facilities could solve
problems caused by trial length.

7 See article 14(3)(e) of the ICCPR and article 6(3)(d) of the European Convention on Human Rights.
8 Paragraph 4.61.
9 Law Com Report 245, Evidence in Criminal Proceedings: Hearsay and related topics.
10 Ibid, p 202.
11 Please note that this is a very brief summary of our detailed response.
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New Sentences—Paragraph 5.19

17. JUSTICE welcomes the expressed aim to eVect a reduction in short-term prison sentences, along with
the acknowledgement that such sentences are ineVective and expensive and that imprisonment should be seen
as a sanction of last resort. JUSTICE welcomes the new sentences if they achieve this aim, although we are
concerned that they may not.

Magistrates’ Sentencing Powers—Paragraph 4.19

18. We are concerned about the very real danger that an increase in the sentencing powers of magistrates
will lead to a general increase in all sentences handed out. However, JUSTICE would not oppose the increase
proposed, subject to the following provisos, that:

(a) the right to elect for trial by jury remain for all “either-way” oVences, with no intermediate court tier
being introduced;

(b) the proposed “Custody Plus” sentence be introduced;

(c) any Magistrates’ Court exercising increased sentencing power include a District Judge;

(d) implementation of clear sentencing guidelines to deter inappropriate gaol sentences.

Defence Disclosure and Adverse Inferences—Paragraph 3.46

19. The White Paper proposes that a court will be able to draw more inferences from an inadequate defence
case statement by widening matters on which an inference may be drawn, and removing the requirement that
the prosecution obtain permission from the judge before commenting on discrepancies between the statement
and the defence at trial.12 It further proposes that the defence must produce details of unused expert evidence
and witnesses.

20. JUSTICE believes that these proposals are unacceptable. They would actively introduce inappropriate
inequality of arms into criminal trials. In eVect, the defence would be forced to let the prosecution know of,
and potentially destroy, the defence case without the prosecution having even to establish a case to answer.

21. Pre-verdict forced disclosure of unused expert witness statements obtained by the defence would
involve a breach of legal professional privilege, and would have the eVect of dissuading the defence from
seeking them. Often unexpected expert evidence can turn a case—it would be unfair for the defence to be
dissuaded from seeking evidence that may exonerate, for fear that it must be disclosed with potentially
negative consequences.

Double Jeopardy—Paragraph 4.63

22. JUSTICE is concerned at removal of the double jeopardy rule. If reform is thought necessary, we
propose that retrial be limited to murder cases where there is a risk to public safety. The fresh evidence criteria
should be limited to fresh scientific evidence not reasonably available at the original trial.
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APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by the Law Society (CJSB 15)

This paper summarises the Law Society’s main concerns about the Criminal Justice White Paper. It draws
extensively on the experience of the Society’s Criminal Law Committee, which is comprised of defence
practitioners, senior prosecutors, a District Judge, legal advisers (previously known as Justices’ Clerks) and
an academic lawyer. A number of the Committee sit as Recorders.

In this paper, we comment briefly on just a few selected issues. There are other matters we consider equally
important, which we have not commented on, such as juries in serious fraud cases, as our position is well
rehearsed elsewhere.

Although we welcome the extent to which the White Paper reflects some movement from the earlier
indications of the Government’s likely position, the White Paper still suVers from underlying philosophical
flaws. The rhetoric is aspirational but the use of such phrases as “search for the truth” are cosmetic. The Law
Society has long had concerns over the increasing trend to graft inquisitorial elements onto our existing
adversarial system without the essential safeguards required in an inquisitorial system such as judicial
oversight of police investigations. Indeed, the White Paper explicitly refers to adopting a civil approach to
reform of disclosure and admissibility in criminal proceedings. The question of whether we should adopt an
inquisitorial system in place of an adversarial system has not been addressed by the White Paper. The Society
is concerned that an uncomfortable hybrid may be developing. If an inquisitorial model is to be seriously

12 Paragraph 3.52.
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considered, there must be a full examination of the diVerent models and a clear and honest debate on the
preferred model and the reasons for that choice.

The Law Society also regrets lost opportunities to make eVective reform of practical matters. One example
is current media frenzy surrounding some cases, which we consider to be a real danger to the integrity of the
criminal justice system. Some trials take place under a media spotlight of misinformed, inaccurate and biased
reporting so that the ability of the system to deliver justice is undermined. Payments to witnesses and trial by
media has a debilitating eVect on confidence in the criminal justice system. Trial by media now means that
there are those whose lives are eVectively ruined despite an acquittal. As it seems unlikely that the proposals
to regulate payment to witnesses will be implemented and given the continued unrestrained reporting of cases
pre-trial, the Society now reluctantly concludes that there should be a ban on reporting of the personal details
of all parties in criminal proceedings unless and until there is a conviction.

Another lost opportunity is in the area of court security. Lord Justice Auld recommended a designated
court security service. This is not touched on by the White Paper. Civil and criminal courts are eVectively
unprotected. Those security staV present are not employed to intervene in violent incidents involving
witnesses, members of the public, court staV, the judiciary or advocates. The administration of justice must
take place in a safe and respected environment. CCTVs that can assist investigations after the event are not
a solution.

Bail

The Law Society believes that depriving a person of their liberty, or constraining their freedom can never
be taken lightly.

The White Paper proposes to extend police powers so that they can impose bail conditions on persons who
are suspects, but against whom there is insuYcient evidence to charge. The Law Society accepts that in the
CPS charging pilots, the pre-charge investigation period took longer, and that accordingly—if the cases being
dealt with by the pilot is to be extended to include the more serious and complex cases—then pre-charge bail
is a logical step, in the pilot areas.

There is, however, a real risk that the power will be overused and that conditional pre-charge bail will
become the norm rather than the exception. Rights of appeal against bail conditions with public funding for
representation in such an appeal should be incorporated in the primary legislation to ensure that the power
is not misused. Restricting the freedom of movement of persons not yet before the courts must never become
a matter of routine.

Previous Convictions

The Law Society opposes the Government’s proposals for allowing information about previous
misconduct to be given during trials. We consider that most of the examples in the White Paper are adequately
catered for by the existing rules on similar fact evidence. It is therefore misleading to suggest that the
legislation requires amending, rather than the current practice or procedure.

The Law Commission recently examined the issues thoroughly, before publishing proposed draft
legislation, which formalised the procedures for admissibility of previous misconduct, and removed the “tit
for tat” element that is a feature of the current regime. We accept the principle of the Law Commission’s
proposals. The Government’s draft clauses go beyond the Commission’s proposals. We do not consider that
the justification for this has been adequately made out.

There is a real risk that if the Government’s proposals are implemented, many defendants will be convicted
because of their history, and not because there is evidence that they committed the particular oVence for
which they are charged. Such an outcome would be counter to the Government’s wish to rehabilitate
oVenders, quite apart from being wholly unjust. We believe the legislation will result in less thorough
investigations and more miscarriages of justice.

If the wrong person is convicted then this is a miscarriage for the wrongly convicted, for the victim and for
society. Confidence in the criminal justice system requires confidence that convictions are reliable.

Juries in Youth Cases

We reject the proposal to deny young defendants the same right to a jury trial in the most serious cases,
which is aVorded to an adult defendant.

In our response to the Criminal Courts Review, we suggested that there was no reason why a judge and jury
could not sit in the youth court. The culture of the youth court already incorporates the Lord Chief Justice’s
recommendations to make the process less intimidating for child defendants in ways that the Crown Court
seems as yet unable to do.

Given our view that for grave crimes a youth should still have the right to jury trial and that the youth court
should incorporate a jury, we see no reason why the adult co-defendant cannot follow the youth, rather than
the youth following the adult into the Crown Court.
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Jury Composition

The proposal to increase the pool of potential jurors and to enforce rigorously the requirements to attend
are welcome, particularly in the context of lengthy and complex cases. The Society considers jury summoning
areas should be aligned with court committal areas, to help ensure that the ethnic make up of juries is more
representative, and to reduce the risk that black defendants from one geographical area are tried by an all
white jury summoned from a completely diVerent geographical area.
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APPENDIX 9

Memorandum submitted by the Legal Action Group (CJSB 23)

The Legal Action Group is a national charity committed to improving access to justice, particularly for
the vulnerable and the socially excluded. LAG works with lawyers and advisers to improve standards and
knowledge of social welfare and criminal law amongst practitioners, by publishing legal handbooks and a
monthly magazine, and providing training for lawyers and advisers. We also comment and campaign
extensively on social welfare and criminal law issues, on administration of justice and on the delivery of
publicly funded legal services. LAG does not represent any particular interest group: our primary concern is
with quality and access to justice for the users and potential users of legal services and the courts.

LAG welcomes the opportunity of submitting written evidence to the Committee’s enquiry on the Criminal
Justice and Sentencing bill. In accordance with the Committee’s request, we have restricted the length of this
submission to a bare summary of our views. However, we would be happy to expand on any particular points
if the Committee asks us to do so.

1. Police Power to Impose Conditions on a Suspect’s Bail Before Charge

LAG’s view is that giving police powers to impose bail conditions before charge would be acceptable, but
only if these powers were subject to a maximum time limit. There should also be adequate judicial safeguards,
with express provision for legal aid to allow challenges to bail conditions imposed. Otherwise, suspects might
be caught by serious delays, especially if the decision on charging moves from the police to the Crown
Prosecution Service.

2. Reforms to the Rules of Evidence

(i) Previous misconduct: It is not clear exactly what changes are intended, apart from putting the existing
common law “similar fact” rule onto a statutory footing. This rule already allows evidence of
previous misconduct to be admitted, but the judge must assess whether the probative value of the
evidence is suYciently great to outweigh its prejudicial eVect.
The white paper suggests that the judge should be able to decide whether the previous convictions
are “suYciently relevant”. If the courts were to be left to decide the meaning of relevance, then LAG
would not object to the proposed legislation. However, if relevance were to be given a statutory
definition wider than in the present common law rule, we would be very concerned about the extent
to which this would undermine judicial discretion. A wider definition would also be likely to increase
the number of trials where the prosecution tried to use such evidence, and would lead to a
corresponding increase in the length of trials as the defence tried to challenge admissibility, and/or
adduce evidence to disprove that the alleged misconduct took place.

(ii) Hearsay evidence: We do not agree that hearsay evidence should be made more readily admissible,
as in the civil courts. In criminal proceedings, the prosecution is required to prove its case beyond
reasonable doubt, and a defendant may well face loss of liberty as a result of conviction. This is very
diVerent to a party facing liability in a civil claim. At present, hearsay evidence is only admitted at
the discretion of the court, because the source of the statement is not available for cross-
examination. The court’s discretion to exclude hearsay evidence is an important protection, and the
case for now removing it has not been made out.

(iii) Disclosure: We strongly disagree with the proposal that the defence should be required to make
advance disclosure of its witness list. Within an adversarial system, there are principled reasons why
it is inappropriate to import civil style procedures into criminal proceedings. We also foresee several
reasons why this proposal would be unworkable in practice.

Likewise, we disagree with the proposal that the defence should be required to disclose unused expert
witness reports. There may be good reasons why an undisclosed report has been obtained by the defence,
including assisting cross-examination. The prosecution, on the other hand, has easy access to expertise for
this purpose.

Our views on both these points are set out in more detail in our response to the Home OYce, dated 16th
September, which is attached (not printed).
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On the broader question of the current disclosure regime, we object to the white paper’s suggestion that
measures need to be taken to reduce “tactical manoeuvring by the defence”. The report by PlotnikoV and
Woolfson, A fair balance? Evaluation of the operation of disclosure law’ (2001) found widespread evidence of
poor practice by the police and the CPS, and an absence of consensus about what disclosure can be reasonably
demanded from the defence. Before any further changes are introduced, the concerns of this report should
be fully considered, and an assessment made of the impact of changes introduced by the Attorney General’s
recent guidelines.

3. Advance Indication of Sentence Discounts for Early Guilty Pleas

We have serious concerns about this proposal, both on matters of principle and because of practical
consequences.

— It would eVectively penalise defendants who wanted to exercise their right to put the prosecution to
proof. It is also likely to put pressure on innocent defendants to plead guilty, despite the safeguards
suggested by the white paper.

— It would undermine the principled approach to sentencing advocated elsewhere in the white paper;
this, in turn, is likely to lead to widespread public confusion and dissatisfaction—particularly for
victims.

— The “plea before venue” procedure currently requires either-way defendants to give an indication
of plea before magistrates take any decision on trial venue. This procedure would eVectively be
displaced by early sentence indications, since it is highly unlikely that defendants would be willing
to enter a plea until they know the probable sentence for a plea of guilty.

— The white paper accepts that early indications in the magistrates’ court would require consideration
of all relevant information, including previous convictions. Presumably mitigation factors would
also need to be taken into account. This would increase the burden on magistrates in the early stages
of a case, leading to limited overall saving in court time.

— Without adequate safeguards, routine discounts for an early guilty plea might well lead to “over-
charging” by the prosecution, in an attempt to secure an outcome similar to an undiscounted
sentence for the lesser charge.

4. Extension of Magistrates’ Sentencing Powers

We do not think that the consequences of this proposal have been properly considered and we believe that
a number of problems would arise:

— Extending the maximum custodial sentence available to magistrates would increase the uncertainty
facing either-way defendants in the magistrates’ court, giving them a perverse incentive to elect trial
by jury. This is the reverse of the Government’s intention and would undermine the eVect of
abolishing committals for sentence.

— Increasing magistrates’ sentencing powers would exacerbate the inconsistency that already exists
between the sentencing practices of diVerent magistrates’ courts.

— There is a danger of an overall, upward drift in the severity of magistrates’ sentencing as a result of
increasing their powers. Defendants sent by magistrates to the Crown Court for trial or for sentence
after conviction often receive a non-custodial punishment or a custodial term that would have been
within magistrates’ own powers. This suggests that, if magistrates’ have increased powers but are
no longer able to commit defendants to the Crown Court for sentence, they will be tempted to use
the more serious penalties available to them. This would increase prison overcrowding and would
be contrary to the Government’s objective of reducing the use of short custodial sentences.

If magistrates’ sentencing powers must be increased, LAG strongly urges the Government to delay
implementing this until the proposed Sentencing Guidelines Council is fully operational. There should also
be national rollout of the new sentencing framework endorsed by the white paper. This would limit
magistrates to “custody plus” of up to twelve months—consisting of up to three months’ custodial sentence
served in full, followed by a maximum of nine months’ supervision in the community.

5. Removing Right to Jury Trial for Fraud and Other Complex Cases

LAG disagrees with this proposal, for the following reasons.

— To create an idea in the public mind that certain cases are inappropriate for juries would have the
eVect of undermining public commitment to this aspect of citizenship.

— In fraud trials, the jury’s fact-finding role is usually central to the case; as in any case involving
dishonesty, whether the accused is telling the truth about his/her intentions is often the key issue in
deciding culpability.
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— With so few cases aVected by such a change, it is diYcult to see how criteria for directing judge-only
trials could be operated consistently.

— Singling out a small number of cases for diVerent treatment would give the impression of unfairness
and may generate challenges under the Human Rights Act 1998.

— The Law Commission’s proposals for simplification of the law on fraud, creating a single oVence,
should be given careful consideration before any changes are made to mode of trial.

— To the extent that there are problems in trials of fraud and other complex cases, these could be
addressed by improving case management; by allowing judges to provide juries with a written note
of the issues in the case (as suggested in the white paper); and by implementing improved conditions
for jurors—including better compensation for loss of earnings and other expenses

However, LAG believes that the option of trial by judge alone should be given to all Crown Court
defendants. In some cases, especially where there has been adverse publicity or public revulsion, the defendant
may find this mode of trial preferable. Equally, the defendant should retain the right to be tried by jury,
without being at risk of greater costs penalties as a result of this decision.

6. Removal of Restrictions on Drawing Inferences From Statements

LAG disagrees with the proposal to remove restrictions on the jury being invited to draw inferences from
discrepancies between the pre-trial defence statement and the defence case at trial. It is not at all clear why
the existing provisions need to be expanded, and in particular why leave of the court would no longer be
required before comments on the discrepancy are made by one of the parties. This proposal also ignores the
implications of recent research findings on disclosure (PlotnikoV and Woolfson, cited above).

7. Relaxation of the Double Jeopardy Rule

LAG accepts that there are some attractions in the argument that limited classes of acquittals could be
subject to retrial. However, we are not satisfied that the proposals adequately deal with the inherent problems.
Even with the protections and safeguards proposed by the white paper, we believe that this issue should be
approached with the greatest of caution.

— At any retrial, there would eVectively be a presumption of guilt, because the jury would be aware
of the Court of Appeal’s assessment that the new evidence was “compelling”.

— By giving the prosecution the possibility of two bites of the cherry, there is a danger that the police
would be less eYcient in their investigations.

— Acquitted defendants would be exposed to the ongoing possibility of a retrial, and even to
harassment by the police or prosecution.

— Allowing finality following acquittal is in the public interest, as well as in the interests of the
defendant.

— There is a danger that unreliable or false evidence—for example, confessions or old and
contaminated physical evidence—could be used to persuade the court to allow a retrial.

— We are particularly unhappy with the proposal that this change would be retrospective in eVect.

— We fear that the initial relaxation of the rule for serious oVences would, in time, soften up public
opinion for an extension of this change to all oVences. In eVect, no acquittal would then be final.

8. Introduction of “Custody Minus”, “Custody Plus”, and Intermittent Custody Schemes

LAG does not claim to have a particular expertise on the issue of sentencing. However, we are broadly in
support of the framework proposed in the Halliday report and endorsed by the white paper, and welcome
the emphasis on community-based approaches. It is very disappointing that the Treasury is not yet making
available the resources for a national rollout of “custody plus”. As noted above, we believe it would be a
serious mistake to increase magistrates’ sentencing powers until “custody plus” is fully operational.

9. Reform of the Youth Courts

LAG does not agree that young defendants charged with serious cases should lose the possibility of having
their cases tried by jury. The white paper’s preferred option would lead to inconsistency in the treatment of
adult co-defendants, with some cases being sent for jury trial and others for trial by a specialist youth panel.
We also foresee a number of other diYculties if grave cases involving young defendants were to be tried in
an enhanced youth court.

— This move could set an unwelcome precedent for other groups of defendants who are also
vulnerable—for example, those with mental health problems.
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— There would be practical problems in finding lay magistrates to sit on such panels, especially for
murder trials which can last several weeks. In reality, grave cases would have to be heard by a High
Court judge sitting with two District Judges.

— If a trial takes place before a panel consisting only of specialists, the language used by advocates is
likely to be less easy for young defendants to follow, making the trial more intimidating.

LAG would instead support the setting up of a Youth Court Division of the Crown Court, with less formal
proceedings and specially trained judges. Trials could take place in private, perhaps with a limited press
presence. This proposal would allow an appropriate mode of trial for young defendants but would also allow
adult co-defendants to face trial by jury.
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APPENDIX 10

Memorandum submitted by the Legal Committee of District Judges (Magistrates’ Courts) (CJSB 24)

Police power to impose conditions on a suspect’s bail before charge

3.36 We have no objection to this proposal. Any such power must comply with Bail Act 1976, Schedule
1, Part 1, paragraph 8 “Restriction of conditions of bail” and section 3(6).

Reform to the rules of evidence, including greater disclosure of past criminal convictions

4.52–4.53 We agree that “the English law of criminal evidence, should, in general, move away from
technical rules of inadmissibility to trusting judicial and lay fact-finders to give relevant evidence the weight
it deserves.” (Auld Review, page 547)

4.54 We are not in favour of greater disclosure of past criminal convictions. There appears to be a lack of
understanding of the present law, in particular, the breadth of the “similar fact” and “relevant background”
exceptions to the general exclusionary rule. There is a need for greater clarification of what exactly the
Government has in mind as alternatives to the current situation.

Advance indication of sentence discounts for early guilty pleas

4.41–4.44 We support these proposals for the reasons set out at paragraph 4.41 subject to the safeguards
set out in the Auld Review recommendations at pages 443–444.

Extension of magistrates’ sentencing powers from six months to twelve months

4.19 In our response to the Auld Review (dated 22 January 2002) we welcomed the proposed creation of
an intermediate tier. Our views remain unchanged. Extending the jurisdiction of magistrates’ courts to 12
months’ imprisonment would lead to the sort of diYculties referred to in our response at pages 20 to 24 “Part
Four: The District Level.” We also made reference to this proposal in our response, dated 8 October 2002,
to “Justice for All” on page 1. Would magistrates’ courts be able to impose a total sentence of two years’
imprisonment (12 months for each of two oVences, to run consecutively to each other—Magistrates’ Courts
Act 1980, section 133)?

Removal of right to elect trial by jury in serious and complex fraud trials

4.30 We do not object to this proposal.

Removal of restrictions on the jury being invited to draw inferences from discrepancies between the pre-trial
defence statement and the defence case at trial

3.52 We do not object to this proposal.

Relaxation of the double jeopardy rule for serious oVences (including manslaughter, rape and robbery) where
compelling new evidence comes to light

4.63–4.66 We support the thrust of the Law Commission’s proposals for statutory reform and codification
of the law of double jeopardy and those set out in the White Paper. The change should extend to very serious
oVences including rape, manslaughter, robbery and other grave oVences punishable with life imprisonment.
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Introduction of Custody Minus, Custody Plus and Intermittent Custody schemes

5.24–5.36 Custody Minus: Will a breach automatically lead to immediate imprisonment? Suspended
sentences of imprisonment, introduced by a Criminal Justice Act 1967, were often breached (84 per cent at
one stage) and led to a substantial growth in the prison population.

Custody Plus: We agree with paragraphs 5.22 and 5.23 and have no real objections to 5.24 to 5.29, although
we have some reservations as to how it will work out in practice.

Intermittent Custody: We do not object to this proposal. We note that such sentences “could be served in
existing open prisons” (paragraph 5.34), which, on the face of it seems, sensible. However, we have some
concerns about this, particularly bearing in mind that the Woolf Report stated: “it is highly desirable for the
stable running of a prison and for the prospects of the prisoner leading a law abiding life after release, that,
whenever practicable, he should be accommodated as near to his home and community as possible.” This is
particularly important for those serving custodial sentences “at weekends or during the week with the rest of
their sentence spent in the community” (paragraph 5.33). Travel to and from an open prison may be
considerable when one takes into account the number and the geographical location of open prisons in
England and Wales (approximately nine male open prisons; four female open prisons; two male open young
oVender institutions).

Introduction of indeterminate sentence for violent and sexual oVences, where the oVender has been assessed as
dangerous

5.39–5.44 We support the Government’s proposals to ensure that the public is properly protected from
dangerous and sexual oVenders.

Reform of youth courts and juvenile sentences

4.34–4.40 We have already commented on this in our earlier response, dated 8 October 2002, to “Justice
for All.”

Reform of the Rehabilitation of OVenders Act 1974

6.32–6.33 We have previously submitted our comments to the review and note the contents of “Breaking
the Cycle.”

Proposed changes to the management/structure of the court system and information technology

9.14–9.27 Management decisions need to be taken locally but within a strong national framework of
standards and strategy direction. StaV from magistrates’ courts and the Court Service must be fully involved
in the planning for any new organisation. An improved service must be provided to all those involved in or
connected in any way with the justice system.

9.47–9.69 Making the best possible use of information technology is fundamental if there is to be a new
modern workable system which provides fast, eVective justice. In the main, the proposals have our support.
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APPENDIX 11

Memorandum submitted by Liberty (CJSB 9)

Liberty welcomes the opportunity to give an opinion on issues raised by the Committee. For the sake of
brevity we are limiting our comments to a summary of our views which are available in greater detail in our
response to the White Paper “Justice for All” which is attached with this submission.13

Police Power to Impose Bail Conditions

While we do not think that the imposition of bail conditions by the police raises any particular issues, it is
important that safeguards are put in place. These would include giving the suspect the right to challenge the
conditions in the magistrates’ court prior to the date of first hearing. There is also a tendency for the police
to force repeated returns to the police station under s.47 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 while
they amass evidence or consider charge. In some cases a suspect can be on bail for several months without
being charged. It would be appropriate for the imposition of bail conditions to be reconsidered on each
occasion the suspect returns and for a magistrate’s authority to be required if the time period becomes
excessive.

13 Not printed.
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Rules of Evidence Reform

(i) Previous misconduct

Liberty is strongly opposed to any change towards a presumption that evidence of previous misconduct
should be heard by magistrates or juries as a matter of course. We have submitted a lengthy response to a
separate Home OYce consultation and provide here a summary of our arguments.

Impractical—As magistrates are arbiters of law and fact they must hear of previous convictions before
deciding whether to allow themselves to accept them. This is impractical and many either way oVences that
would have been heard in the magistrates court will now proceed to the crown court as electing jury trial
means that there is a reasonable chance of a jury not being aware of such material. Similarly trials will be
lengthened, as every defendant with previous convictions will instruct their representative to oppose
disclosure.

Unnecessary—There already exist provisions in the law to allow evidence of relevant misconduct
(including previous acquittals to be heard). Prosecutors should be more aware of the range of situations,
which allow such evidence to be adduced.

Unfair—The proposals will create a “usual suspects” approach. Juries should decide in each case whether
there is suYcient evidence to establish the guilt of the accused—that they committed this oVence, this time—
beyond reasonable doubt. If details of a defendant’s previous convictions are introduced, this will almost
inevitably lead juries to convict where there is insuYcient evidence to meet this standard, on the basis that
their previous history makes them “more likely” to be guilty. Statistics show that people who have been in
care are far more likely to oVend. However, this would not be suggested as a relevant fact to put before a jury.
Not only will those with previous convictions be initially targeted by the police but, if charged, they are less
likely to receive a fair trial.

(ii) Hearsay

Liberty agrees that there is a clear need for rationalisation and codification of the present rules on hearsay
evidence.

However, we remain convinced that in most cases the best evidence is direct evidence given in open court,
in the presence of the accused and the fact-finders, and subjected to full cross-examination. We therefore
believe that an exclusionary general rule, formulated with appropriate and well-defined exceptions, continues
to be the best and only acceptable approach to ensuring fairness in criminal trials.

In our view, the most forceful justification for the hearsay rules is that they allow defendants to challenge
the facts asserted by a witness through direct cross-examination. Evidence, which has been permitted without
challenge but is disputed is less reliable for that reason.

Sentence Discount

While we do not have any objection in principle, defendants must have a clear understanding of the nature
and level of charge they face. No pressure of any sort should be placed on defendants to enter their plea until
they have been served with the prosecution case papers, have had an opportunity to review prosecution
unused material and have had a reasonable opportunity to obtain legal advice.

Before entering a guilty plea the trial judge should satisfy him/herself that the defendant has understood
the nature of the case he faces and has been advised about the strength of the evidence and possible defences.
The defendant’s lawyer should confirm in open court that the defendant has been fully and properly advised.

Extension of Magistrates’ Powers

The proposal to double the sentencing power of magistrates to 12 months represents a very substantial
increase indeed. As experience shows that the magistrates’ courts often tend to use their sentencing power to
the maximum, the consequence will be to increase substantially the number of people in our already over-
crowded prisons. Government research has also demonstrated wide regional variations in magistrates’
sentencing. It is important to aim for greater clarity in magistrates’ sentencing as the extension of sentencing
powers gives rise to greater opportunity for discrepancy.

Removal of Right to Elect Trial in Serious Fraud and other Complex Cases

Liberty believes that the best way to dispose of a case is to have the fact finding undertaken by a jury. If
there are complex issues involved in a case then it is the job of the defence and prosecution to make the issues
understandable for a jury. To take away jury trial from serious fraud cases would set it apart from normal
criminal procedure—and make it appear more like a regulatory or professional disciplinary tribunal.
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Removal of Double Jeopardy Rule

Liberty is opposed to any removal of the bar on double jeopardy. If the rule against double jeopardy is
removed it will destroy the element of finality in the system. There are a handful of cases that are used to
justify this change. But even these few more often make a compelling case for better criminal investigation
and prosecution. If the rule is relaxed it is very unlikely that someone prosecuted again will receive a fair trial.
It is highly unlikely (especially in high profile cases) that a jury will not be aware of the fact that it is a retrial
and that a court has already decided that there is “compelling” new evidence. Even if it is not the case, the
prosecution will have a huge advantage in knowing exactly what the defence witnesses and defendant will say
having been through one trial and will be able to prepare accordingly. If the bar is relaxed it will allow the state
the opportunity to try time and again to get a popular result against an unpopular, and sometimes innocent,
defendant.

Liberty’s views on several of the other issues raised by the Select Committee are contained in our response
to the white paper. We have focused on those issues that are of greatest concern.
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APPENDIX 12

Memorandum submitted by the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) (CJSB 7)

1. Inclusionary Approach to Evidence

1.1 The MPS strongly supports the recommended inclusionary approach to evidence. The current
imbalance of the application of the system is unfair to society and victims when, time and again, facts are
ruled inadmissible and shorn away from the prosecution case, leaving a jury to make decisions in the absence
of all the evidence. Trials that take all the available evidence into account, with proper caution, are far more
likely to build confidence in a system dedicated to discovering the truth.

1.2 The current system relies upon complex rules of admissibility, that are incomprehensible to the layman.
It would be far more logical to move towards a presumption of inclusivity so that all the evidence, which is
pertinent to establishing the truth is presented to the court unless there are exceptional reasons to the
contrary. Those who are trusted to make right decisions should be relied upon to make those decisions while
in possession of all the available evidence.

2. Evidence of Previous Character

2.1 The MPS strongly supports the proposal to allow courts access to information about previous
convictions during a trial, provided that they are relevant to the case at hand. The MPS considers that courts
should be regarded as responsible enough to make judgements based on the evidence before them, and that
this information should be a part of the inclusive approach to evidence as a whole. We would not, however,
support the routine use of all previous convictions. In addition, the MPS would also welcome the introduction
of strict guidelines governing the use of this proposal by the courts, in order to avoid inconsistency in its
application. Any variations would undermine the purpose of the changes and erode public confidence in what
is a robust and sensible suggestion.

2.2 While we are aware of the view of the legal profession on this proposal, we do not accept that the
position of the Law Commission is tenable. Given that the intent of the White Paper is to build confidence
in the judicial process, the Law Commission’s own observation that, “We are unable to say whether, if our
scheme were carried into eVect, more or less character evidence would be presented to fact finders”,
undermines this intent. If even those who propose it cannot say what the result will be, it is clear that this
proposal is unsatisfactory and may prove to be totally unworkable. What is preferable is a transparent system
that will build public confidence in the judicial process.

3. Trial by Judge Alone

3.1 The MPS strongly supports the proposal for trials to be heard by a judge sitting alone in complex fraud
or organised crime cases. Complex trials spanning months of evidence and the most intricate of modern
financial dealings do impose diYculties on juries.

3.2 The MPS strongly supports the proposal that trials be heard by judges alone in cases where the jury
could be intimidated. While the legal profession has cited “birthrights”, and made mention of an “over-
mighty state”, there are suYcient and robust safeguards in this regard. The fact that the jury system has
existed for so long unchanged does not render it immune to the need for reform at a time when society is
changing faster than ever.
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3.3 Judges are capable of hearing such cases and making proper decisions, and are more likely to resist in
a robust manner any inappropriate attempt to influence them. It is clearly in the interests of justice for there
to be no risk of bribery or intimidation aVecting the outcome of the trial process.

4. Defence Disclosure

4.1 The MPS strongly supports the planned alterations to the rules of disclosure which place much greater
emphasis on the responsibilities of the defence for the provision of accurate defence statements. The current
system of disclosure does not promote justice but is inherently partial.

4.2 The current provisions allow opportunities for a minority of lawyers to exploit the system to their
advantage, and judges have not always confronted the practices of submitting inadequate or tardy defence
statements or making excessive disclosure requests. The proposed measures will, if applied as foreseen, curtail
these practices and ensure that the defence is made to engage eVectively in the process. The proposals will
assist in getting at the issues at the heart of a case, and in the search for the truth, rather than in its suppression.

4.3 Historically, there has been a measure of reluctance within the judicial system as a whole to resist late
service of defence statements, or to challenge requests by the defence for disclosure. Public confidence in the
system can only be strengthened when the system is seen to be utterly fair.

5. Unused Expert Evidence

5.1 The MPS strongly supports the proposal on unused expert evidence as vital to redress the unfairness
of the current system. In the adversarial process, the character and experience of the expert witness has a
substantial eVect on the outcome of a trial where there are competing opinions concerning particular facts.
Under current disclosure provisions the defence, unlike the prosecution, is not required to disclose the details
of all expert witnesses from whom it has sought advice. The defence may have obtained advice from any
number of expert witnesses until an opinion, which accords with the defence case is obtained. It is not in the
interests of a fair judicial process for the defence to have the opportunity to suppress adverse expert witness
evidence and refer only to the best interpretation in support of their case. In support of an inclusionary
approach to evidence generally, this measure should be adopted and the information be given to the jury.

6. Conditions on Pre-Charge Bail

6.1 The MPS strongly supports this proposal. It is the view of the Bar Council that such conditions are in
breach of Articles 5, 6, 7, 8 and 11 of the European Convention on Human Rights. It is the view of the MPS
that the rights of the individuals and communities who suVer the depradations of prolific and intimidating
oVenders must be safeguarded. If re-oVending is to be prevented and witnesses and victims protected from
harassment and intimidation, these measures are necessary.

7. Judicial Discretion

7.1 The MPS strongly supports many of the measures in the White Paper. We believe, however, that many
of them will in practice fail unless the discretion of the judiciary in their application is clearly defined. The
courts should not sit aloof from the community they serve; they are an integral part of the creation and
maintenance of a safe and just society. It does not serve the public to preserve a process, which has no purpose
beyond itself.

8. Pre-Trial Case Management

8.1 The MPS accepts that there is much work to be done in order to achieve the best possible product to
assist in pre-trial case management. The proposals for issues at the heart of a case to be agreed in front of a
judge or magistrate, in addition to a time scale for required actions, will clearly benefit victims and witnesses
alike by streamlining the system. It is vital, however, that this does not become a one-sided process in which
only the police and CPS are under pressure to do more. The defence must not be allowed to shy away from
its responsibility to address outstanding issues.

9. Performance Indicators

9.1 There is an argument that the Criminal Justice System is not a system at all, but a group of separate
agencies, working towards diVerent, sometimes contradictory, targets, with overlapping operational
boundaries. A cohesive system should encompass common procedures and protocols, and work to one
unified set of objectives, which are applicable across the entire process. At present agencies are measured on
conflicting Performance Indicators. The MPS contends that an integrated, coherent performance framework
for which all agencies are accountable is the only way forward. The Courts should not be exempt from such
provisions.
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APPENDIX 13

Memorandum submitted by the National Association for Youth Justice (NAYJ) (CJSB 26)

Introduction

The White Paper, Justice for All, like the Auld and Halliday reports and, indeed, legislation, largely
addresses the criminal justice system as it applies to adults, with children treated as an incidental adjunct. It
gives inadequate attention to the need for reform of a distinct youth justice system. The NAYJ is dismayed by
the failure to undertake a separate and comprehensive review of law and policy relating to children in trouble
(harmonising that with other family and child care law). Such a review should be based on a children’s human
rights framework and provide a clear set of principles upon which law, policy and practice could be
consistently based.

A review would be timely in the light of the recent Report of the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child
(published on 4 October 2002). Even in the absence of such a review, measures proposed in the forthcoming
Bill should take account of the recommendations in the Report.

Within the context of the need for comprehensive review, the NAYJ would wish to comment on some likely
proposals.

Police Bail Conditions Before Charge

The NAYJ is opposed to this proposal. Periods of police bail can be lengthy and conditions would be an
unwarranted intrusion into the liberty of an individual who is not even subject to a criminal charge.
Conditions would be particularly oppressive for children who have shorter time perspectives and whose
freedom of movement might be significantly curtailed in a more discriminatory way than for adults. In many
cases police enquiries do not result in a defendant being charged. The statement on the White Paper that, the
period on bail will enable the police investigation to be completed and the necessary evidence gathered before
charge so that the right charge is laid (3.37) has no bearing on the issue of police bail conditions. The
suggestion that, where no prosecution is to follow, the case can be stopped before charge with minimum damage
to the reputation of the defendant is disingenuous to say the least. It is not so much their reputation as their
freedom of movement that is at stake.

Nevertheless, if the Government does proceed with this proposal, there would have to be strong legal
safeguards. The suspect should have the right to legal advice before conditions are imposed and, in the case
of children, legal advice should be provided because they may not be aware of their best interests, it is not
suYcient to give children the option whether or not they wish to receive legal advice. Any imposition of police
bail conditions should be subject to application by the suspect to the next available court to withdraw or vary
the conditions.

Power should not extend to bail pending a final warning (as allowed for by s.65 Police and Criminal
Evidence Act, 1984, as amended by the Criminal Justice and Court Services Act 2000) which would be entirely
contrary to the spirit of the final warning.

Reform of Youth Courts

The NAYJ welcomes the proposal for a strengthened youth court and the removal of children from the
jurisdiction of Crown Courts. This should apply to all 16 and 17 year olds regardless of their apparent
maturity or responsibility, otherwise there would be too much inconsistency in practice and a problem with
international children’s rights convention. Where a trial involves an adult co-defendant, this should take
place in a “strengthened” youth court, otherwise the important principle (endorsed by the UN Committee
report) would be diluted. One implication is that the trial should take place, where appropriate, with a jury.
This would be important to ensure fairness as between children and adults.

The NAYJ also supports the view that serious cases involving children only should be kept out of the
Crown Court and dealt with in the strengthened youth court. However, they should not be denied the
safeguard trial by jury for more serious oVences. If adult co-defendants were able to enjoy the right to a fair
trial in a specialist youth court, this right should be extended to children charged on their own.

Judges and other personnel in the strengthened youth courts should be specialists in dealing with children
and should receive appropriate training.

Legislation and rules governing process in the youth court should be reviewed to enable the fair trial of
children and to reflect children’s rights and the principles of participation and understanding.

Children Aged 10 and 11 (White Paper 5.57–5.60)

The NAYJ is puzzled by these proposals that appear in a chapter on sentencing. It is not clear what
additional powers are being sought. A court will have already have to make a decision about bail or remand
in order to adjourn the matter for 48 hours. Where will a child be placed during this period? If he or she is
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granted bail, there would be no grounds to withdraw it and remand to local authority accommodation unless
there were a breach of conditions or further alleged oVending. If the child were remanded to local authority
accommodation, the local authority will have to decide how to exercise its responsibilities immediately. The
only way this could be used in practice would be to allow custodial remands for the 48 hour period. In any
case, in many parts of the country there are not suYcient sittings of youth courts to be able to hear a case
again within 48 hours and within this timescale local authorities will have insuYcient time to make any more
than short-term decisions. The NAYJ is concerned that the proposal is either ill-thought out or may be a
covert means of extending court-ordered secure remands to children aged 10 or 11 that would have
widespread implications and would “logically” require the existing power to impose detention and training
orders on 10 year olds to be implemented.
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APPENDIX 14

Memorandum submitted by William Hughes QPM,
Director General of the National Crime Squad (CJSB 27)

Introduction

As part of the continued scrutiny of the Government’s proposals contained in the recent White Paper,
Justice for All, the National Crime Squad welcomes forthcoming examination of the Criminal Justice and
Sentencing Bill by the Home AVairs Select Committee. In order that this debate is fully informed as to the
issues which aVecting law enforcement agencies, I submit this Paper on behalf of the NCS. My Paper is
focused solely on the proposals that will have the greatest eVect on NCS core business—jury trials. It is hoped
therefore, that any legislation arising from this consultative process will possess the credibility to sustain
radical criminal justice reform which we believe is necessary in the fight against organised crime.

Trial by Jury

This issue is extremely important for the NCS owing to the nature of cases that we bring to court. The
Organised Criminal Business Groups that we pursue frequently employ incomprehensible financial and
commercial arrangements designed to confound even the most brilliant in the financial sector, let alone a jury.
This coupled with the operation of these groups as businesses that extend all over the world only serves to
increase the complexity of evidential interpretation. As with fraud, the length of trial will be months rather
than weeks, increasing the pressure on juries in terms of attendance and also making it harder for them to
keep track of the evidence. Our cases invariably bring with them Public Interest Immunity hearings and voir
dires, hearings which serve to alienate a jury as they feel that they are being excluded from a crucial part of
the process. In addition, it might be that the proposals contained within the White Paper to make it harder
for people to evade jury service will create a forceful body of public opinion which places pressure upon the
Government to reduce trials upon which a jury might sit.

Therefore, the National Crime Squad is supportive of the proposal to allow trial by judge alone in
organised crime trials. This would serve to increase the eYcacy of the criminal trial process ensuring, in
theory, a faster and more eYcient trial as the judge would not have to spend time guiding the jury through
a complex mass of information. It would also reduce the potential for successful abuse of process arguments
employed by the defence to subvert the prosecution case as an experienced judge would be more likely to see
through such tactics than a jury.

However, in order for this initiative to stand any realistic prospect of success it is imperative that it is
supported by a specialist cadre of judges. Not only would such judges need specific training in how to conduct
a hearing in the absence of a jury, they would need to receive training in the legislation surrounding serious
and organised crime, much of which remains untested in the courts. In order to place the legislation in context,
training should include in-depth analysis of what an organised crime business group actually looks like and
how it operates. Knowledge of the market is essential. It is our view that the complexities of organised
criminal cases, which ordinarily involve the use of informants, undercover oYcers and intrusive technical
surveillance, are such that specialist expertise and focus is required. Reliance should not be placed on the
ability of the judge to be omnicompetent; no other profession makes such demands on their most senior levels.

Jury Tampering

The NCS remains very concerned by the issue of jury tampering. The organised criminal groups that we
target will stop at nothing to subvert the system and have the requisite funds to do so. We have had instances
whereby counsel, court staV and jurors, have been influenced or intimidated by the defendant and as such
whole trials have been aVected. The public expense when a retrial is incurred due to such abhorrent behaviour
of defendants is massive. Such problems serve only to support the desire of the NCS to see organised crime
trials conducted by judge alone.
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It is accepted that there is an argument to say that ensuring police protection can reduce the risk of jury
tampering. However, the very fact that police protection of juries is necessary at all is intimidating in itself,
thus increasing the stress on the individuals concerned and potentially aVecting their ability to discharge their
function. In addition, the cost implications are enormous. It takes 72 oYcers to protect one jury for the
duration of the trial. When it is considered that the majority of our trials will extend over many months, this
is not an economically viable prospect, either financially or operationally, particularly in view of the fact that
we receive no assistance with funding such protection. Furthermore, there are concurrent increased security
costs when the jury are at court.

We do not wish to state that there should never be a case for police protection in circumstances where it
was felt relevant. However, such protection should not be regarded as a panacea. Jury tampering can still
occur despite police protection. For example a recent NCS investigation resulted in the prosecution of five
defendants involved in the importation of cannabis resin and cocaine into the UK via Gibraltar, Spain and
France. Following a month of legal arguments, the first jury began to hear evidence in October 2000, the early
stages of which saw legal counsel for the prosecution have his vehicle damaged in a nearby car park and
receive a threatening letter, and a court usher with some responsibility for the jury being seen in lengthy
discussion with the son of one the main defendants. Two weeks before the conclusion of the trial in mid-
January 2001, vehicles belonging to four members of the jury were damaged outside their homes or associated
addresses. Two jurors reported receiving intimidating letters and one reported having received “strange”
telephone calls. This caused widespread distress throughout the jury and the judge decided to discharge the
jury and order a retrial with full jury protection.

Trial two commenced in May 2001. During mid-June, diYculties became apparent which related to the
handling of the jury by court staV that appeared insuYciently briefed. The first incident, which had to be dealt
with, was a mention by the security oYcer at the court to a jury member of the fact that the judge was using
an “armoured” vehicle as part of his protection. This would have undoubtedly caused concern among the
jury members. The second incident involved an usher who was not regularly attending the case mentioning
to a jury member the detail of the first trial collapse, stating that although they were not in any physical danger
some cars belonging to the previous jury had been damaged. The juror was also informed that they would
receive protection following the completion of the trial. This juror reported this to the others and the trial
judge was informed. Following defence submissions regarding the adverse eVect this could have on the trial
the judge once again had no option but to discharge the jury and order a second retrial. This therefore
illustrates that cases are vulnerable even with police protection of the jury and I would seek to reiterate our
position that organised crime trials should be heard by a judge sitting alone which would remove this as a
concern.

Conclusion

Ultimately we must take into account the resources of OCBGs and legislate accordingly. If we are to
continue to successfully target and prosecute these groups it is imperative that we possess the requisite
weapons with which to combat such substantial resources and influence. It is our argument that one of the
most eVective weapons in this struggle will be derived from a review of the use of juries in serious organised
crime trials. We would therefore urge that the consultative process reflect these concerns and adopt the radical
but necessary reforms suggested.
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APPENDIX 15

Memorandum submitted by the Penal AVairs Consortium (CJSB 18)

— The Penal AVairs Consortium (PAC) is a collaborative venture of over 40 organisations concerned
with promoting penal reform.

— It shares the conviction of the Government that reducing crime has to be the overriding goal of the
criminal justice system. Penal reform is the means to this end, not the end itself and the PAC does
not support a lenient approach to oVending in principle It believes the evidence exists, however, that
retribution as a goal for the system, should be constrained by the importance of adopting whatever
measures can be taken to prevent future crime

— The Consortium was well represented in the process for production of the Halliday report both
collectively and through several of its constituent member organisations. It also made specific
contributions to the report of the Social Exclusion Unit on Resettlement

From the list of issues in which the Committee has identified particular interest, the Consortium wishes to
submit evidence are as follows:

— Extension of Magistrate’s sentencing powers

— Introduction of Custody Minus and Custody Plus Sentencing Options

— Reform of the Rehabilitation of OVenders Act 1974
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The Consortium is, however, also focussed on the need to promote legislative or other change in five
other areas:

— Introduction of a Sentencing Guidelines Council

— The need to reverse increases in the level of the prison population which have arisen through the
increased use of longer prison sentences in the Crown Court

— The introduction of a duty upon Government to educate the general public as to the truth about
the risks of being a crime victim and the nature of current sentencing practice

— The introduction of a duty upon Government to take full account of the real views of the general
public and victims of crime about the way that oVenders should be dealt with

— The introduction of a Restorative Framework within the Criminal Justice System

Extension of Magistrate’s Sentencing Powers

— The key issue here is that the extended powers are presented as a method for reducing the amount
of business transferred to Crown Courts.

— This is an objective which the Penal AVairs Consortium would endorse.

— Although the Penal AVairs Consortium is concerned that there has been a massive increase in the
use of short prison sentences by the magistracy, it is clear that this in itself has had only a very slight
impact upon the greatly increased level of the prison population in the last 10 years. The Consortium
is concerned that the actual impact of magistrate’s decisions upon the level of the prison population
has been wildly overstated. It is therefore not diYcult to counter opposition to the extension of
magistrates’ sentencing powers which is based upon this unfounded criticism

— There is a risk nevertheless that increasing the length of sentence that magistrates may impose would
result in an increase in sentencing severity for oVences that would previously have been sentenced
to a short period of custody within the existing powers of the magistracy.

— Therefore the measure should not be enacted unless there is in place an eVective means of ensuring
that the longer sentences are passed only on cases where the Crown Court would have previously
had jurisdiction.

Introduction of Custody Minus and Custody Plus

The views of the Consortium are that:

— Proposed new short custodial sentences should be displacing the current use of longer prison
sentences, not just replacing existing short sentences.

— They must also not become used in place of non-custodial sentences, which is a serious and grave
danger unless their implementation is carefully organised

— “Custody Minus” should be the standard disposal to replace all present usage of short prison
sentences.

— The PAC is concerned that there does not appear to be any mention of rehabilitation measures in
the custodial phase of the proposed sentence of “Custody Plus”

— Using the threat of custody to procure compliance with community sentences, fines and the non-
custodial phase of “Custody Plus” and “Custody Minus” sentences is likely to have little eVect on
rates of re-oVending and cause even faster growth in the size of the prison population

— An important issue is that several of the new sentencing options proposed have been devised since
the Halliday report and have not been through a process of public consultation. This means that
their purpose and the relationships between them have not been made clear

Reform of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974

The Consortium strongly endorses the proposed reforms.

Removal of unjustified and unnecessary barriers to employment for ex-oVenders is amongst a range of
factors critical to the future reduction of both social exclusion and re-oVending.

Sentencing Guidelines Council

This is a critically essential requirement that must also be given the power to enforce its guideline
judgements

Its guideline judgements should be geared to reversing the trend towards passing more severe sentences in
the mistaken belief that there is widespread public support for increased punitiveness.
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There is a considerable body of evidence that the general public have been mislead into underestimating
the present level of sentencing punitiveness and, when given the opportunity, generally support less harsh and
more rehabilitative sentences than those actually passed.

This is notwithstanding the fact that the public’s more lenient views are nevertheless based upon a grossly
exaggerated view of the risk of criminal victimisation which itself encourages feelings of desire for greater
retribution to counter a supposed serious threat.

Reduction of Sentencing Severity Across the Board

There is widespread alarm at the rate of increase in the prison population. This is coupled, in general, with
a misplaced belief that the way to reduce the prison population is to displace short custodial sentences with
community sentences.

The evidence is perfectly clear that the reason for the rapid and accelerating increase in the prison
population is almost entirely due to the greatly increased numbers of people in prison who have received
sentences of 12 months and over, as the following table shows.

Date Average daily Adult Male Average daily Adult Male Average daily Adult Male
Prison Population under Prison Population serving Prison Population serving

sentence sentences under 12 months sentences over 12 months

1991 28,000 3,400 25,000
April 2002 45,000 5,500 39,000
Sept 2002 46,000 5,200 41,000

Indeed the trend in the last 6 months has been for the rate of acceleration in the size of the prison population
to increase whilst the numbers in prison for shorter sentences has actually fallen

Whilst the Consortium does believe that there should be increased use of community sentences at the
expense of short prison sentences, this is not based upon any faith that it will make any significant diVerence
to the level of the prison population.

Neither is there any likelihood that the agencies responsible for managing community sentences could cope
with an increase in workload without a major increase in resourcing.

It is critical instead to focus on the need for the general level of sentencing to reduce.

There should be increased use of discharges and financial penalties at the expense of community sentences
for minor oVences, displacement of shorter prison sentences by community sentences and a reduction in the
level of prison sentencing punitiveness.

In the view of the Consortium, several features of intended legislation could produce exactly the opposite
eVects, resulting in a massive rise in the prison population.

Such an across the board reduction in sentencing severity will also lead to major cost savings which can be
translated into the resources which are needed to fund the range of developments arising from the proposed
new legislation. Without resources from such cost savings, large areas of the legislation will have to be left
unimplemented whilst there will have to be more money found for the much larger prison population. This,
in turn, will probably have to be found by abandoning planned improvements to prison regimes,
accommodation and resettlement arrangements.

This will add a further twist to the cycle of re-oVending amongst ex-prisoners leading to more crime and
more use of prison.

Public Education

The Government is rightly concerned to ensure that its policies and the actions of the criminal justice system
should receive widespread public support.

However, there is substantial and accumulating evidence that the views of the general public are seriously
and systematically distorted by significant elements in the news media.

There is considerable exaggeration of the risk of being a crime victim and considerable understatement of
the level of the criminal justice system response to the actual level of crime.

This is seen to inhibit the Government from pursuing those policies which would actually attract public
support by allowing the Government to focus on the most eVective ways of responding to criminal behaviour.
Instead, the Government feels compelled to move towards an ever more harsh response.

Without a sustained and eVective programme of public education to counter the negative eVects of media
campaigns, it will be diYcult for the Government to retain public support for sensible policies.
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Restorative Justice

The Government has endorsed the principle of a restorative dimension to the work of the criminal justice
system. The Consortium believes that the full message of the Restorative Justice movement has not yet been
absorbed and that it oVers a truly eVective way forward.

Part of the problem lies in the variety of measures which have been promoted as representative of the
restorative approach. The Penal AVairs Consortium urges the Government to work with the Restorative
Justice Consortium in the further development of this approach.

A good start would be to seek more opportunities to introduce restorative measure within the adult field
as part of the new legislation

November 2002

APPENDIX 16

Memorandum submitted by the Police Federation of England and Wales (CJSB 21)

Introduction

1. The Police Federation of England and Wales represents over 129,000 oYcers in the ranks of constable
to chief inspector. Our members work closely within the Criminal Justice System (CJS) and have daily contact
with the victims of crime. We therefore welcome this opportunity to comment on the policy paper “Justice
for All”.

2. Whilst we broadly support the Government’s proposals for CJS reform, many of which we have
advocated for a number of years, the search for the truth would be better served if some of the reforms were
more radical or far-reaching. We make specific proposals on such issues.

Disclosure

3. The present procedures for pre-trial disclosure are weighted heavily in favour of the defence: whereas
the prosecution has to disclose everything, the defence can spring surprises, eVectively ambushing the
prosecution. The proposed change to remove the restrictions on the jury being invited to draw inference from
discrepancies between the defence case pre-trial and at the trial (paragraph 3.52) is a move in the right
direction, but we would go further. We call for the full disclosure of pre-trial evidence, under judicial control,
by both the defence and the prosecution.

4. Further, in the Crown Court, witnesses’ intended evidence in chief should be put down in writing in
witness statements14 to be exchanged, before the trial, between the prosecution and the defence at a time
specified by a judge. If there were then discrepancies between the witness statements and the evidence as given
at the trial, the judge should be under a duty to draw this to the jury’s attention and, where appropriate, invite
them to draw an inference. Only in the most exceptional circumstances should either side be allowed to
introduce a witness whose witness statement had not been exchanged in accordance with the judge’s order.

Rules of Evidence

5. We accept, of course, the principle that evidence should be properly obtained in accordance with rules.
But if the search for the truth is to be paramount, the determining factor in admissibility should be the
enlightening eVect, which the evidence has on that search, rather than on a detailed scrutiny intended to
identify some minor procedural irregularity, thereby preventing the evidence from being put to the court. We
would like to see legislative change which would enable all relevant and potentially enlightening evidence to
be put before the court for the court to determine its value and admissibility.

Victims and Witnesses

6. Victims should be at the centre of the CJS and providing justice to them its core objective. The CJS needs
to be more sensitive to the trauma experienced by the victims and witnesses of crimes, which is aggravated
by then having to give evidence in court.

7. The search for the truth will not be assisted if witnesses are reluctant to come forward. The evidence is
that they are reluctant. A recent survey15 found that four out of ten witnesses felt intimidated. Of these, half
felt intimidated whilst waiting to give evidence and more than one-third (36 per cent) gave as the reason that
they had to share facilities with the defendant.

8. Around half of witnesses (54 per cent) felt that the other side’s lawyer was discourteous and that they
had not been allowed to give a full response to the other side’s questions (46 per cent).

14 Additional to the defence statement which is a summary of evidence.
15 Survey of vulnerable and intimidated witnesses (BRMB 2001).
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9. What is needed is a holistic approach to making the experience of giving evidence in criminal courts less
stressful. In practical terms this involves:

— ensuring that witnesses do not have to attend court unnecessarily, sometimes for several days,
waiting to give evidence, often as a ruse by the defence;

— improving the Witness Service, not only by extending it to magistrates’ courts, but by ensuring that
it is reliably available at all court locations;

— delivering promptly and meaningfully on the proposed national strategy for victims and witnesses;

— the use of witness statements (see paragraph 4 above) so that witnesses will be less worried about
becoming forgetful or confused; and

— in all criminal courts, providing separate facilities for prosecution witnesses.

We are disappointed, in light of the above survey, at the lack of specific proposals in “Justice for All” for
separate facilities for prosecution witnesses.

10. We welcome the proposals to publish a national strategy document and to appoint a commissioner for
victims and witnesses. Any codes of practice will need to address the diYcult issue of the treatment of
witnesses under cross-examination. We recognise that the testing of prosecution evidence is an essential aspect
of natural justice for the defendant, but this should not involve discourtesy to witnesses or preventing
witnesses from giving a full answer to the questions put to them in cross-examination. We recognise that
achieving the right balance will be no easy task.

Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) Charging Role

11. There are currently six pilot schemes in operation trialling a new role for the CPS, that of reviewing
police evidence and determining with which oVences a suspect should be charged. We are encouraged with the
emerging results, particularly relating to improvements in Police investigations and lower discontinuances.

Bail Conditions

12. An integral part of these pilot schemes has been the releasing of suspects on bail, often for several
weeks, whilst the CPS review the evidence and decide on any charges. It is also a common investigative
practice for the police to release suspects on police bail while investigations are continued.

13. When suspects are released on bail in either of these circumstances, there is often a high risk that they
may commit further oVences particularly where, for example, intimidation, domestic violence or hate crime
is involved. To reduce the risk of further oVending, we think it is essential that the police should be able to
impose bail conditions on a suspect before he or she is formally charged. We therefore fully support this
proposal: it is the very necessary concomitant of suspects being released on bail pending CPS charging
decisions.

Review of Rehabilitation of Offenders Act

14. Over nearly 30 years, this Act has been eVective in enabling former oVenders with spent connections
to obtain employment whilst at the same time protecting the public by requiring full disclosure where
necessary. The role of the Criminal Records OYce will assist in this process.

15. In advance of the review, our comments are restricted to the issues surrounding young oVenders. The
current procedures provide for the issue of reprimands and final warnings to juveniles and the involvement
of local Youth OVending Teams introduces an element of appropriate professional intervention. These
procedures are designed to avoid the need for a juvenile to appear in court and acquire a criminal record, but
their eVectiveness would be diminished if the possibility of a criminal record no longer existed as an ultimate
sanction.

16. Therefore we have misgivings about the proposals for “wiping the slate clean” of crimes committed
whilst under 18 years of age. We applaud the aim but fear that it will send the wrong message to young people.
It will suggest that despite a reprimand, a final warning and professional intervention; despite what may be
several convictions leading to a criminal record, oVending under the age of 18 will be condoned by the clean
slate policy. There would be no deterrent and no protection for the public from persistent young oVenders.

Magistrates’ Sentencing Powers

17. We support the proposal in paragraph 4.19 that magistrates’ sentencing powers should be increased
from six months to eighteen months. The six-month limit is too low and often results in a defendant being
sent to a crown court just to be sentenced. It makes sense for magistrates who have reached a verdict also to
pronounce sentence (paragraph 4.24).
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18. We welcome the proposal in paragraph 4.26 for preparatory hearings. The present system is a drain
on police resources since decisions made are not binding. These hearings and the proposals in paragraph 3.22
for judicial control will facilitate parties’ preparation for the trial and make the system far more eYcient.

Bench Trials/Trial by Judge Alone

19. We agree that in fraud cases, the trial judge should be able to direct the trial alone or with lay members
(paragraph 4.27). Fraud trials are frequently lengthy and highly complex, making unreasonable demands on
jurors both in terms of their understanding of the technical issues involved and the time that they have to
serve.

20. We also agree with the proposal that defendants should have the option of a judge alone directing their
trial in emotive cases. We foresee that defendants will exercise this option where:

— there has been adverse publicity;

— public opprobrium is attracted—such as sexual oVences and child abuse;

— the case is legally complex; or

— there are technical defences, verdict will be accompanied by an appealable reasoning.

Advance Indication of Sentence

21. We agree with the principle of shorter sentences for early guilty pleas. We welcome the advent of plea
bargaining which will be open and transparent and recorded in the court. We believe that the principle should
be applied from the earliest stages when a suspect is first questioned by the police about an alleged oVence.

Evidence of Previous Conduct and Convictions

22. We agree with the approach that entrusts relevant information to those determining the case as far as
possible, and that this should apply to both witnesses and defendants. Therefore evidence of relevant previous
conduct and convictions should be allowed to be adduced where the prejudicial eVect of that evidence does
not outweigh its probative value (paragraph 4.54). We agree with the examples in the White Paper.

Double Jeopardy

23. We believe that the limited exceptions to the double jeopardy rule as proposed by the Law Commission
strike the correct balance between the two basic principles:

— the state should not be able to make repeated attempts to gain a conviction for the same alleged
oVence;

— it would undermine public confidence in CJS if the guilty could avoid conviction and punishment.

We suggest that a second trial should be allowed on the grounds of new evidence for any oVence and should
not be limited to serious oVences only.

Prosecution Right of Appeal

24. We support the prosecution right of appeal against perverse verdicts on the grounds that no reasonable
jury could have reached such a verdict on the evidence before them and the verdict is probably untrue or
unfair.

Restraining Orders/Domestic Violence

25. We wholeheartedly agree that the court should be able to impose restraining orders on oVenders,
following their conviction for violent crimes or sexual oVences, to prevent contact with victims or witnesses.

26. This proposal would also fill a loophole in the powers of the courts to deal with incidents of domestic
violence. The advantages of such restraining orders include:

— peace of mind for the victim;

— one-oV incidents would be covered;

— they can be both open-ended and recorded on the PNC, whereas civil injunctions expire after six
months and can be recorded only on local intelligence systems; and

— the police would have immediate access to important information.

27. We would also support anonymity for victims of domestic violence if it could be demonstrated as a
result of a pilot scheme that this would encourage victims to come forward.

November 2002
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APPENDIX 17

Memorandum submitted by Chief Superintendent Rick Naylor, Vice President of the Police Superintendents
Association of England and Wales

I hope I am not too late to oVer the following thoughts to aid the committee in its deliberations on the
forthcoming bill. The Police Superintendents Association of England & Wales has been watching the debate
into all the issues described in Justice For All very closely.

I know that you asked for general comments to be avoided but I feel it is necessary to make a few in order
to place the specifics in context. Without doubt the public are losing or have lost confidence in the Criminal
Justice System in this country. They see it as a system enshrined in outdated customs and practices set up with
the sole purpose of providing lawyers with a comfortable lifestyle. As victims and witnesses, they see their
feelings and views discounted whilst those of the accused are paramount. They perceive the whole business
is a “game”, with winners and losers. They do not feel that the truth emerges in court and certainly justice is
not done.

I accept that these may well be misguided perceptions but they are certainly those held by the public and
as such impinge on the everyday work done by the Police. Quite rightly, we are the people the public turn to
when they become victims. They want us “to do something” but for us to be successful we need their co-
operation. Many, many potential witnesses fail to assist us due to the perceptions of the Criminal Justice
System described above. Those brave enough to give statements sometimes state that they will never do so
again due entirely to the way they are treated in the Court process—endless adjournments, lack of separate
facilities at court, open and subtle intimidation, and more.

Justice For All clearly indicates that the Government are seeking to redress the balance without aVecting
basic human rights of “innocent before being found guilty” and keeping the proof of evidence at “beyond a
reasonable doubt”. We applaud the Government’s stated intentions in Justice For All, and firmly believe that
if the Criminal Justice & Sentencing Bill includes all or most of what is proposed in the white paper then
concrete steps will have been taken to restore the public’s faith in the Criminal Justice System and
consequently help the Police in delivering on the streets.

With regard to the specifics we believe to be included in the Bill, I would like to comment upon only two.

The Power for the Police to Impose Conditions upon 43(3) Bail

As we saw in the recent tragic case of the estate agent, Tim Robinson, murdered for his car in London, his
assailants were on police bail at the time of the attack. Many times, the Police have no alternative, due to the
constraints in the Police and Criminal Evidence Act, but to bail individuals on whom they have not had time
to amass suYcient evidence to charge; oYcers have concerns about those arrested but nothing concrete to
take before a court.

Giving custody oYcers powers to impose conditions on police bail will help in these cases. It will reinforce
the seriousness of bail for the accused, and act as a preventative measure. Clearly some individuals will break
conditions on police bail, as many do with conditions set by magistrates. We firmly believe that any breach
of conditions of police bail should carry a power of arrest, thereby allowing oYcers to intervene much earlier
to arrest and bring those oVenders before a court.

We also consider imposing conditions at this stage will protect witnesses from intimidation. The blatant
and sometimes more subtle intimidation of witnesses corrodes the eVectiveness of the Criminal Justice System
more than any other factor, in our opinion. Precious few instances of intimidation are reported formally to
the Police but we are aware of it being a significant problem in many cases.

We would be looking for custody oYcers to have the power to impose conditions similar to those available
to magistrates. In addition, we would also like to see a consistent approach to the conditions attached to bail
throughout the court process and indeed when a Judge in Chambers considers bail. What we see happening
today is a progressive “watering down” of conditions as a defendant progresses through the courts.

“Street Bail”

We see this as a measure to cut down on bureaucracy in the police service, as explained in the O’Dowd
report. Being in a position to deal fully with an oVender whilst out on patrol, negating the necessity to return
to the police station or custody suite to fulfil disproportionate bureaucratic tasks when viewed against the
oVence, will not only free up time but also allow oYcers to remain on patrol and visible to their communities.

It is our view that the more straightforward police procedures are, the higher the propensity will be for
oYcers to take firm action when required. There is clearly a disincentive eVect with the burdensome police
bureaucracy that attaches itself to every arrest, however minor the oVence.

Clearly, the Bill will include many more measures than those mentioned above but we believe these reforms
to bail will be a useful addition to police powers in dealing with crime and disorder issues in England & Wales
and will not unduly impinge upon the human rights of citizens.
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We urge the Home AVairs Select Committee not to forget victims and witnesses during their
deliberations—they too have human rights.
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APPENDIX 18

Memorandum submitted by Alec Samuels JP (CJSB 4)

Police Power to Impose Conditions on Bail Before Charge

Acceptable in principle, provided that the conditions are no more than is reasonably necessary to enable
the police to conduct their enquiries and “keep tabs” on the possible suspect, in writing, with reasons, and
subject to application or appeal by the citizen to the Magistrates Court.

Disclosure of Previous Convictions

Totally unacceptable. A fair trial requires presumption of innocence and exclusion of prejudicial material.
Conviction on record and disposition and prejudice would be a travesty. There would be endless appeals. The
existing law, which allows disclosure in a limited number of cases, with safeguards, should remain.

Advance Indication of Sentence Discounts

Acceptable, subject to the safeguards proposed. But only for Judges, not Magistrates, as unlike the Judges,
the Lay Magistrates would have to hear and decide the case on the evidence if the discount were not accepted
and the defendant pleaded not guilty and the case went to trial.

Extension of Magistrates Sentencing Powers to 12 Months

Yes, provided that it means what it says. At present the Magistrates can send a man “inside” for six months.
Under the proposals it seems that although they would be able to “sentence” for 12 months they could only
send him “inside” for three months. Unless the Magistrates can send him “inside” for 12 months, ie in a
serious case, they will commit to the crown court for trial, even more often than they do now, because their
real powers of real imprisonment would be reduced, thus defeating the whole purpose of getting more cases
dealt with in the Magistrates Courts.

Serious and Complex Fraud

Yes, acceptable, at least for a pilot or experimental period. A cadre of good, trained and experienced Judges
would need to be created. Decision-making on guilt or innocence would be a new and diYcult task for the
Judges, and they would be exposed to the risk of public criticism, and possibly odium, much more than at
present.

Pre-trial Defence Statement

Acceptable. Statements made by the defence and the defence witnesses should be admissible to show
discrepancies, or to rebut any prosecution accusations of discrepancies. The jury should be able to see the
whole picture, subject to the power and duty of the Judge to control and to ensure a fair trial.

Double Jeopardy

The principle of double jeopardy is sound, and of long standing. Two bites at the cherry for a possibly
sloppy police or prosecution case is unattractive. Finality and certainty are desirable in life. Departing from
the principle would be a retrograde step. If compelling fresh evidence were to come to light it could be made
public, the “murderer” or “rapist” or “robber” could be prosecuted for perjury, and sued for damages in the
civil court.

Custody Plus, Minus, Intermittent

The sentencer should have maximum discretion to combine custodial and non-custodial elements in the
sentence. Though the language describing the sentence should be sensible and intelligible.

Weekend and holiday time prison is a sound idea in principle; but would involve considerable
administrative organisation, and the oVender should be required to make some financial contribution where
appropriate.
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Indeterminate Sentence

Acceptable, subject to stringent safeguards. Judge to specify the reasons for the indeterminate sentence.
Judge to specify the specific determinate period for punishment for the crime. In the indeterminate period
thereafter, regular judicial reviews, presumption of release unless expert medical evidence given and
continuing dangerousness proved.

Rehabilitation of Offenders

The principle should continue, but a simplification of the system is required. The Judge should have the
discretion to vary the period before the conviction becomes spent, depending upon all the circumstances, or
even dispensing with the period altogether.

See 2002, 166 JUSTICE OF THE PEACE 685-686, 31 August 2002.

Youth Courts

Although it is always desirable to have expert evidence and social worker input and attempts at
“contracts”, all decisions and orders should ultimately be judicial, the court should always be in control of
what is to happen.

October 2002

APPENDIX 19

Joint Memorandum submitted by The Criminal Bar Association, JUSTICE and the Law Society (CJSB 30)

Unused Defence Expert Reports

1. This memorandum is further to the questioning by the Home AVairs Committee of witnesses from the
Law Society, Criminal Bar Association and JUSTICE on the subject of unused defence expert reports. It
expands the submission on this topic submitted to the committee by the Criminal Bar Association and is
agreed by the three parties giving evidence together.

2. We regard it as essential that the committee appreciates the fundamental importance to achieving a fair
trial of the principle of confidentiality. This legal professional privilege is attached to all communications
between the defendant and his or her lawyer. Without this principle, the presumption of innocence central to
our system of justice begins to fall apart. It is right that the State should face a greater burden to disclose
because its liberty cannot, unlike the defendant’s, be at stake. Talk of a “level-playing field” in disclosure in
such a context is, therefore, both dangerous and nonsensical.

3. The Government’s proposal is outlined in paragraph 3.57 of the White Paper:

The defence already has to disclose, in advance of trial, details of alibi and expert witnesses. We also
wish to make it a requirement for the defence to provide, in advance, details of any unused expert
witness reports. We are currently considering legislation to make it a requirement that they must
disclose details of any witness that the defence may call. This would allow the court and prosecutor
to comment adversely on surprise witnesses. We will consult with the legal profession on both
these issues.

On Thursday 21 November 2002, the Government eVectively confirmed its intention to legislate to
this eVect, despite the strongly voiced concerns of groups concerned with the functioning of the
justice system.

However, we are pleased to note that clause 30 of the Bill as published recognises the impact of
privilege. The suggested duty imposed on the defence would appear to go no further than notifying
the name and address of experts instructed for possible use as evidence at trial. Notwithstanding,
we still believe that such a change would be objectionable, creating as it would problems regarding
privilege and a significant risk of forcing the defence into the arms of “tame” experts.

4. Though this memorandum considers only the position of unused expert reports, we are equally aware
of the proposal to compel the defence to disclose the list of lay witnesses it proposes to call. This is a separate
issue, but we did feel the committee appreciated the problem of defence witnesses already withdrawing from
cases as a result of police threats of retributive prosecutions, or otherwise having their memories “refreshed”.
We will not dwell on this further here, other than to remark that clause 29 confirms this proposal, which we
would be concerned to see enacted.

5. So far as unused expert reports are concerned, we oppose disclosure of such reports on the following
grounds:

(a) It does not address a problem which is particularly prevalent. Public funding through the Criminal
Defence Service is usually available for only one expert and funding for subsequent expert opinion
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would be granted only in exceptional circumstances thoroughly vetted by the Legal Services
Commission.

(b) There would be a very real temptation for defendants to instruct those experts who could be
guaranteed to express an opinion favourable to the defence. Such a breed of “tame” defence experts
would be an inevitable, unattractive and unwelcome feature of the criminal justice system.

(c) It would involve a breach of legal professional privilege, the importance of which has been underlined
in numerous decisions, most notably by the House of Lords in Derby Magistrates’ Court ex parte
B16. It is absolutely essential that clients have faith in their ability to speak candidly with their lawyer
(and experts—see below) in the certain knowledge that the information imparted will be kept in
confidence.

(d) It would have the eVect of dissuading the defence from seeking expert reports. Often expert evidence
can turn a case—for example, a handwriting test that establishes conclusively that a defendant could
not be the author of a forged document. It would be unfair for the defence to be dissuaded from
seeking evidence that may exonerate, for fear that it must be disclosed with potentially negative
consequences. It could have a profound chilling eVect on the way a defence is conducted.

(e) It oVends the common law principle of the privilege against self-incrimination and runs counter to
the reasoning of the Court of Appeal’s judgment in R. v Davies (Keith)17 where the Court examined
the relationship between a defendant and an expert instructed on his behalf, holding that evidence
obtained by the expert in such circumstances should be treated in the same way as communications
between the defendant and his legal representatives. In that case, the defendant was convicted of
murder. His defence was, among others, diminished responsibility. The trial judge ordered the
defence, on application by the Crown, to disclose the opinion (but not the report) of a consultant
psychiatrist instructed by the defence to examine and report on the defendant, but upon whom the
defence were not relying. The doctor gave evidence at trial for the Crown. The conviction was
quashed. The Court of Appeal found that the judge was wrong to order disclosure of the
psychiatrist’s opinion, being an “item subject to legal privilege”18. Of particular relevance to this
response is the following passage in the Court’s judgment:19

the appellant was . . . entitled to be protected from inadvertent self-incrimination. If a
defendant agrees to be interviewed by a doctor instructed by the prosecution, he has the
opportunity of being advised and knowing that what he says to the doctor may be used in
evidence at the trial. If he is interviewed by a doctor at the instigation of his own lawyers for
the purpose of his defence, he is entitled to assume that what he says has the same status as his
communications with his own lawyers.

6. Thus the enforced disclosure by the defence of unused expert reports would violate common law, statute
and current case law. We are opposed to such a course.

November 2002

16 [1996] AC 487.
17 [2002] EWCA Crim 85.
18 Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, s. 10(1)(b).
19 Paragraph 33.
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